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KXK Extension Decision
t A robbery at Westbank Phar­
macy Monday hat netted 
thieves what police believe is 
the largest drug haul in the 
area’s history.
A spokesman at the RCMP 
station in Kelowna said today 
that controlled drugs valued at 
$3,000 to $4,000 on illicit markets 
were taken from the store.
It was reported that six ; dif­
ferent types of drugs were taken 
in the robbery. Police said that 
none of the drugs were of a 
barbituate variety but said 
those taken were dangerous.
Police were continuing today 
to investigate the incident but 
no arrests have been made as 
yet. There was some Indication 
at the police station that officers 
felt the robbery was the work 
of drug addicts.
Entry to the (tore, police said 
was made at approximately 10 
p.m. when thieves broke open 
the rear entrance to the store. 
Nothing other than the drugs 
was reported stolen.
In another robbery Monday 
thieves cut through - heavy 
chains to steal two snowmobiles 
and a trailer from the premises 
of Sports Unlimited on Highway 
97 north of Kelowna.
Police discovered the theft 
early Monday and said the of­
fence took place sometime dur­
ing the night Sunday.
Two attempts to break into 
business offices in Kelowna 
were' foiled when the thieves 
could not get through thoroughly 
locked doors.
The two businesses were 
Active Machine Shops on Caws- 
ton Avenue and Interior En­
gineering on St. PaulStreet.
Thieves did however gain en­
try Monday to the offices of 
Chapman Transport through the 
front door which was not locked. 
Police said today approxim­
ately $70 in cash was taken in 
the theft.
Now Up To Minister
Innocent Bystander Killed 
During Belfast Gun Battle
BELFAST (CP) - British 
troops shot and killed two men 
and wounded two others today, 
then admitted one of the dead 
and one. of the wounded were 
■ innocent bystanders.
The two innocent victims 
were plumbers, the army said 
in expressing regret.
An army spokesman said: “If 
these men were, as we now be­
lieve, innocent civilians then the 
army expresses its deepest re­
gret at their death and injury.”
The army said ^ix shots were 
fired from a rooftop at an army 
post in the Roman Catholic Ar- 
doyne district of Belfast. Troops 
spotted the two men, one on the 
roof of a nearby building and 
the other at an upper window. 
They fired at the two men kill­
ing one and wounding the.other.
Earlier troops had killed a 16- 
year-old youth and wounded an-
other when an armored car was 
ambushed in the Andersonstown 
district, a stronghold of the 
Irish Republican Army. .
The two deaths brought 
Northern Ireland’s toll to 652 in 
three years of bloodshed.
The army said the mistaken 
killing apparently occurred be­
cause the plumbers were carry­
ing lengths of pipes and tools 
that were thought to be weap­
ons.
Th6 spokesman added: “The 
house had hitherto been unoccu­
pied and has been used in the 
past as a sniping post.”
The army also announced the 
capture of three high-ranking 
officers of the IRA’s militant 
Provisional wing in roundups in 
Belfast’s Roman Catholic An- 
dersdnstown and Falls Road 
districts. ORCHARD PARK SEWAGE DAMPED AT POLLUTION CONTROL CENTRE 
LEE BOWSER, LAB OPERATOR, CHECKS EFFLUENT
City Council Formally Asks 
For Orchard Park Inclusion
'Incredible Survival Story 
Ends Happily For Three Boys
(Courier Photo)
CALGARY (CP) — Three 
boys were rescued by RCMP 
early today after spending 31 
hours inside a vehicle stuck on 
a snow-bound mountain road,
Their ordeal, in sub-zero tem­
peratures, began Sunday night 
■when their father’s four-wheel 
drive vehicle got stuck.
The four remained with the 
vehicle overnight and after it 
ran out of fuel Monday morning 
the father, Fred Kopmann of 
Calgary, set out for help.
; He stumbled into a power 
plant 15 hours later to set off 
the rescue which took more 
than four hours to complete be­
cause of fog and clogged roads.
Mr. Kopmann was taken to 
hospital in Banff and after their 
rescue at 5 a.m. today the boys, 
Rolf, 11, Michael, 9, and Frank, 
6. were taken to hospital in Cal­
gary.
AU were in good condition, 
suffering from frostbite and ex­
posure.
An RCMP spokesman in 
Banff said it is “amazing that 
they are alive; it’s an incred­
ible survival story."
The boys, dressed only in 
light clothing and huddling un­
der a single blanket to keep 
warm, related stories to pre­
vent themselves from faUing 
asleep but told rescuers they 
never doubted their father 
would get help.
The RCMP said the Kopmann 
family had been in Canada only 
three years and were appar­
ently unfamiliar with the moun­
tain winter when they set out to 
drive the Kananaskis Road.
The road runs through the 
mountains and they got stuck at 
a point 45 miles southwest of 
Calgary.
Before setting out for help, 
Mr. Kopmann told his children 
to remain in the truck. His feet 
were frozen by the time he 
reached the power plant about 
10:45 p.m.
The plant staff alerted a Cal­
gary Power Ltd. control centre 
which then got in touch with a 
forest ranger.
RCMP with four-wheel drive 
vehicles failed in an initial try 
to reach the three but finally 
arrived on. snowmobiles and on 
foot.
“The kids are in pretty good 
condition considering what they 
went through," said one RCMP 
officer.
“They just wanted to know if 
their father was all right.”
Many Factors Contribute 
To Rise In Unemployment
ONTARIO POLL
No Problems
Men, Machine, Weather, Mice 
All Al Go For Apollo's Launch
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP) 
— Apollo 17’s astronauts climb 
into their training spacecraft 
for the last time today, cram­
ming for Wednesday night's 
launch and a farewell visit to 
the moon.
All systems—human, hard­
ware, weather and rodent— 
were ready for the 9:53 p.m.
EST liftoff, America's first
(Tit launching of humans into htronauts Eugene Ccrnnn, paid Evans nnd Harrison 






to adjust their biologi­







The launch crew ran into the
usual number of minor and eas­
ily fixable problems—hose con- 
nccPons that sprung leaks, an 
oir filter that didn't fit, a piece 
of scientific equipment that 
wasn't working right
None of it was Important 
rnouqh to disrupt the mlniite- 
bvminutr st heddle ns clcc- 
t-nine docks tick d<m award for 
the liftoff.
‘The weather outlook contin­
ues to be favorable," the apace 
: ;ci:cy .«.»<!. The f.ir<t-.vf calls 
f.>; partly cloudy rk.es with 
wind. f.om <■;■•.!«! t<> 12 m.lcs an 
Lair out of the south. The tem­
perature In Die vicinity of the 
l.ium h pad should be in tin- COs.
'I Jj.it tr.i'.itd tie .«»! news f-.i 
the '•<*'* fKX) -p.ii c tudfs espefted
central Florida and millions of 
others In a 500-mlle radius who 
will see the Saturn V’s 2,200- 
foot-long tail of fire If skies are 
clear.
And the rodents—five tiny 
mice who'll give their lives for 
science—come aboard today in 
Individual tubes Inside a sealed 
aluminum canister. They'll ride 
in the command shin America 
with Evans round-and-round the 
moon while Ceman and Schmitt 
explore the combination high- 
land-lowland area of Taurus-Lit- 
trow on the surface.
Ope Kenneth a;ca mi and Dec
Safer Driving 
So Far In 72
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
British Columbia was the 
only province to record a traf­
fic death Monday in the 
fourth day of Safe-Driving 
Week,
The single traffic fatality 
brought PC's four-day total 
to right deaths, equalling the 
mark in Ontario.
Since safe-driving week 
started hist Friday, 29 per­
sons have tieen killed on the 
nation's highways. After the 
four til day of last year's enm- 
palgn. 44 jn'isons had ’ 
killed In traffic accidents
1 - i t • 11, (.fl pr ।. ons died 
in !hr peuivt Whseni D**c. 1
OTTAWA (CP) —' An esti­
mated 524,000 people were 
unemployed in November, the 
highest proportion of the labor 
force for that month in a dec­
ade, Statistics Canada reported 
today.
The figure was up from 483,- 
000 in October and compared 
with 503,000 unemployed in No­
vember last year.
The statistics bureau said the 
Canadian labor force continued 
to expand—an unusual occur­
rence in November—rising to 
8.88 million from 8.87 million in 
October.
But as winter approached nil 
industries except manufacturing 
cut back on their work forces. 
There were greater-than-usunl 
job reductions in agriculture 
and other primary industries.
The result wns that 5.9 per 
cent of the labor force wns 
unemployed last month, com­
pared with 5.4 per cent in Octo­
ber nnd 5.8 per cent in Novem­
ber- last year. The last time the 
November unemployment rate 
hit 5.9 per cent was in 1962.
IMPROVEMENT SEEN
Despite the gloomy November 
situation, Statistics Canada said 
the underlying trend showed 
improvement.
Adjusting the data for the 
month to reflect the situation if 
It were not for seasonal factors 
such as the approach of winter, 
the bureau said the underlying 
trend of unemployment fell to 
6.6 per cent from 6.9 in October 
nnd 7.1 in September. It wns 
also 6.6 in November last year.
The seasonally adjusted fig­
ure represents, in effect, an av­
eraging of the unemployment 
rate for a yenr. Because of the 
big swing between high summer 
activity nnd the winter let­
down, the actual rate usually 
climbs above the seasonally-ad­
justed figure in the winter 
months, nnd drops below it in 
the summer.
SUGARY CEREALS
The actual rate of unemploy-1 rose in all parts of the country 
ment rose last winter to 7.7 per last month except in British Co­
cent of the labor force in lumbia, where it remained the 
January, when the seasonally- same—7.1 per cent of the labor 
adjusted rate was down to 6.2, I force, as. in October and a year
Regionally, unemployment! earlier.1
Stanfield Hands Grits Blame
For lack Of Preparation
OTTAWA (CP) — Con­
servative Leader Robert 
Stanfield said today the lack, of 
preparation exhibited by the 
Liberal government for winter 
unemployment is inexcusable.
“The November unemploy­
ment statistics again confirm 
that government inaction has 
placed the unemployment prob­
lem on n treadmill," he said in 
a-statement.
He was commenting on No­
vember unemployment figures 
released by Statistics Canada 
which showed that 5.9 per cent 
of the labor force was out of
work last month, compared 
with 5.4 per cent in October and 
5.8 per cent in. November last 
year.
The estimated 524,000 persons 
out of work compared with 483,- 
000 in October and 503,000 in 
November, 1971.
On a seasonally adjusted 
basis the rate was 6.0 per cent, 
down from 6.9 per cent In Octo­
ber and the same as the No­
vember, 1971 percentage.
Mr. Stanfield said the actual 
number of unemployed is rising 
again ns Canada enters another 
winter.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Tropical Storm Kills 97 In Philippines
MANILA (AP)—Tropical storm Theresc blew out. of the 
Philippines nnd into the South Chinn Sea today, leaving nt 
least 97 persons (lend.
Prosecutor Critically Hurt In Bomb Blast
SCOTTSBORO, Ain. (AP)—Former state legislntor W. 
Loy Cnmpbell was in critical condition after removal of both 
legs, shredded in a dynamite explosion. Hospital officials 
snid there wns some doubt Hint Cnmpbell, 47, would see 
again. He wns to have prosecuted In a case this week.
Fourteen Burn To Death In Bus Crash
LAGOS (Abi—Fourteen passengers died in a burning bus 
after it swerved off the road and crashed about 42 miles 
northeast of this Nigerian capital.
'Only Nutrition
TORONTO (CP) - A mother 
of three children told members 
of the Ontario Fock! Processors 
Association Monday she is tired 
of seeing children used to apply 
pressure on parents to buy 
sugar-coated cereals.
Ixuramr Fox, a nurse, said 
that after the < rrcals ate adver­
tised for the gimmick contained 
tn tlie tuts, they ate displayed 
tn stores vitieie "all those 
Minims-guinms s with give- 
an* ii^lit t’icie at esc
“The good stlck-to thc ribs ce­
reals arc hidden away "
Phyllis Fernandez, a mother 
of five, also a nurse, said proc­
essors get away with their 
claim of providing a nutritious 
breakfast by listing "with a cup 
of milk” in small pi hit.
"I'm afraid all the niitidive 
value is in that milk.” she said.
The two were part of • 12- 
woman panel.
Tile women ci itic ।zed im. !
A few strokes of the pen. 
That’s all it could take now to । 
have the Orchard Park shopping 
centre included within the 1 
boundaries of the City of Kel­
owna.
If he agrees to the proposal, 
one of the pens will be in the 
hand of municipal affairs mini­
ster James Lorimer, authorizing 
a change in the city’s letters 
patent to allow the boundary ex­
tension, as required under the 
Municipal Act.
Providing, however, that a pe­
tition protesting the move, sign­
ed by at least 10 per cent of Kel­
owna’s eligible voters, isn’t 
forthcoming. Such was the cas^ 
a year ago, when former aider­
man E. R. Winter let a group 
of city residents opposed to a 
similar proposal, who did pre­
sent a petition, forcing a refer­
endum which was defeated.
City council Monday author­
ized a resolution calling for a 
formal request for boundary ex- 
sension, a move which followed 
what has been termed a “crisis" 
situation regarding sewage dis­
posal by the shopping centre and 
a move which has drawn criti­
cism from residents of the Ben- 
voulin area, in which the centre 
is located, and from officials of 
of the Central Okanagan Re- 
. gional District.
Mayor Hilbert Roth was quick 
! to point out during discussion, of 
the resolution that it dealt only
with the land on which the shop-
ping centre stands.
In 3 Cities
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Voters in Ontario’s three larg­
est cities had little difficulty 
Monday selecting mayors, but 
computer problems in Ottawa 
kept one of three winners in the 
dark about his exact victory to­
tal.
Incumbent mayors Vic Copps 
of Hamilton and Pierre Benoit 
of Ottawa were returned to of­
fice while youthful newcomer 
David Crombie was swept into 
Toronto’s top municipal office.
The choosing of the three 
mayors was the highlight of a 
hectic, wintcry day of munici­
pal elections across Ontario. 
Thousands of voters returned 
some municipal leaders to of­
fice, dumped others and cast 
ballots on such far-ranging top­
ics as Sunday racing and gar­
bage collection.
“There has been some con­
cern expressed that it was the 
city’s intention to extend its 
boundaries to include all of Ben- 
voulin and talk that we intended 
to go into other areas as well, 
but I’d like to point out that 
we’re dealing specifically with 
Orchard Park and nothing else 
at this time.”
Explaining how the latest pro­
posal had come about, the 
mayor said that after it 
had ordered contractor Rod 
King to stop dumping septic 
tank effluent from Orchard Park 
at a disposal site near Westbank 
as of Nov. 24, the Pollution Con- 
troL Board told officials of the 
development their only alterna­
tive was to tie in with Kelowna's 
Sewage disposal system.
“It was either that or they- 
had to close their doors that 
morning,” the mayor said.
Orchard Park officials con­
tacted Mayor Roth and city ad­
ministrator Doug Herbert that 
day and a special meeting of 
council was called, where it was 
agreed that as ah emergency 
measure, the centre would be 
allowed to transport its sewage, 
using its own vehicles, to Kel­
owna’s pollution control centre, 
for a period of seven days.
In the interim, discussions 
were held with Marathon Realty, 
co-developers of the complex 
along with Canada Safeway Ltd., 
' regarding the terms under which 
’ the city’s boundaries would be
, ■ extended to allow Orchard Park 
use of the disposal pystem.
Terms Of Agreement Outlined
An agreement was signed last 
Wednesday, and those terms are 
as follows:
-r- That the city take immedi­
ate steps to have Orchard Park, 
including adjacent Canada Safe­
way properties, within its boun­
daries.
— That Marathon deposit with 
the city $13,000, the estimated 
cost of a 10-inch city-constructed 
domestic water connection from 
Enterprise Way and Cooper 
Road south to the centre and 
that Marathon pay the cost on 
the date of connection.
— Understanding by Marathon 
that the domestic water connec­
tion will be metered and the 
regular commercial water rates 
as set out in the city’s water 
regulation bylaw are to apply.
— Marathon agrees to pay the 
yearly user charges for sanitary 
sewage disposal when the shop-
ping centre connects to the city’s 
sanitary sewerage system.
— Marathon shall be entitled, 
at its cost, to connect to a pro­
posed trunk to be constructed by 
the city at its cost from the 
present trunk system to the in­
dustrial park on Highway 97 and 
opposite the shopping centre, 
provided the city’s engineering 
director confirms that the cen­
tre’s volume can be handled in 
the trunk line; provided the 
trunk is constructed at its maxi­
mum allowable size in accor­
dance with sound engineering 
principles. If the proposed trunk 
line extension Is not constructed, 
Marathon shall agree to partici­
pate in an eventual sewage 
trunk line constructed from the 
shopping centre to the pollution 
control centre.
(Continued on Page 3) 
See: EXTENSION
Cages Of Bears 
Secreted Hash
REDDING, Calif. (AP) — An 
international hashish smuggling 
ring that has been using the 
cages of live Himalayan bears 
to hide contraband has been 
broken up in the mountains of 
northern California, federal 
agents say.
United States customs officers 
said Monday four men have 
been arrested and about half of 
an estimated $509,000 worth of 
hashish has been recovered.
West Toronto 
To Stay Dry
TORONTO (CP) — In nil of
swinging Toronto, one small en­
clave remains firmly prohibi­
tionist.
Voters In the old community 
of West Toronto—now part, of a 
couple of city wards—voted dry 
In Monday's municipal election 
for the fourth time in 69 years.
CHILDREN AND GIMMICKS
Is The Milk
pi ice was a factor when they 
shopped, but quality and the 
courtesy shown by the store 
staff also Is considered.
There was support for greater 
control over froz.cn foods witli a 
demand for some kind of dating 
code.
R. E. Oliver, president of the 
Canadian advertising advisory 
iKiavd, noted that most written 
food complaints are from men.
“The great majority are fiom 
J trsMinalde people. <!i*,cu«sing
!!
us because they feel their com­
plaint Mould not fall on recep­
tive cars nt the local level, or 
because they tried to lodge a 
complaint with the store or 
manufacturer and did not get 
sa 1 Is fact ion. ”
John White. Ontaiio minister 
of Indu-try sod touivm, told
the proerssors Canada may
WM n sprclnl cttTrn's Ixxly
lh.it IllbiW
! mri errs Lirlfdd'ri
indusli ini 
iiinlrr com-
■ f i tn’*, and v■cgetablcs, Tin y .*;ii<l | re a-unable Issues. They w n’r Io I petition legi*• I«• I .on.
Medical Director Backs Move
Efforts to have the Orchard 
Park shopping centre brought 
into the city of Kelowna have 
been backed up by Dr. David 
Clarke, medical director of the 
South Okanagan Health Unit.
While the city attempts to 
extend its boundaries and con­
tinues to accept about 13,500 
U.S. gallons of effluent a day 
from the centre ns a temporary 
measure, Dr. Clarke points to 
two ground water studies un­
dertaken by SOIIU in May and 
October of Illis year as .showing 
the need “for n proper dom­
estic water supply for this 
fringe area.”
A letter outlining his thoughts 
ou the mutter hns alrcndy been 
sent to deputy health minister, 
Dr. G, R. F. Elliot and A. S. 
King, chairman of the South 
Okanagan Union Board of 
Health.
In Ilic Orchard Pnrk nrea, 
Dr. Clarke nays, there are an 
estimated 100 shallow mid deep
been unable in the past year to 
provide an adequate sewage 
treatment system or domestic 
water supply for the nrca, Dr. 
Clarke says the health unit 
"feels that further construction 
and development in the fringe 
areas (especially Orch a Ed 
Park) of Kelowna should ’ be 
dependent on a proper domes­
tic water system nnd proper 
sewage treatment facilities."
“At this time a major crisis 
has developed nt Orchard Park 
for immediate sewage treat­
ment. facilities nnd a proper 
domestic water supply. Both 
these services arc available in 
the city of Kelowna if the politi­
cal question of the future of 
the Orchard Park nrca could 
be resolved quickly."
The matter needs 1he provin­
cial health department's fullest 
attention, he said, “. . . ns we 
feel the matter is of crucial 
Importance Io the health nnd 
welfare of the citizens of the 
Central Oknnngnn.”
wells. “With a high 
table, several water 
and boggy areas, the 
disposal of domestic 






creasing threats to this method 
of water supply.”
Pointing out that the Central
Okanagan Regional District has
BULLETIN
OTTAWA (CP) ■ ■ Consena- 
live Ix-iider Robert Stanfl’-hl 
today ap|M>lntc<l his Quebec 
lieutenant, Claude Wagner, as 
the party’s sjHikrsmnn on ex­
tern.il affairs. Mi. W.utiiei 'i.r, 
one of 29 cam'll*? ronimllfeo 
i hairmcn appointed to the 
"shadow cabinet.”
CANADA'S IIK.II-LOW
N .t n ;iin
29




Henderson said Monday in 
Calgary the Trudeau govern­
ment is continuing its direct 
efforts to-hampei; his ability to 
function properly as public 
watchdog over federal spend­
ing. He said in a speech his 
latest attempts to redress the 
situation were turned down as 
recently as two weeks ago. His 
19-page, 3,800-word speech, to 
the Calgary chapter of the In­
stitute of Internal Auditors, in­
cluded a strong charge that the 
Trudeau Liberals have made 
“a direct attempt to impair” 
- the functions of his office, a 
; siout defense of the office and
a plea that, he be given 
■ proper tools to do his job.
the
Lawyers for James Earl Ray 
: filed a petition in United States 
■ federal court Monday in Nash- 
‘ ville, Tenn., requesting a hear- 
ing that would allow Ray to 
■ -withdraw his plea of guilty in 
■ the. assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. “In effect, 
we’re asking the federal court 
‘• to review Ray’s plea of guilty 
■ and see if it was the result of 
- duress and coercion and, if so, 
permit him to withdraw his 
guilty plea and be tried on its 
merits in the Memphis state- 
- court,” said Bernard Fenster-
wald, one of Ray’s Lawyers.
JAMES EARL RAY 
... review sought
sible real estate development] Victories by Progressive Con- 
in the area. Aid. Kosty said servatives in two of three by- 
Resources Minister Robert | elections held in Prince Edward 
Williams assured him that if
Coldstream aiderman, John 
Kosty, said Monday the mun­
icipality has been assured by 
the provincial government that 
there will be no unsatisfactory 
subdivision of some 2,000 acres 
of land on an area ranch. Mar­
athon Realty had indicated ear­
lier it was interested in a pOs-
Marathon comes up with an : 
unsatisfactory proposal, the ■ 
provincial government will step 
in.
President Salvador Allende of 
Chile accused the International 
Telephone and Telegraph Co. 
in the United Nations, Monday 
of trying to start a civil war in 
his country. He told other poor 
countries to beware of powerful 
United States firms. U.S. Am­
bassador George Rush defend­
ed the free enterprise system 
and U.S. trade abroad, saying: 
‘‘This is one of the things that 
makes us great.”
The United States said in 
Helsinki, Finland, Monday a 
carefully prepared conference 
on security can make- a gen­
uine contribution to European 
reconciliation and that “Eur­
ope’s security is indivisible 
from our own.” Speaking for 
the United States at the meet­
ing of countries preparing a 
security conference, Ambas­
sador Vai Peterson stressed 
the need for careful prepara­
tion that will assure results if 
a conference of foreign min-
• isters is -convened.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
1654 Ellis St.
TORONTO (CP) •
■■ the Toronto stock market were 
higher in moderate mid-morn- 
.! ing trading today.
i ; The industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar- 
ket trends, was up .62 to 218.06, 
i- golds .07 to 182.39; base metals 
• .06 to 83.93 and western oils .36 
, to 274.87.
- > Volume by 11 a.m. was 757,- 
000 shares compared with 881,- 
, 000 traded by the same time 
■■•Monday.
« ■ Bank, merchandising, pipeline 
and industrial mining stocks 
' were among sectors of the mar­
ket recording the strongest 
gains while communication, 
real estate,' paper and forest 
and utility issues were off 
slightly. ’
Advances held a slight lead 
over declines, 124 to 100, while 
215 issues remained unchanged. 
■ Falconbridge Nickel rose 1% 
to $58%, Silverwood A % to 
$14%, . Bank of Montreal % to 
; $23%, Canadian Tire A % to $62 
' and Mercantile Bank % to 
' $24%.
,' Block Bros, slipped 10 cents 
to $2.85, New Providence 1 cent 
to 30 cents, Shell Canada % to 
t $57’/4, Noranda Mines % to 39 
‘ and Walker-Gooderham % to 
‘$51. ,
Prices on Tor. Dorn. Bank 35% 35’4
Trans Canada Pipe 










































































































- VANCOUVER (CP) - Prices 
; were down in moderate trading 
in the first hour on the Vancou- 
' ver Stock Exchange today. Vol- 
. time was 269,515 shares.
1 In the industrials, Alcan A fell 
.05 to $2.25 on a. volume of 1,400 
shares.
In the oils, Rand Resources
Numac 

























traded unchanged at .80 on 










Baleo Forest Prod. 11
INDUSTR1ALS
Alta. Gas Trunk 16%
Alcan 22%
Bank of Montreal 23%
Cdn. Ind. Gas & Oil 10%
Bank of N.S. 39%






















































































































All Quiet On Honduras Front 
After Bloodless Army Coup 
TEGUCIGALPA (Reuter) —! Shops, offices and banks
Gen. Oswaldo Lopez Arellano stayed open and life went on as 
was firmly in control of the usual although the radio played 
Honduran government today only maftial music. .
Island Monday show "the party ! 
is on the march again, George 
Dewar, interim party leader 
said in Charlottetown. The 
Conservatives won Kings 1st 
and Queens 2nd ridings, but 
lost a tight race in Kings 4th 
to Premier Alex Campbell’s 
Liberals.
Health Minister Dennis 
Cocke announced Monday in 
Victoria an increase to $50. a 
day from $25 in the maximum 
amount the British Columbia 
Hospital Insurance Service will 
pay for B.C. residents landing 
in hospital outside Canada. Mr. 
Cocke said the increase, which 
went into effect Dec. 1, will 
apply to any qualified B.C. 
resident anywhere in the world 
if in hospital within 12 months 
of a temporary absence from 
the province. He said the max­
imum rate of $12 a day for a 
new born infant in hospital out­
side Jie country remains un­
changed.
Lester B. Pearson is being 
treated for a recurrence of the 
tumor that caused him the loss 
of an eye two years ago, but 
his condition is improving, a 
spokesman for the former 
prime minister said Monday in 
Ottawa. Mr. Pearson has been
after a bloodless coup which 
averted a march on the capital ■; 
by peasants demanding land re- ■ 
forms.
Hondurans already accus­
tomed to seeing the 51-year-old 
armed forces chief at the 
helm—he ruled the rugged Cen­
tral American country from 
1963 until last year—took the 
situation calmly.
Troops sauntered in the tree- 
lined church plazas' and cobbled 
streets of Tegucigalpa chatting- 
with the people and explaining 
the a/my takeover.
First word of the coun came 
over the radio at dawn Monday 
with a communique issued by 
the Supreme Defence Council.
It said the army was taking 
over because the 18-month-old 
civilian government of Presi­
dent Ramon Ernesto Cruz had 
plunged tile country into eco­
nomic and social chaos.
Lopez’s move came as 2,000 
peasants demanding land re­
forms were marching towards 
the capital.
The peasants called off the 
march after learning that 
Cruz’s government had been 
toppled.
; Cruz, 68-year-old lawyer, was 
, under house arrest but it was 
• believed that he. would not be 
1 prosecuted.
Army regional commands re­
ported that the situation was 
quiet throughout ’• Honduras 
which has a big territory, a 
small population of three mil­
lion and an impoverished econ­
omy based largely on bananas.
Lopez overthrew President 
Ramon Villada Morales in 1963 
and two years later Congress 
elected him to a six-year term
NATO Pay Share! 
Under Debate
BRUSSELS (Reuter) - De­
fence ministers from 10 West­
ern European countries met to­
day to study defence co-oper­
ation and increasing their con­
tribution to NATO.
The meeting of the NATO 
“Eurogroup” was the first in a 
series of year-end ministerial
sessions at 15-nation Atlantia 
pact headquarters lasting until 
Friday.
Also in session was the NATO 
military committee, which 
groups service chiefs from all 
alliance members apart from 
Iceland and France.
The Eurogroup session is tak­
ing place after" an American 
warning that Ure European 
partners in NATO must expect 
io increase their defence spend­
ing in the coming year.
BINGO! BINGO! BINGO!














































































































































undergoing treatment at home 
the last two weeks. His wife 
Maryon said during the week­
end that fatigue and over-ex­
ertion contributed to his illness.
In Barra, Scotland, an 84- 
year-old piper who played a 
lament at the burial service for 
novelist Sir Compton Macken­
zie Monday collapsed soon 
afterwards and died. The piper, 
Calum Johnston, had been a 
close acquaintance of Sir Comp­
ton who lived on Barra Island, 
off Scotland’s west coast be­
tween 1936 and 1946. Sir Comp­
ton died Thursday at 89.
Charlie Smith, a 130-year-old 
former slave who claims to be 
the oldest citizen of the United 
States, will be among the guests 
watching Wednesday night’s 
launching of Apollo 17 at Cape 
Kennedy. Smith, who says he 
was lured aboard a slave ship 
in his native Liberia at the age 
of 12, lives in Bartow, Fla.
Jean-Paul Mercier, 28, one of 
two escaped; convicts issued 
passports by the external af­
fairs department, was arrested 
in Montreal Monday in a - rob­
bery investigation. External 
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp 
said Nov. 17 that his depart­
ment had issued passports to 
Mercier and Jacques Mesrme, 
hoping the documents would 




























Grouse Mtn. 2.35 2.45 Heritage 2.11 2.30
Hys of Canada 3,45 3.55 Invest. Growth 12.83 14.03
Integrated Wood 2,75 3.00 Invest, Int. 7.93 8.67
Melton Realty 2.70 2.95 Invest. Mutual 6.06 6.63
N.W. Sports 6.50 Pacific Comp. 7.98
OK Helicopters 12% Pacific Div. 6,21
P.W.A. 23'■> 23'Ji Pacific U.S. 5.21
Saratoga Proc. 4.50 Pacific Res. 3.36
George Sparling 2.80 2.90 Pacific Retirement 5,24
Stointron 6% 7 United Accum. 5.85 6,43
Trans. Cda. Glass 9.00 United American 2.31 2.54
Wardair 2.80 3.00 United Horizon 3.45 3.79
























• ! oval Cremation 
Facilities
• Smlm from $90




CONSIDER A CAREER WITH\
Ford Motor Credit Company
OF CANADA. LTD.
Most employees who havo joined us In our brief 
history havo benefited from our growth by corre­
sponding advancement In their own positions and 
income. They will continue to enjoy this growth- 
end you can, too.
Chock Those Advantages:
n Young-growing company.
Choice carter positions Immediately available.
Unique advancement opportunities.
Employment with a leader In the Industry. 
Excellent salary and fringe benefit programs.
Excellent assignments are now available lor Indi­
viduals with 2-5 years credit experience with an 
automotive sates finance company. After an initial 
<>rienla:ion period, the successful applicant will 
be placed In a position commensurate with his 
background and experience; personal enthusiasm 
and a desire to advance are musts.
Plenao send resume outlining expnnonco 
anti salary history to:
Ford Motor Credit Company
OF CANADA. LTD.
Tr.a v fl-'udiftu Rd, Curkvhio, Ontario. Canada
as president.
The general could not legally 
run for re-election in 1971 and 
he inspired an agreement be­
tween the Nationalist and Lib­
eral parties to divide the 64-seat 
Congress evenly. The balance of 
power was then to be held by 
the directly-elected president.
In the subsequent voting, 
Cruz became the first popularly 
elected president since 1932. 
and Lopez resumed command 
of the army. But almost as soon 
as Cruz took office, a dispute 
developed between the two po­
litical parties over the division 
of power.
The stalemate in the coalition 
blocked effective government 
action. The cost of living had 
been rising steadily and prom­
ised agrarian reforms did not 
come about.,




NIGHT - 8 P.M.







DOES A NORMAL COUPLE NEED? Adele Rein
3ft
AROUND B.C. BRIEFLY PLUS — “PLEASURES OF THE BATH”
Decision Reserved At Trial 
Of 2 Boys In Shooting Death
ASHCROFT (CP) — Decision 
has been reserved in the non­
capital murder trial of two 14- 
year-old boys, charged in the 
September shooting death of 
John McKini^on of Cache Creek. 
One of the boys is from Prince 
George and the other from 
Whitehorse, Y.T. A court 
spokesman said a decision may 
not be handed down until Jan­
uary.
REVEALS PLAN
VANCOUVER (CP) — Mike 
Harcourt, a Vancouver alder- 
manic candidate, said Monday a 
jumbo jet runway is planned for 
Vancouver International Airport 
on Sea Island within one mile 
of residential property and the 
city was not consulted. Mr. Har­
court, running for The Electors 
Action Movement (TEAM) said 
a major study should be under­
taken to determine if the fed­




in Quesnel school district have 
a p p r o v e d a referendum for 
$326,000 for school'construction. 
In a vote Saturday, the rate­
payers also elected Siegfried
11 Barrier
NEW YORK (AP) — For the 
jirst .time, the United States fer­
tility rate has dropped below 
the “replacement” level of 2,1 
children a family that is needed 
to achieve zero population 
growth, the New York Times 
reports.
While the U.S. population is 
still growing, it appears that 
the annual rate of increase this 
year will bo about 0.7 pel" cent, 
little more than half the annual 
rate during the 1960s, the Times 
says.
Analysts say the significance 
of the new rate is that the coun­
try has broken through the “2.1 
barrier” for the first time.
The figure is 2.1 rather than 
two to account for girls who die 
before reaching child-bearing 
age.
If the 2.1 fertility rate were 
maintained for 70 years, the 
population would stabilize at 
about 320 million. It now is 
about 209,3 million.
Fobe as district school trustee, 
Fra-defeating incumbent Jack 
ser.
TO ASK VICTORIA
VANCOUVER (CP^ - 
that its Local Initiative
Now 
Pro­
Van-gram grant has expired, 
couvcr City College Council
Monday decided to ask the pro­
vincial government to fund the 
college’s free day-care centre. 
Council passed a motion to send 
a telegram to Rehabilitation 
Minister Norm Levi “hoping he 
will be able to find a way to 
enable this project to continue."
PLANS SHELVED
BURNABY (CP)—Plans for a 
$700,000 institution for boys who 
Cannot be placed in regular 
foster homes have been shelved, 
at least temporarily, and the 
provincial government has with­
drawn a call for tenders. The 
proposed 32-room unit Is under 
review because of the new gov­
ernment’s indicated policy of 
seeking homes for boys in their 
own communities, rather than 
in a central institution, a spokes­
man for the rehabilitation de­
partment said Tuesday.
HEARING ADJOURNED
VANCOUVER (CP) — A fed­
eral hearing Monday on expro­
priation of Sea Island land for 
approaches to the proposed Hud­
son Street bridge across the 
Fraser River was adjourned to 
Jan. 4. Hearing officer A. W. 
Fisher said the delay would al­
low objectors to study recently 
acquired technical material.
GVRD MAN APPOINTED
VICTORIA (CP)— Norman 
Pearson, former assistant direc­
tor of the' Greater Vancouver 
Regional District, has been 
named a consultant on lands 
policy in the provincial govern­
ment lands office at an annua 
salary of $19,560. His appoint­
ment- was contained in cabinet 
orders-in-council made public 
Monday.
CRASH KILLS ONE
CAMPBELL RIVER (CP) — 
One Campbell River man was 
killed and two others were 
seriously injured Monday after­
noon ip a two-car collision six 
miles north’ of here; at the junc­
tion of the Island Highway and 
the -Elk Falls pulp mill road, 
RCMP said. Names were with­
held.
HOLD TIHNK SESSION
PARKSVILLE (CP) - Eric 
Kierans, former federal Liberal 
cabinet minister and now a pro­
fessor at *McGill University in 
Montreal,, met representatives 
of the provincial government, 
business, labor and, the univer­
sities during the weekend here 
at a “think tank session” deal­
ing with ways of stimulating 
secondary industry in British 
Columbia. Attorney - General 
Alex Macdonald said Monday 
no policy was formulated but 




dec. 5lh - ‘)|h
dinner:
by chef ben jclin, ami M'lvi'il 
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
music and dancing:
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Mi/'stallion"
1264 cllis st.
"The rustic nnd unique decor of the Ellis Street night, 
s|xit which features a sunken dance (lour, old-fiishioned 
bar and hand-blown lamp.*;, glassware and eli.mdeliei. 
The huiii'-y atmosphere is enhanced with b.irc-biii’k 
walls and heavy ovcihead beams preserved in the 
original building,” The Kelowna Daily Courier — 
Tliur:;., Nov. Hi.
businessmen's luncheon (
11:30 n.m. 1:30 p.m.







Friday and Saturday . 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Sunday 5 p.m. to 8 p.m
CLOSED MONDAYS, TUESDAYS; WEDNESDAYS





WARNING: Extremely frank dialogue on 
sexual practices throughout. — R McDon­
ald, B.C. Director.
Ends Tonight — 7 and 9 p.m. 
“PORTNOY S COMPLAINT”
COLOR BY DE LUXE*
(General) WARNING: Some swearing and coarse lan­
guage — R. McDonald, B.C. Director.
GUIDE
STARTS WEDNESDAY






Maybe we're successful as 
funeral directors because of 
the things we didn't learn 
from books. Such as thought­
fulness. And understanding. 
And cbmpassion. And 
respect.
These are the qualities you 
can't got out of a book or 
a classroom — but they 
mean moro to us (and to 
the families wo serve!) than 
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Dennis Schafrick conducts 'arol Festival. Tre festival is 
the Evangel Tabernacle Choi , ponsored by the Kelowna 
through its paces Monday ri 
the Community Theatre, a 
the 11th annual Christmas
nterchurch Music Society 
;nd features several diversi­
fied choirs and ensembles
nging traditional and mod- rangements. The festival will 
;rn Christinas carols. Today’s continue through Wednesday 
program will feature a trum- with showtimes at 7:45 p.m.
pet solo by Wayne Siewert as 
well as several choral ar- (Courier photo)
Program For Sidewalks
Proposed At City Hall
•< A proposed five-year sidewalk 
construction program prepared 
by the city’s engineering de­
partment has been tabled for 
two weeks by city council.
The program, drawn up by 
engineering superintendent Lio­
nel Benoit, would see about 80,- 
000 feet of sidewalk construct. 
t ed at a cost of between $450,000 
and $500,000. It calls for 25 per 
cent of the cost to be paid for 
directly by the city, and the re­
maining 75 per cent based on a 
frontage charge.
Mr. Benoit points out that 
there are 81 miles of street in 
the city, 55 of which don’t have
'any sidewalks. But he also in-
very low pedestrian and vehicu­
lar traffic. Others need side­
walks on only one side.
Major traffic routes, such as 
Harvey Avenue, Bernard Ave­
nue and Pandosy Street, Mr. 
Benoit says, should have a side­
walk on each side, because of 
the difficulty in crossing the 
streets created by heavy traffic.
New subdivisions and re-de­
velopments are required to be 
pre-serviced with sidewalks and 
Mr. Benoit suggests, "It would 
also be desirable to have front­
ing property in existing develop­
ed areas pay 100 per cent of 
the cost of the sidewalk, be­
cause this reduces the city's 
financial burden and also places
? an b uc ctmb* o uc i u ux  
dicates that not all streets re­
quire sidewalks, because of I the cost directly on the user.”'
Apple Production
At present, the division of 
costs between the owners of 
property fronting on sidewalks 
being constructed and the city 
is based on a policy decision 
made in 1971 and the rate 
charged varies with the cost of 
each project. In addition, there 
is a 50-50 cost-sharing arrange­
ment for commercial and apart­
ment developments.
The present cost of construct­
ing a sidewalk is estimated at 
$5.75 per lineal foot for a 4y2- 
foot wide sidewalk and $1.30 per 
frontage foot per foot width for 
other sidewalks.
In order to construct the side­
walks as a local improvement 
program, he says, the city must 
wait for a petition or initiate 
the program. “Initiated pro­
grams can be defeated by peti-
DOUBLE THE COST 
FOR OUTSIDERS
As a general rule, outsiders 
will be required to pay twice 
as much as city residents 
participating in city-operated 
recreation programs.
City council adopted the 
double cost policy on an 
amended motion by Aid. Wal­
ter Green in an attempt to 
protect city taxpayer equity 
in the cost of such programs.
His original motion calling 
for two and a half times the 
price for outsiders was tem­
pered by the benevolence of 
Aid. Gwen Holland who sug­
gested “this was too steep” 
arid moved the amendment.
Rises 30 Per Cent
. I Final apple production fig­
ures show an increase in pro­
duction of 30 per cent over last 
year, according to a report 
, from the horticultural branch 
" of the B.C. Department of Agri- 
, culture.
The report states the quality 
of apples was good but size 
seemed to be lacking in some 
■ lots. Poorer returns, in terms 
of color and quality of fruit has 
; prompted the removal of num­
erous older McIntosh trees, 
with a rough estimate given by 
the, department^ as 100 to 150 
acres of trees removed. The 
letter stated about 50 acres will 
go into grapes with the remain­
der intcrplanted.
I It was felt the mild weather 
experienced in November en­
abled orchardists to make good 
progress with such fall chores 
as mouse control, fertilizers 
and herbicides. It has also al­
lowed all trees to go into good 
winter dormancy and more 
cooler weather woidd harden 
the trees off, the letter con­
cluded.
The letter stated small Anjou 
pear crops had Men moving 
"briskly” to markets and the 
quality has been good. Pruning 
ns well as the removal of some
peach trees was underway, 
with growers ordering peach 
trees for the 1973 spring plant­
ing.
It was found growers experi­
enced a reluctance on the part 
of pickers'to harvest larger 
prune trees.
■ Fall planting of . grapes has 
been completed with pruning 
underway in most large vine­
yards. All of the commercial 
grape crop was harvested des­
pite some frost injury.
Fruit tree nursery stock 
showed a low incidence of root 
gall, according to the newslet­
ter. Inspection of stock will be 
carried out during regular grad­
ing in the winter months.
The late cabbage harvest is 
completed with prices, move­
ment and quality listed as 
“very satisfactory” by the de­
partment. Fair prices are be­
ing received from the completed 
carrot harvest.
Packing is now in process for 
onions, with the movement ot 
the crop slow and the size below 
average. The newsletter stated 
there was a certain amount of 
neck rot due to poor growing 
i and drying weather. Good 
; prices are being received for 
> notatoes and rutabagas.
tion, therefore it is advisable 
for the city to subsidize the pro­
gram, thereby discouraging a 
petition against the program.”
Mr. Benoit recommends that 
Nov. 30 be established as the 
cut-off date for petitioned side­
walks to be constructed the fol­
lowing year and that any peti­
tions received after that date be 
considered for construction the 
next year.
He also recommends that the 
length of a petitioned sidewalk 
be no less than one block, un­
less it is to complete a block.
“Anything less requires a 
disapportionate amount of en­
gineering work to establish the 
design. These short pieces of 
sidewalk are more costly to 
construct due to cost of moving 
forms and equipment more fre­
quently.”
Decision to table the report 
was made to allow the city’s 
finance department to come up 
with typical examples of how 




An Oyama orchardist, in a 
B.C. Supreme Court action, is 
seeking the return of $5,000 to­
gether with unstated damages 
and court costs from two Lower 
Mainland firms and three Kel­
owna residents.
Named in the action register­
ed in Kelowna were Dare To Be 
Great (Canada Ltd. 1971) of 
Vancouver, Koscot Interplane­
tary of Canada in Burnaby, 
Leonard Ulrich of Kelowna and 
Roland Tubbs and Heather Hil- 
stob of Rutland.
Seeking satisfaction in the ac­
tion is John Russo.
(Continued from Page I)
— Marathon agrees to pay 
$125,000 to the city, a sum which 
represents its ‘buy-in’ to the 
city’s pollution control centre 
and sanitary sewer system, 
domestic water pumping station, 
domestic water supply lines and 
domestic water reservoirs. That 
payment was made in lieu of 
the proposed sewer development 
charge under the city’s sewerage 
system user bylaw.
— Both Marathon and Canada 
Safeway are entitled to dump 
sanitary sewage and effluent into 
the pollution control centre for 
treatment at a fee based on the 
current dumping rates to be 
agreed on between Marathon 
and the city until such time as 
Marathon and Safeway are con­
nected to the city sewage dis­
posal system.
— The city will pay accrued 
interest on the $125,000 sum until 
the shopping centre and Canada 
Safeway are within Kelowna’s 
boundaries. After that date, no 
interest will accrue to Mara­
thon;
— If the proposed boundary 
extension does riot take place, 
and Marathon stops dumping 
into the pollution control centre, 
the $125,000 and any accrued 
interest will be refunded.
— The city agrees to continue 
bn a temporary basis accepting 
domestic-type effluent from Mar­
athon under terms already 
agreed to and provided the dis­
posal is carried out by the com­
pany, using Marathon-owned and 
operated trucks and that Mara­
thon agrees to indemnify the 
city fully for anything tha-: 
might arise as a result of the 
temporary disposal. Those ar­
rangements are subject to term­




days notice in writing. / 
CAN HANDLE IT •
Mayor Roth also reacted to 
statements by opponents of the 
boundary extension move that 
the city’s sewage disposal plant 
would be unable to handle the 
added sewage. “The fact is, dur 
plant is designed to handle a 
population of 30,000. The city’s 
population is now under 20,000 
. . . and the facility can be 
readily expanded to handle the 
needs of 80,000 people.”
The mayor’s point was backed 
up by city engineering director 
Nelson Deck, who said as far 
as his department is concerned, 
“the plant is operating very well 
and we hope to operate it even 
better in future years.”
Although the public gallery at 
Monday’s meeting contairied a 
number of residents concerned 
with boundary extension, there
was little hostility evident.
One lady, who identified her­
self as an organic farmer in the 
Benvoulin area, said she was 
“very worried” about, future 
boundary extension.
“I find out now it’s not com­
ing right away, but it seems it 
is coming soon and I can’t see 
how farmers in the area will be 
able to survive because of the 
expense. Many other farmers 
besides myself want to continue 
and I want to set my mind at 
ease that farming can be con­
tinued within the city.”
Mayor Roth said the provincial 
government is looking at the 
possibility of political boundary 
extension in the Central Okan­
agan. "mainly because of the 
health problems,” and that pro­
vincial authorities are “very 
concerned” about the situation 
in Rutland.
“But as yet,” the mayor said, 
“no concrete decisions have been 
made. It is realized that if there 
was a'boundary extension vote, 
the farmers would vote against 
it because they would be faced 
with higher taxes. We under­
stand that.”
Another man brought up the 
matter of last year’s boundary 
extension vote, saying:
“Last year they took a refer­
endum On Orchard Park and we 
voted it out. Now it has cropped 
up again. What happened? 
Doesn’t that vote mean any­
thing?”
“According to the Municipal 
Act,” replied Mayor Roth, “the 
only reason we held the refer­
endum was because 10 per cent 
of the ratepayers in the city 
objected to the proposal. The 
situation depends entirely on the 
minister right now. He has all 
the information and once we 
make our formal petition for 
boundary extension, the final 
decision is up to him.”
City council has turned down । 
a request by the Central Okana- ; 
gan Regional District that Kei- । 
owna participate in a regional 
system for disposal of septic 
tank effluent.
Aidermen apparently feel 
there aren’t enough septic tanks 
in the city to warrant helping 
pay for the scheme on the basis 
of assessment in the areas in­
volved, as has been suggested.
In a letter brought before 
Monday’s council meeting, re­
gional administrator A. T. Har­
rison explained that regional 
directors have decided to ask 
the provincial government to 
give them the power to compel 
or require people to dispose of 
septic tank effluent at a site or 
sites which still must be found.
“It is the opinion of the 
board,” said Mr. Harrison, 
“that septic tank effluent col­
lected in the city of Kelowna 
and Peachland should also be 
disposed of under controlled 
conditions.”
He said consent by the city to 
participate is required before a 
request is made to the provin­
cial government.
The proposal calls for the an­
nual net cost to be apportioned 
among the participating areas, 
on the basis of assessment 
which may be taxed for the cur­
rent year, excluding property, 
which is taxable for school pur­
poses only.
‘/‘I don’t see why these things 
always have to cost the taxpay­
er money,” said Aid. William 
Kane, “and I don’t see why the
City of Kelowna should partici­
pate on an equal basis with 
other areas when we simply 
don’t have the number of septic 
tanks they do.
“I think we should decline 
this request and suggest that 
electoral areas which'meed the 
disposal system participate on 
a user-pays basis. I’m still not 
convinced this cannot be hand­
led at no cost to the taxpayer.”
Altrough Mayor Hilbert Roth 
said he understood the original 
intent of the septic tank dump­
ing proposal was to operate on 
a user-pays basis, fellow coun­
cil members agreed with Aid. 
Kane that it be rejected.
They didn't discuss a recom­
mendation from city adminis­
trator Doug Herbert that coun­
cil suggest annual costs be ap­
portioned based on the ratio of 
septic tanks in the city to other 
areas and not on the basis of 
assessment.
At one point, Mayor Roth 
pointed out the regional district 
has had a “very difficult job” 
finding an adequate disposal 
site. “It seems every time they 
land on a piece of property that 
is suitable, people in the area 
object.”
Descri bing .indiscriminate 
dumping of septic tank effluent 
in the regional district as "a 
real problem;” the mayor said, 
“If a disposal site for septic 
waste and oil ?nd similar ma- 
; terial can be used in the 
city’s land disposal area, then 
I think this problem could be 
! solved once and for all.”
City To Make Own Submission 
On Municipal Waste Discharge
elect-
cd president of the Kelowna 
Chamber of Commerce by „ac-
Road
Report
The following is a road con­
ditions report from the depart­
ment of highways as of 8:30 
a.m. today.
Highway 97: a trace of snow 
but it is blowing off;, slippery 
sections; detour six and one 
half miles north of Kelowna.
Highway 33: one inch of snow 
with slippery sections and Com­
pact snow on the upper levels.




Former Kelowna resident 
and pioneer, Mrs. Irene Hester 
Maud Gaddes (Honey Parkin­
son), died in Victoria Nov. 29 
after a lengthy illness.
Mrs. Gaddes is the grand­
daughter of the late Judge 
John C. Haynes. She was born 
in the mining town of Fairview, 
B.C., in 1905, and moved to 
Kelowna with her parents and 
eldest brother, R. F, (Dick) 
Parkinson and John Valentine 
Parkinson in 1906. Mrs. Gad­
des left Kelowna in 1928 living 
in many parts of B.C. before 
settling in Victoria.















The British Columbia Festival 
of Sjxnts Is going to have? Kel­
owna Recreation Superintend­
ent Keith Maltman as one of Its 
chairmen whether it likes it or 
not.
Aldermen Monday reaffirmed 
Mr. Maltman’s appoint inent ns 
festival chairman on Ix'half of 
the city in spite of a request by 
manager R. C. Groulx that
Mr. Mailman said in the let­
ter that ns former provincial 
sport and fitness co-ordinator 
for B.C. he felt if money cur­
rently spent on advertising (lie 
so-called festival was spent on 
assisting organizations, the 
festival would be a meaningful 
contribution to sport develop­
ment.
But he said, "it’s my firm be-
her daughter, Irene Margaret 
McNair and two granddaugh­
ters, Peggy and Jillian of Kel­
owna.
t
Chamber members are re­
quested to fill out organization 
ballot forms for eight director­
ship positions and return same 
to the chamber office by 5 
p.m. Dec. 15 for tabulation Dec. 
19.
Up for nomination are Frank 
Addison, George Chantier, Rog­
er Cottle, Robert Grant, Ronald 
Jacobsen, William Meek, Mark 
Morris, William Murdoch, Mrs. 
Alice Runnnlls, Terry Scaife, 
Donald Steele and Harold White- 
house.
The executive will be installed 
nt the chamber’s installation of 
officers banquet at the Capri 
Jan. 10 or 12.
IN COURT
A Maclean-Hunter magazine 
salesman, 17-year-old John 
Louis Boisvert, of Montreal, was 
sentenced to three months in 
prison on a charge of breaking 
and entering and theft over 
$200. The youth was also sen­
tenced to two years probation 
to be served in Montreal after 
pleading guilty to 11 other 
breaking and entering charges. 
The crown stayed proceedings 
on one charge to which the ac­
cused had pleaded not guilty.
Warren Neil Postle of Kelow­
na was fined $200 and had his 
licence suspended for one 
month after he pleaded guilty 
to a charge of driving while 
having a blood-alcohol count 
exceeding .08.
Kenneth Selben of Rutland 
was also fined $200 and had his 
licence suspended for one 
month after pleading guilty to 
driving while having a blood- 
alcohol count exceeding .08.
SATURDAY ELECTIONS
Fraser Canyon: mostly 
and dry with one inch of 
in the Boston Bar area.
Caclie Creek-Kamloops: 




Kamloops-Revelstokc; skiff of 
snow, blowing off, with some 
slippery sections.
Rogers Pass: plowed and 
sanded with slippery sections.
Allison Pass: compact snow 
with slippery sections and black 
ice; watch for rock on road.
Princeton-Penticton: skiff of 
snow, blowing off; slippery sec­
tions in the Princeton area,
Osoyoos-Grand Forks: one to 
two inches of snow with some 
snow continuing to fall; plow­
ing and sanding.
Salmo-Creston: two inches of 
snow with light snow continuing 
to fall; slippery sections with 
fog patches; watch for rock on 
road.
Blucbcrry-Panlson: one inch 
of snow with slippery sections 
and freezing rain on the lower 
levels; sanding.
Monashcc: compact snow 
with slippery sections; plowed 
and sanded.
Ycllowhcad Route (Kamloops- 
Jasper): compact snow with 
slippery sections; plowing and 
sanding.
The city will make its own 
submission to a Pollution Con­
trol Board inquiry into munici­
pal waste discharges, slated 
for Victoria next April.
Council Monday turned down 
a request that it forward its 
comments on the matter to the 
Okanagan Basin Water Board, 
which interids to make a joint 
submission from all its mem­
ber municipalities.
OBWB secretary - manager, 
Bill Parchomchuk, asked that 
the city forward only its views 
on waste discharges into water 
so a submission can be prepar­
ed “most nearly representing 
the views of the municipalities 
comprising the Okanagan Basin 
Water Board . . . relative to the 
levels of municipal waste 
treatment desired in the Okan­
agan, Similkameen and Upper 
Shuswap region.”
“I can’t see how they can 
possibly make a composite sub­
mission that would be ade­
quate,” said Aid. William 
Kane, “and if the city wishes 
to make a submission, it should 
do so directly to the inquiry.”
Aid. Richard Stewart agreed, 
saying, “There could be a oig 
difference of opinion between 
our views and those of some 
other area.”
Mayor Hilbert Roth was of a
Accidents
Reported
council consider nn alternative.
Mr. Groulx, in n letter to 
Inincil, said the contents of a
Iter received from Mr, Malt- 
>ui “appear to contradict the 
icl that his appointmen to the 
position in In the best interests 
of the City of Kelowna.”
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lief the present festival is, ns 
f;ir as assisting the development 
of sport, goes, one of the finest 
s|>ort charades perpetuated by 
the long suffering taxpayer's 
tax dollars.”
Mr. Mailman's remarks had 
the effect of echoing the senti­
ments of some aldermen made 
during earlier discussion of his 
appointment ns the city repre­
sentative.
And Monday, Aid. Richard 
Stewart said the recreation 
silpeiiiilendi'ilt' wrote Ihe letter 
to Mr. Gunilx as a pitv.ite citi­
zen and "1 don't think he en- 
dam'vrcd his position at all as 
our chairnian.”
The i ctn.under of council 
■ig> <■< J
i it.nt it i:\oi t
A 1\ > x <• p.iil. fol .' it in d i\1 
nmnlrip.il and regional elections 
• •pi n' u t< d.iw ith • p:o • e al- 
tciidmnm i.|-;:..| at cadi
"I he i vipcmal poll, at the llr- 
fion-d DetiiCl offices on Gloves 
A\ i no. , m. ill |>c open until .i 
n ..i i.Miai J ,'u < .|i poll 
। it' Il d on W.,t< i < v il 
■ ’ . .. ......... 1 . । I i I. . 11... 011 I. < 1.1 c . > .
similar opinion, and said that 
during recent discussions with 
an official of the Okanagan 
Basin Water Study, he had 
been told it may not be neces­
sary to remove all sewage out­
falls from Okanagan Lake if 
methods of tertiary sewage 
treatment are- used.
“But several people on the 
board would like to see all the 
outfalls on the lake removed. 
My own personal opinion is 
that before we do anything 
about ffie outfalls, we should 
await the outcome of the study 
and see what its recommenda­




An unidentified Kelowna wom­
an was reported in satisfactory 
condition today after suffering 
undetermined injuries in a car­
truck collision this morning at 
the corner of Ellis Street and 
Bernard Avenue.
Driver of the truck was Rob­
ert Grey Stead of RR 6 Kel­
owna.
There was no estimate on the 
damage to the vehicles involv­
ed.
Parents tind public are in­
vited to a special creativity 
open house at Kelowna Second­
ary School Wednesday, from 7 
to 9 p.m.
Organized by the school ad­
ministration in co-operation 
with student clubs and other 
groups, the event is designed 
to acquaint the community with 
various school activities.
Displays and demonstrations 
will include the fields of physi­
cal and industrial education, 
science, English, mathematics, 
social studies, arts, drama and 
occupational departments. Dis­
plays have been planned and 
created by teachers and stu­
dents, with councillors and stu­
dent club representatives on 
hand to dispense Information 
on various exhibits.
This is the first time an open 
house of this type has been 
held nt the school, and repeti­
tion next year will depend on 
parental and public response.
27,532 OWNERS ELIGIBLE
$5.8 Million School Referendum Featured
Saturday owner-eleclors In 
School District 23 (Central 
Okanagan) will decide the fate 
of a $5,804,200 referendum for 
school sites and construct Ion 
needs.
Approved by the Lieutenant- 
Governor Nov. 27, the referen­
dum is a direct outgrowth of 
Increasing student jiopulnlion 
which has pretieiifisl the school 
board with a continuing class 
accommodation headache. A 
repmt from the Ixiard ini heated 
the refei enihiin would only fake 
care of the district':; needs for 
11)73 and all projects must tie 
completed quiekly for use in 
September.
Seri d;uy-tie.।Hirer, !•' r <■ d 
i Macklin, previously slated tiivie 
। was ' no wav" si hools cuuld 
‘ routinin' in the manner mey 
i have this year and (Ideal of 
I the l de; en<liliil Would probably 
I net•< ‘.'.llate stiiilent hlftlng" 
[in must sciolidniv schools, l'he 
; Is .iiU ha.| al ,> mi Heated It ’.op 
rd .i l i ,i II s ,< I in n! s could be .mule
(1... >1, Pirn,.. || Hi..
•Il I .11 ■' .CII‘ ot c i,cation f.i: a 
o mi. ;< i ppuuum' I .1 c !o|
frantic effort of trying to keep 
up or catch up will be eliminat­
ed.”
'J'lie remaining 25 jkt cent of 
the cost tlie school district 
claims will tie taken up with 
retiring debts. The lioard is­
sued a newsletter stating that 
the mill rate for debt lias not 
varied by more Hinn .45 mills 
up or down over the last few 
years.
Figures show that the 1970 
capital debt was 3.03 nulls and 
in 1971 it increased to 3 53 npfls 
and up again this year to 3,70 
mill.,, 'l’he projected iigure lor 
1973 shows a drop in capital 
cldit io ■ in< nl to 3,(i(> .lulls , 
but the i eh'K iidlim could I 
ch.mi’,<■ the. figure slightlv.
The school di'.liid tliioiip.h 
the iii'W.slc'llec indicated that 
the mill rate for 1973 should 
"not change drastically" l>e- 
caii'e of tti<- refcTendtini.
Putt of die ।i-foirndiim mon- 
ev, $1 8 million, is cal marlicd, 
for coir li tic tion of a lUnior h i ' 
op.lniv li'.ol in Holland 1 Im 
i'I,v r i ntnrli! p;i I.-. Up p;c i t of 
tic 11 !i 11 i >i m m io-.! m a , 1. 1
75 per cent of sonic of the cost.
Alxuit 25 elementnry and 18 
secondary schools will be af­
fected by the success or failure 
of the referendum vote Dec. 9, 
Hanging in the balance is a 
proposed music room for Kl.O 
Junior Secondary School, dcs- 
cribed as one of the priority 
items of the referendum. The 
Ixiard has also been queried 
about South Kelowna and Oknn- 
ngan Mission senior secondary 
facilities. For several years, 
some 25(1 Kl.O utudent:i have 
been forced to transfer to Kel­
owna Secondary School due to 
accommodation shortages.
Board ihaiiinun T. It. Car­
ter indnated pievloil.ly con- 
I ruction of Mnior secondary 
faclliticH would <le)H'iid on 
.student population and area 
growth, while Mr. Macklin lias 
suggested school «.lstrict pro­
jections to 1976 had no provi­
sion for senior secondary 
schools in the South Kelowna 
and Okanagan Mission regions.
The i i'b'icndiim became a 
hoi I.1 in lani vv eck iilirn ihe 
•nli)< < t w.i'i < nui'.lit in a v< ili.il 
i I m ■ In r l>Ct w '•> 11 the i 11 lu­
ll. in ai, I if u" ‘i e ,’n< k Blow
who said he felt It (the refer­
endum) was in trouble because 
the board had not provided Ihe 
public wilh enough Information. 
He also condemned the board 
for conducting loo much l>ii.«il- 
netm in committee.
Chairman Carter ttnid he felt 
Mr. Brow was "pointing the 
finger” at members of the 
board by laying failure of the 
referendum at its doorstep. Mr. 
Carter added he felt remarks 
by Mr. Brow could be "damag­
ing" not merely lo Hie refer­
endum but to the bonrd itself.
In a previous statement, Ihe 
board noted there were "many 
problems" still to lie solved 
and Ihe referendum "will not 
be Hie answer lo all of them," 
'l'he news rrlensc lidded the 
board would "coiilliino to work 
to iiudtiiaiii and Improve the 
standard of education in the 
district while cmefiilly weigh­
ing the cost" and "trust the 
past co operation of taxpayers 
will be (nntiiiucil in d iv:i 
ahead "
Till' slateini'iU Olli ill I ted the 
bo,ii d v as "avv ai <•" that «v er 
Hie p.i',! fexv veau tlicie li.id
• nianv oiHiciilt *i'na-
tlons” due to a lack of accom­
modation in several parts of Hie 
school district (principally Hyi 
west side and Rutland areas) 
and the lioard was "particular­
ly grateful to people in these 
areas for their patience and 
understanding."
Projects included In the re­
ferendum are additions of a lib­
rary, industrial education, 
home economics and admin­
istrative facilities plus one 
classroom to Georgi' Elliot Sec­
ondary School; additions to 
science, commerce, home econ­
omics mid a new Indus! rinl 
wing to George B, ingle Sec­
ondary School; four teaching 
mnis, hnii'li room, library mid 
mlmiiiislritliou nddllioim to 
Belgo Elementary Siluxil; 12 
classrooms In the Rutland area; 
a new fimr-rooin school for the 
Wcstbmik-Lnkevlew area; a 
gymnasium for Rutland Senior 
Si'coiidiu y Schixil; enlargement 
of the I..ik«'vi('vv Helghtii Ele- 
mental v School activity room; 
i iil.ngcmi ut of gj mum Him and 
mlmini'.ii ativ <■ facilities nt 
Wood i.al.e Elemental v !-.< bool; 
rvincM of the Q..ig)rr Ele­
mentary School; one teaching 
area and enlargement of the 
library nt. South Rutland Ele­
mentary School mid a new )il>- 
rnry for KSS.
Also Included Is financing for 
new sites in the Rutland and 
Westside areas, as well ns im­
provements to grounds to llio 
tune of $316,000. Equipment for 
various buildings will also re­
quire another $503,000.
A total of 27,532 owner-elec­
tors will be eligible to vote on 
the referendum, Hie largest 
)>ro|xutlon, 8,152, from Kel­
owna proper.
Below' ix n breakdown by 
area of eligible voters: Hul- 
land, 3,735; Liikevicvv Helglits, 
(hi. a Ixmia, Bear Creek .md 
Ewing's Landing, 3,655; 
Ovninn, Okanagan Centre and 
Winfield, 2,039; Belgo, East 
Rutland and Ellison, 1,915, 
Okanagan Mission mid Cedar 
Creek, 1,772; Westbmik and 
Glcnrosa, 1,614; Benvoulin, 
South Pandosy and Okanagan 
Mission, 1,521; McKinley 1.mill­
ing, Nmfli mid South Gh immie 
‘ mid Poplar Point, 1.157; Smith 
land East Kelowna, 822; l’i,n|i- 
! land, 1.150.
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Facts Do Not Warrant
Abolishing Death Penalty
The United Church of Canada has punishment would have been sufficient 
deterrent to keep the number of mur­
ders down.
called for complete abolition of the 
death penalty. But the facts simply do 
not warrant that action, says the 
Kamloops Sentinel.
The church, in its magazine, the
Observer, says capital punishment is 
no deterrent nor is it a protection for 
society. It says two-thirds of the mur­
ders in Canada are committed while 
a person is in a rage or during a quar­
rel and argues punishment is not con­
sidered at those times.
The philosophy is nice and the 
comments sound valid, but there are 
no facts to back up the claims. On the 
contrary, the facts negate the claims.
The two-thirds figure is an assump­
tion, not a fact. Furthermore, many 
murders committed may be labelled 
i as happening while one was in a rage, 
but there is nd indication the rage was
In other words, statistics cannot 
possibly provide the answer to the 
question of capital punishment being 
a deterrent.
i If they, alone, were the basis for 
judgment, capital punishment should 
be retained.
But there are not enough valid facts 
on which to base a sound decision. 
Therefore, when members of Parlia­
ment debate the issue in the near fu­
ture, emotion and public opinion will 
be the main basis on which they de­
cide. Right now, polls seem to indi- . 
cate the public favors retention of 
capital punishment. Whether that 
opinion will hold in the. face of the
OLYMPIC RELAY




By BOB BOWMAN faked. Some scientists claimed 
Marconi often is called “the that wireless signals would not
greatest name in radio" yet, travel from west to east against 
like many other pioneers, he the motion of the earth.
.................... So Marconi built a transmit-had to survive through years of 
frustration and ridicule. Fortun­
ately Britain realized the value 
of his experiments and engaged 
him to work for the Royal Navy 
although he was an Italian.
In 1901, Marconi proved that 
it was possible to send wireless 
messages across the Atlantic. 
He built a transmitting station- 
in Cornwall, England, and re­
ceived its signals at St. John's. 
Nfld. Then he was “run out of 
town." The government of New­
foundland forced him to leave 
because Newfoundland had an 
exclusive contract with a trans­
atlantic cable company.
■ W; S. Fielding, former pre­
mier of Nova Scotia, was a 
member of Sir Wilfrid Laurier's 
federal government at this time.
ting station at Glace Bay, N.S. 
and his Morse cod was success­
fully heard in Britain Dec. 5, 
1902.
Those successful experiments 
were undoubtedly among the 
most important in the world.
So Canada had a share in the 
development of the telephone 
through Alexander Graham 
Bell, and broadcasting through 
Marconi,
Other DEC. 5 EVENTS:
1775—Gen. Montgomery 
joined Benedict Arnold in di­
recting U.S. attack on Quebec.
1794—Lieut.-Gov. Simcoe
♦
a sudden thing rather than a culmin-, 
ation of growing antagonism.
The fact is there were 351 murders .
in 1970 in Canada. And that was 
double the figure for 1961 .when capi­
tal punishment was the law and ap­
plied on a much broader scale than 
at any time since.
Those who would argue population 
increase should note the rate per 100,- 
000 increased to 2.3 in 1970 from
inevitable onslaught of publicity and _. 
statements as decision day draws bir
nearer is another matter. 
Politicians should be sensitive to 
the wishes of their supporters before 
. they vote and not be swayed by the
- Observer as representative of major­
ity opinion.
The Prince George Citizen says the 
imposition of the death penalty on a 
20-year-old Ontario man by a Supreme 
Court judge in Prince George returns
DISPUTE STATEMENTS had to buy it.
Nothing is free in this world,
I wish to dispute some of the there is a price tag attached to 
statements made by Syd Gow- everything. The more you try 
land re: his'letter to the editor ' and from a developer the 
in the Capital News of Nov. 27. less he is able to pay the farm- 
He felt the regional district had er for the land, and you want 
failed in its function as to plan­
1.2 in 1961, again, almost double.
It should also be noted during that
once again to the forefront the ques' 
tion of capital punishment.
began trip from York to Kings­
ton in an open boat.
1821—Britain renewed grant 
to Hudson’s Bay Co. for 21 
and persuaded the government years.
10-year period, the definition of capi­
tal murder was narrowed twice, so the 
statistical situation could look even 
worse if a full comparison were made.
■These are facts, obtained by re­
searchers for the University of To- 
i rpnto’s Centre of Criminology. There 
i was no attempt to draw conclusions
; from them and, therefore, no bias in
obtaining them, if any were possible, 
i What is not a fact and what could 
* y never be proven is whether continu- 
N ation of capital punishment through-
[ out that 10-year period would have
j made any difference in the crime rate.
Crime in general has increased tre- 
i, mendously since 1961, and crimes 
< involving violence have kept pace, 
unfortunately.
Perhaps murderers would have kept 
j pace even with capital punishment. 
< But it is just as valid to assume capital
It is pertinent to ask whether Gary 
John McNamara, who was convicted 
of -slaying a prison guard at Alexis 
Creek, will actually hang next Feb. 27
because of a decision made by Parlia­
ment five years ago.'
At that time, the House of Com­
mons voted to abolish the death pen­
alty for all but killers of policemen 
and prison guards for a trial period
i
• ning and environmental control 
with emphasis on failure to con­
trol subdivision.
It’s a shame he didn’t take 
enough interest in the happen­
ings of the regional district to 
be aware of the proposed zon­
ing bylaw number 26. This was 
the sole purpose of this bylaw, 
which incidentally was”1 com­
pletely. rejected by the people , 
whose, livelihood was affected
experimental education pro­
gram for school dropouts
of Canada to allow Marconi to 1837—Montreal came under
continue his experiments from martial law and Torontowas at-
cause.
“Nobody'uses serious drugs 
unless he has to. We have to 
find what is missing—place 
. the alternative in an available
were too big, tod impersonal, 
and that their individual roles 
were unimportant.
Despite the size of the refer­
endum individual school taxes, 
unless your assessment has in­
creased considerably in the 
past year,, should not be great-
spread over many years, are 
shared by all and are part of 
industry’s obligation too, we
from Vancouver to Halifax.
1893—F i r s t “horseless car­
riage” in Canada ,■’""oared in 
Toronto.
1891—First trainload of Brit­
ish sailors began trip by train
Glace Bay, N.S. He received a tacked by rebels during rebel- 
grant of $80,000. Sydney pub- lions in Lower and Upper Gan- 
Esher Alex Johnson was largely . ada.
using hard.drugs.
He said/that studies today 
are aimed at the symptoms of 
drug abuse but hot'at the





Although the signals from 
Cornwall to St. John’s had been 
heard by several people in Mar­
coni’s shack, there were critics 
who said that they had been
Indeed there are few of us' 
who, even in a lifetime, , pay 
the. total cost of our children’s 
schooling. Under our present 
taxation laws school costs are 
an obligation . which passes
A Hard-Drug User With Confidence 
Begins To Lose Need For Needle
. . ... ■ from generation to generation,
me, the farmer, to carry all the Because these expenses are 
burden.
It was the farming commun­
ity that made' it possible ' for
Kelowna to even exist as it was can continue to operate ade- 
the first industry here and got quate schools.
the ball rolling..;'Check' back ~ ........................
into the history of Kelowna. 
We have given you cheap food 
long enough. It’s about time
yotF' started paying your own
by it. , . , . , ,
The people 1 am talking about being extremely slow 
live m the farming community.
You see, Mr. Gowland, while I
way. . “ er. In fact the estimated mill
Your reference to the Glen- rate for 1973 is 3.66, down from
more area and its sewer study 3.77 in 1972. This apparent
as a miracle is due to the cushion
member of the steering com- provided by the home owner 
mittee I feel it my duty to in- grant and to the large assess-
am quite aware of the fact you form you that this is not the ment of $190,000,000 for this ........ ...... „„„„ district.would like to establish green 
belts, none of you have come 
out with any formula as to huw 
much you are prepared to pay 
for them. .
case.
The regional district has had
of live years. (I'm quite sure you would
As the course of time has shown, . not even consider trying to get 
Parliament’s wishes were ignored, them for nothing—or would.  ,— ■ . ’ . — • .’ . ■ O---------- » . ’— - ■ .- . — • .
time and again, by successive cabinets y°u?)
and every convicted murderer of a You see, as an orchardist I? ,  
police officer or a prison guard had ™ pn°as£ntr^h 
his sentence commuted by cabinet Of orchard land. If we lose our
decree.
Right or wrong, the law was negat­
ed.
Better, it has been said, the exemp­
tion had been omitted than the law 
demeaned.
Those Arizona Land Deals
Arizona is having a “second bobm 
in the merchandizing of partially im­
proved building sites in undeveloped 
areas,” and University of Arizona 
economists arc not enthusiastic about 
the value of most of the offerings.
“Promdlion by many sellers sug­
gests ovcroptimislic future value and 
typically is based on high-pressure sal­
es techniques,” writes Erich K. Bieck 
in the Arizona Review, monthly publi­
cation of the university’s College of 
Business and Public Administration.
“Sales promotion is the focal point 
of development activities, rather than 
‘front end’ improvements,” according 
to Dr. Bieck. “Much of the develop­
er's initial investment is devoted to free 
plane rides, free overnight accommo­
dations, and cocktail parties, all fea­
turing high-pressure sales techniques.”
And many sales are made "sight 
unseen" by advertising and promotion 
outside the state.
Not infrequently, the name of some 
Hollywood celebrity is used in pro­
motional literature and sales pitches. 
Among these, Dr. Bieck mentions Will 
Rogers Jr., Rory Calhoun, Stewart 
Granger, Forrest Tucker, and Pat 
Boone.
The developer begins by getting
good communication with the 
previous government and the 
present government. We have 
all the letters on file. They have 
been answered most promptly. 
There have been no. unnecessary 
delays and we are pleased with
HAMILTON (CP) — A 
hard-drug user loses his need 
for the needle once he gains 
confidence in himself. Acting 
under this premise, a Mc­
Master University professor. 
Dr. J. E. Anderson, is work­
ing at rehabilitating young 
drug users. ,
Dr. Anderson is one of the/ ciety. It now is experimenting 
founders of Cool School—an
commodates 30 students and 
has three full-time staff mem­
bers. The students are re­
ferred to the school, having 
prison records/ hospital 
records and given up by soci­
ety as drug addicts.
Included in the program is 
a study on how to relate to sc­
development rights, our land 
has no value, as I’m quite sure 
before you would make a state­
ment such as you have re: sub­
division you looked into the eco-. 
nomics of the orchardist. Or 
did you? ’
If you did, then you realize 
many farmers’ wives have tak­
en outside jobs to make enough 
money to pay the immediate 
bills due to tire fact that we do
„ • . ..A-. ... position. We know that theindulging our students with dni(, use wijj then g0 away.”
' Bis studies have shown 
out that, at $684, this district s many teen-agers are troubled
1 +LnOt by the education system and
c°st $31 below the provincial their, parents’ expectation of
average. This raises the ques- them in the classroom. The
the co-operation between Vic- 1°. wbe^ber or not our teens comulained s c h o o 1 suw cu upeiauuu uvwceu vw education is really as good as 
. toria and the. regional district. jn other. areas where boards
As for only part of Glenmore are spending money more
being involved; that is the case free]y
On Saturday next go to the
: not realize enough from oUr 
fruit sales to meet our operat­
ing expenses.
Go to any banker in town and 
ask him how stable the orch- 
ardist’s position is and also his 
chances of getting a loan.
We presented our problems to
. _ _ the regional district through cur
possession of a large block of land far . briefs during the hearings on 
out on the mesas or in the mountains, this proposed zoning bylaw. By
It has to be remote to be cheap enough 
for his purpose. He converts that “low- 
priced” tract into “high-priced” lots. 
His costs for land acquisition, road 
building, and Other improvements “arc 
only minor factors in determining the 
price of the lots.”
Since the “front money” is spent 
mainly on promotion, "the selling 
price has little tangible value behind 
it unless the total project becomes a 
viable community. Until then, value is 
based primarily on hopes and dreams. 
And the promotion expense is huge! 
. . . Considerable time must elapse 
and real improvements be put in be­
fore value is equal to the original sell­
ing price.”
the way, Mr. Gowland, I at­
tended all the hearings and I'm 
wondering why you at election 
time arc showing so much con­
cern when you could not even 
bother to I attend such hearings 
Jet alone presenting a brief for 
or against said bylaw.
,Was It because you cared so 
little? If you: paid any attention 
whatsoever then you will recall 
that said hearings were not al­
ways of a calm nature and our 
directors of the regional district 
saw fit to respect our rights 
until such time as the provin­
cial government developed a 
formula to buy these green 
belts.
This is not Russia. Zoning of 
this nature cannot be imple­
mented until such time as this 
formula is developed. Your nuk­
ed me to name three things Ihc
BYGONE DAYS
10 TEAKS AGO 
December 19l>2 
Arthur Garrish, president 
BCEGA, told 70 members of
(From Courier Files)
regional district has 
have named one—the 
follow.
Planning docs not 







o.vnn Chamber of Commerce that com­
pulsory marketing of fruit is essential 
(or the well being of the industry. Mr. 
Garrtsli, who lias been president since 
ItlM, traced the history of the industry 
through its tips and downs to the pre.ient 
day.
20 TEAKS AGO 
December 1952
A Kelowna girl, Miss Naomi Griffin, 
has been chosen to augment the Ile<| 
Gross welfare team in Tokyo, Miss Grif­
fin is the daughter of Mr. and Mr- B. 
1). Griffin, Burnc Avenue. Miss Griffin
t.rived with (Im Wi line 11'5
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30 TEAKS AGO 
December 1912
Notes -The animal
also involves people and econ­
omics mid for the life of me 1
can't urban dweller.-, of
VON
great siieee.s.s, due Io (he 
Lieut,-Col. Colton, O.C., of
C (i ii t r n I Okanagan raising 
enough money through luxation
Ihc Winnipeg Light. Infantry, who lent 
the band of that regiment for the eve­
ning. The band gave a concert from 7 
till 10 p.m. and from 10 p.m. to 1! a.m. 
the band orchestra played dance music.
40 YEARS AGO
December 1932
With total gross proceeds of $1,100 ilie 
Anglican Christmas Tree Bazaar was 
brought lo a successful close. The Seoul 
Hall, in which the bazaar was held, was 
gully decorated for the occasion. A 
ladies committee under Mis, E. W. 
(li'.iU'i. and Mis. II. (.'. S. Collett. ;>ci\cd 
reheshmcnls.
50 TEAKS AGO 
December 1922 
The Committee of Eiftcen appointed 
nt the provincial convention of the llnit-






to buy these or 
to hall the bdw
Islon. It. just isn't economically 
feasible.
Donating land for parks! 
Surely you don’t mean it when 
you say yon want me to mipjily 
you with free parks- or do you? 
If you were a teacher, 1 didn’t 
auk you to give my children a 
free education nor would I 
want to.
I paid for it through my tax 
dollar. You can gel these parks
by exactly lli<' i nc t |u>(i.
II a one-quarler mill wir levied
;,mi would have n capital fund 
•,<’t up with which to purchase 
lau-ll lands.
1 am i|ult<‘ convinced farm­
er and developer alike would
Will hold 
«lr n the 
i will le





1 h< 11 »<>.i die
at present but the door is still 
open for the balance of Glen- 
more to get involved at a later 
date without any interruption or 
waste of money or timeliest. 
We call this good planning;
Lack of harmony between the 
regional district and the city of 
Kelowna is the next topic. The 
mayor of Kelowna has his city 
to run and they have their own 
governing body within the re­
gional district. The city has 
very little interference from 
Victoria and practically nil 
from tire regional district. I 
respect his position. The ad­
ministration and problems of 
the rural community are of a 
completely different nature and 
therefore should be under a 
different administration. The 
city should be a body unto it-
polls. Vote for a trustee in your 
area, if that seat becomes 
vacant. ’ Vote too for Referen­
dum. 13. ,
Yours truly, 
MARGARET G. McNAIR, 
Trustee, Central Okanagan 
School Board.
KIDS BELIEVE THEM
“We now know, through 
working with them, that the 
statements are not true,” Dr. 
Anderson said, “but the kids 
believe them.” !
The Cool School—so named 
from one teen’s comment 
when . an outline of the . pro­
gram was first presented—ac-
with a “kind of apprentice­
ship."
“A student is apprenticed, 
as ah example, to a commun­
ity clergyman for a week," 
Dr. Anderson said. “He takes 
part in everything the clergy­
man does for a week.
“The following week he re­
turns to the school and out­
lines his, imnressions and ex­
periences. He's learning to 
work-out there. We could 
create a nice warm blanket— 
but their- problem is out 
there," he said.
The school is open to both 
boys and girls, and operates 
on $35,000 a year, entirely 
supported by the board of 
governors of Chedoke. Hospi- 
. tai. - .
“The dropout rate is small 
and our success rate has Im­
proved since we started two 
years ago,” said Dr. Ander­
son. “We keep learning."
The doctor said he hones 
other communities will follow 
' suit because he is convinced 
such a program would never 










terest, i.c., (fire protection, 
recreation, parks and polic­
ing) could be negotiated In a 
sensible and businesslike man­
ner. I now ask the mayor to 
respect my position.
The Poplar Point area is ask­
ing for assistance for fire pro­
tection and water. All you have 
to do is accept financial res­
ponsibility by way of money 
referendum and you will get 
your services. You can’t ex­
pect handouts. Poplar Point ia 
one of the most attractive areas 
around Kelowna, but I am sure 
when you located In this area 
you knew these services were 
not available.
Regarding your three ques­
tions. So sorry but I have dis­
covered more than three so I 
guess you are right. 1 can't 
answer three because in all 
honesty 1 feel I have to name 
them all. They arc as follows: 
sanitary landfill, noxious insect 
control, planning, zoning and 
subdivisions, municipal finance 
authority, hospital expansion, 
research function, dog control 
and impounding, fireworks re­
gulations and local government.
MARY SERWA, 
RR I, Kelowna, H.C.
.SCHOOL REFERENDUM
Sir:
Through your letter column 
may I sjieak to any citizen who 
questions supjxul of School Re­
ferendum 13. The referendum 
uskii the school district, from 
Oyama to Peachland, to vote 
''yes'' to the allocution of 
$6,80-1.200 for our schools.
This amount is needed for 
the extension of present inade­
quate classroom acccominocla- 
lion for this Valley's rapidly 
incrcip.ing population; for ihc 
purchase of equipment nnd 
school sites; and for the provi­
sion of $22,000 to make avail­
able k-lcvlsrd educational mni- 
ci ud and equipment. This will 
be issued from and serviced by 
the im,b u< lion materials cen­
tre on Bn liter Street.
Yom coinimmily meds tom 
suppoi t milt if \te ;ii r to go 
on juovidmg a good education 
in this district,
A s< hool system is n com- 
immitv pitijrt t in which costs
11 ed, )ll't (11 (Hl- 11)0'
ni l .1. Idit'ij!, I,t>h( <• ill
pioject jointly Hiipimi(cd by
(in < flm I !m
1303
L,,|t'lh(HK MI I KIWI I) I'l1'1
Discover 
liieSecniof
Now brewed under licence in British Coluinbid.
DRI.I KRONEN BRAUEREI (1308) HD
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B.C. Chamber Suggests
. - , . f
Loan Fund For Industry
Williams Admits He Evicted
Tenant From Rental Suites
. Vancouver, B.C<12 th & Kingsway
r
Included were recommends-1 where it may take a period c 
tions'for removal of the five per time before business, builds to a 
cent Social Security Tax on self-sustaining level.”
For Reservations Telephone 872-5252 
Telex 0454335
! Owned and Operated by Charlie Bennett
—400 modern rooms —TV in every room
—Air conditioned —Free parking
COFFEE SHOP — DINING ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — CYRANO’S GRILL
"State intervention and con-
VICTORIA (CP)—The British 
Columbia Chamber of Com­
merce asked the New Demo­
cratic Parly government Mon­
day to set uo a loan fund to 
^slst^nlievelopin^indusu-ynn 
the province.
The chamber, in a brief pre­
sented to the provincial cabinet, 
said B.C. was the only province 
in Canada without such a fund 
and said the loans "would as­
sist in the development of pri­
mary and secondary manufac­
turing establishments."
"It would offset the advan­
tages for industry to establish 
in other provinces instead of 
B.C.,” the brief said.
The 36 - member delegation, 
led by chamber president D. A. 
L. Tad of Vancouver, presented 
more than 50 recommendations 
HI to the cabinet.
manufacturing equipment sup-j 
plies and that RCMP wear dress 
Tiniformsat-all-B.Grparksdur- 
ing the ‘ summer.
The chamber also urged the 
government to set up a recrea­
tion development corporation to
The brief also said the govern­
ment should generally avoid any 
-public-ownership of commercial 
enterprise.
"The role of governments in 
economic affairs should be to 
encourage responsible develop­
ment, to help ease the impact 
of economic fluctuations and 
strive to eliminate inefficiency,
provide or guarantee long-term 
capital loans for commercial 
tourist developments where fi­
nancing would not otherwise be extravagance and waste,” the 
available on reasonable terms, brief said.
"There is a need for facilities 
in outlying areas of the pro­
vince," the brief said.
“Established financial institu­
tions tend to give priority to de­
velopments in heavily - popu­
lated, well - established areas. 
Some incentive is necessary to 
encourage developers to build
trol should only be exercised to 
protect the public interest.”
The chamber also suggested 
that public employees should 
have the right to collective bar­
gaining, but said they should not 
have the right to strike.
The brief recommended that 
all disputes in the public sector 






VANCOUVER (CP) — Re­
sources Minister Robert Willi­
ams admitted Sunday he evicted 
one tenant from six rental suites 
that he and his business part­
ners purchased, renovated and 
then sold to individual buyers.
Earlier, Mr. Williams had said 
none of the tenants of the town 
. houses were evicted and all 
were given ample notice so they 
could find other accommoda­
tion.
when you consider the NDP 
campaigned on the basis of how 
concerned they were with 
people.”
The Conservative leader, who 
does not hold a seat in the 
legislature, also said his party 
would introduce conflict of in­
terest legislation at the next sit- 
ting of the legislature.
Mr. Williams purchased the 
units, which were registered in 
January of 1972, while still an 
MLA, paying $77,000 for the six. 
He sold them by April at a price 
Of $127,000. .
He defended the deal, saying 
1 that he had gone to considerable 
time and expense to renovate 
the suites, estimating he spent 
i “tens of thousands” of dollars 
in the repairs.
He had said. no tenants had 
been evicted, but Malcolm Mac- 
Lean, who had lived in one of 
the houses for almost 11 years, 
said he received a notice, signed 
by Mr. Williams, to vacate with­
in a month on July 1, 1971.
Asked about the eviction, Mr. 
Williams replied: "I know about 
that case. . . it was the only one 
. . . it (the eviction) was be­
cause of the condition of the 
premises.”
Meanwhile, Derril Warren, 
leader of the provincial Con­
servative party, called for Mr. 
Williams’ resignation from the 
cabinet pending an investigation 
of the practice of conversion of 
rental units under the Strata 
Titles Act. ’
The New Democratic Party 
government has been critical 
recently of conversion schemes 
by other Vancouver developers 
■and Municipal Affairs Minister 
James Lorimer warned that 
government regulations to con­
trol conversion of rental units 
may be taken. Mr. Lorimer was 
solicitor for Mr. Williams in the 
conversion deal.
Mr. Warren said Mr. Williams 











When in Vancouver Stay at the
BILTMORE Motor Hotel




Number One in rums.
Captain Morgan Black Label rum: 
the treasure of the tropics. Mellow and 
smooth as a balmy southsea breeze. 
Deep, satisfying rum flavour to warm 
tno coldest ice cubes. Mix it, or love it 
alone
Captain Moigan Black' the rum 
drinkers’ rum. A rich blond of the finest 
domestic and imported ftims.
Its hearty taste helped Captain 
Morgan become Canada's largest- 
selling rums And one sip of Captain 
Morgan Black, or Gold, or White will 
tell you why
iDistritHilud by
Joseph E Soagram A Sons, Limited.
Your puaraniee, of qu.thly
IN THE STORE
from
Listen for Announcements of
FANTASTIC 15 MINUTE SPECIALS
throughout the evening
ALSO WEDNESDAY NIGHT YOU MAY
WIN
One of 5 Christmas
TURKEYS
To enter, cut out and fill in the coupon below 
and deposit in Ballot Box at the Front Door.
Coupons Aho Available at Front Check-Out Counter
FREE DRAWS AT







FREE TURKEY DRAW COUPON
I Name
I Address
TAKE THIS TO THE STORE WITH YOU















and also on hand to welcome



















Members were reminded of
the Christmas dinner at the
Legion Hall on Dec. 14.
are on the list.
Blankets and quilts and Af­
toured






Another drastic situation she
Deschner
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HITHER and YON
The Jamboree sponsored b> bly impressed with the huge
the Kelowna Chamber of Com
OVA, executive director of the
Unitarian Service Committee
of Canada, a non-political,
non-denominational,
cial voluntary oversc.
agency, relaxes in the
tahty of her hostess,
Ernest Day, far left,
visiting the Kelowna Kmettes.
Mrs. Percy Tinker, who hand-
led Dr. Hitschmanova’s itin­
erary, is seated second left
president, Mrs. Peter Bulato. 
vich, right.—(Courier Photo)
merce was just that—a jam
Wedding
In Kelowna Home
A quiet family wedding took 
place on Dec. 2 at the home of 
the bridegroom’s parents, Mr. । 
and Mrs. J/F. Hampson, 2471' 
Vimy Avenue, when Pauline' 
Barbara Mossman, daughter of i 
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Miners of 
Saskatoon, Sask., was united in 
marriage with Alan Graham 
Hampson of Kelowna, with 
Rev. J. M. Davidson of St. 
Paul’s United Church officiat­
GETTING EDUCATION
Canada has about 385 univer- 
sitics and colleges with a full­







, . - ................ . . ought from his potato farm
boree of fun and sociability to. Idaho.
the 210 persons who attended 
the dinner-dance at Capri. En-
tertainment with Peter Legge i 
and loads of door prizes added 
to the successful evening. All 
who attended termed the even
ing a resounding success and 
one of the nicest ‘dos’ of the
current social season. Planned
strictly for a good time, there
was no head table, no special
speaker, just the whole gang,
who proceeded to dance up a
storm to the music of Johnny
this week to spend the winter
months with relatives in
Alberta. At Calgary she will
sister, Mrs
Jessie Edgington and her niece
and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. 
J. A. McRae. Mrs. Simons is
also looking forward to renew
ing acquaintances with about
25 old friends from the La
combe district who have retired
to Calgary. Early in the New
ROAD MILES '
There are about 485,000 miles
• 49 varieties of donuts.
• Wholesale or retail.
• Free delivery in city.
of roads in Canada.
1273 Ellis 763-3909
Renowned USC Director
Visits Kelowna Kinette Club
Instead of the usual public
meeting the Kelowna Kinette
boxing and addressing. A local
Year she will ’also visit at
Club entertained Dr. Lotta Hit­
schmanova at an informal cof­
fee party at the home of Mrs. 
Ernest Day. During the evening
Kinettes were able to discuss 
many questions freely with the 
world renowned. director of the 
Unitarian Service Committee of 
Canada. A good deal of inform­
mation was gleaned from Dr.
Hitschmanova who is currently 
winding up hfer cross Canada 
campaign for funds. She is hope­
ful the objective of $1,510,000 
in funds and gifts in kind will 
be reached by. Christmas.
As in years past, the need for 
baby clothes is great she said.
In Lebanon the need for lay
ettes has risen from 3,050 to 5, 
000. She hoped Kinettes would
pass the word along to mothers 
whose children have outgrown
their baby clothes, that dona
tions of infants’ garments in
. good condition' are welcome.
Since the Kinette. club has
been unable to. locate a depot 
for receiving and packing used 
clothing as they did for many
Seniors Re-Elect
Executive S ate
The executive of Kelowna
Club 17 of the Senior Citizens
Association of British Colum
High River for a week.
Ralph Janes has returned 
from a four-day trip to the 
coast where he visited relatives
and friends in Vancouver. Mr
Janes, before taking up his 
position in the Kelowna airport 
weather office, lived in Van
transport company has agreed 
to accept such, parcels direct 
for the Vancouver USC depot.
ever when they returned to their
own land, which had been rav­
aged by the turmoil and reduc
bia were returned to office by 
acclamation. Serving with pre­
sident, Ed Hicks' are 1st vice-
Dr. Hitschmanova also men­
ed to a rubble with no roads
tioned some of the other urgent
needs, such as children’s sum­
mer and winter clothing, especi­
ally little boys’ trousers. USC 
has a special pattern for their 
Stitch a Shirt project, a simple 
little shirt up to size 10, which
only takes one hour to make; 
These will be sent to Bangla
desh. Men’s , clothing is also 
heeded, she said and reminded 
members that small sizes only
ghans were also on the list of
needs and women’s winter cloth­
ing. The coolie women who work 
in. the rice paddies particularly
like pant suits
no railroads, no funds, the situa­
tion was deplorable. Canadians 
through their government have 
been- the most generous she
said, with the Canadian con
tributton of $41 million, ranking 
second after the United States.
In the villages she told of the 
tragedy, where some 300,000
women from the ages of 10 to
Although she. has 
many strife torn countries and 
underdeveloped areas, Dr. Hit- 
schmruiova told the women pre
sent her lour of Bangladesh 
She did,left her ‘shattered’
years, Mrs. Percy Tinker an­
nounced that residents who wish
to make such donations may
do so by contacting her al 762-
5288 for specific directions on
president, Mrs. Udavilla Bent- 
sen; 2nd vice-president, Mrs
Marie Larsen; secretary, Mrs 
Ed Hicks treasurer, Hubert 
Roy and executive directors, 
Mrs. Ella Harris and Mrs. Mar
garet Scott. Past -president, 
Mrs, Lil Jenaway will also 
serve on the executive and club
reporter is Mrs. Clara Alder
man.
C. E. Sladen was chosen as
Mr. and ■ Mrs. Gerald Cole
man and their children, Ben, 
Bobbi and Heidi, formerly of 
Rutland, now make their home
on Mountain Avenue. The chil­
dren enjoy the playground next 
door and Ben is looking for­
ward to attending the kindei
garten across the street. Prior
to moving the Colemans
joyed a visit from Mrs. Cole­
man’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
60 had been raped. Many have 
been cast out by their families'
and have no where to turn. The 
wailing is a hopeless sound, she 
said, she would never forget 
People are so hungry they are
auditor and , Mrs. Mabel Weir 
reported a total membership 
of 620 members including 55 
hew ones. Mr. Roy will take
Keith Jensen of Shelley, Idaho.
Ben enjoyed having his grand­
parents participate in his fifth
birthday party and was suit­
over the membership duties
since Mrs. Weir has resigned.
eating leaves off of trees she
told the women, was the hous­
ing situation. Whole families of 
eight or ten people are living
in a make-shift tent made up of 
saris and cloth—not too protec-
Albert Cline has accepted
Caretaking duties. Bingo work­
ers were voted $2 each for their 
services' throughout the year.
Plans to hold a New Year’s
Eve party on Dec. 30 were dis­
cussed. Coffee and tea will be
HENNIE’S F*
however have high praise for 
the manner in which India 
treated the refugees while they
were in that country. Fortuna­
tely liidia has had harvests the 
past three years and was able 
to feed the refugees well. How-
Rebekahs Confer Degree
Plan For December Events
A special meeting of Kelowna the December calendar is the
Rebekah Lodge No. 36
convened on Nov. 29 to confer
the Rebekah degree on Mrs
Mable Gray. Visitors from Pen
ticton, Victoria, Revelstoke and 
Saskatoon were in attendance
The new member was welcom­
ed and presented with a pretty
corsage by Mrs. Marie Prior, 
past president of the Rebekah
Assembly of British Columbia.
A friendly hour followed with
refreshments
At a previous meeting
Charlotte Dewhurst, Mrs,




and their spouses ;
forward to their annual'Christ
at 6 p.m. with dinner
Another enjovabh
tea and bazaar which opens at
I pan. on Dec. 16. Both events
ire in the IOOF Hall on Ward­
law Avenue and Richter Street.
LETHBRIDGE, Alla. (CP)
ive during the Monsoons. The 
USC organization have decided
served and members are ask­
ed to,bring a sack lunch, 
Somfe progress was' reported 
on phonin members living 
alone. It was suggested they
• Permanent Eyelashes
a Manicure
to participate in the housing 
project, by building homes of
put a flashing blue light in the 
window if and when they need
• Eyebrow Arching
bamboo poles with a roof of
corrugated iron. A 10 by 13 foot 
home will house trom six to 12 
adults for a cost of $140. In
comparison the Kmettes realiz­
ed the living room in which
they were relaxing was consid­ Mountain-dwelling hoofed ani­
A survey by the Lethbridge pub­
lic school board has found that
most people in the city believe
the main task of schools is to
develop intellectual capacity.
The conclusion is based on a
preliminary
questionnaires
households and special interest
groups such as teachers, stu­
dents and home and school as­
erably larger.
The guest of honor went on to
tell about the USC programs in
Africa and the continuing pro­
jects in Korea and Hong Kong.
Again members took advantage
of the informal atmosphere to





Largest selection of fabrics
in the valley. Custom made
svvags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland. Avenue
How aboiit putting a 





mals have, small cloven hoofs
which are an adaption to their
craggy environment,
Open Thurs. & Fri. .nights
Shops Capri
off**..... ..... .
Save income tax now while
saving for your retirement
Up to $4,000 can be deducted from your taxablo
income when deposited in a registered retirement
savings plan.
Call ROYAL TRUST today.
Royal Trust
.‘IS lirin.ud Vr , 
Krlmni, lias 
UM.'t’O
Should ail yo 
cars be Datsuns!
all you need now~u DATSUN
PRODUCT 
or NISSAN
Today there’s a car in our family for every driver in your family. I or 
performance with economy there's f i.ilsun s popular MD 
f or low cost luxury, our new biO is a very smooth, comfortable num! 
In throe versions: hardlop. sedan or station waqon, 
Saving is fun in ri /appy Datsun 1 ?(1O sedan or fa'.tb.v '<
Datsun also delivers the new Spot truck And of r.oui so Iho fabulous 
240 Z. Allin your choice of 4 speed standard or automatic transmission. 
Look in at your Datsundealer’c I Ie’s (jot ail the < ms you mail/ need no//
I licit) «uu 11)0(0 llMII 1JUU DiiUult (JiMlllU iKJOUi LaiiJdd iliid 1L0 UliilUd JWW.
Bridal Bouquet Formed
i
Blanche LaDonna Bigham of 
Rutland was united in marriage 
to Dr. Frank Orven Bunting of 
Revelstoke in the Rutland 
S'-venth-day Adventist Church' 
Nov. 26.
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrr Robert Lawrence 
Bigham of Raines Road and 
the groom is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. John A. G. Bunting of 
Gnrtsmar Road in Rutland.
The church was decorated 
with candles and Rev. Edward 
T-ranski officiated. Mrs. Kathy 
Warner was soloist and sang 
Oh Perfect Love and the Wed­
ding Benediction. She was ac- 
JKjkmnanied by Floyd Sayler of 
^Mjwtland.
HKbiven in marriage by her 
brother, the bride wore a gown of 
Chantilly lace that featured a 
tram and an empire wa'st. 
Around the waist was a wide, 
satin white sash. Her headdress 
of white roses held a finger-tip 
length veil. She carried red 
sweetheart roses.
Maid of honor was Kandiss 
Bigham of Rutland, sister of 
the bride. The groom’s sister. 
Mavis Bunting of Rutland and 
Lenna Bigham, sister of the 
bride, were bridesmaids. The 
flower girl was Machell Brew­
ster also of Rutland. Hot pink 
sashes set off their Swiss flower­
ed floor length gowns of yellow, 
mauve and blue and they car­
ried matching flowers. Tiny 
z bows formed their headdresses.
CANDLE LIGHTERS
Candle lighters were Bradly 
Rach of Aldergrove and Lenna 
Bigham of Rutland. Phyliss 
Bigham of Victoria was in 
charge of the guest book.
Best man was Don Smith of 
Penticton and ushering were 
, Ken and Dennis Bigham and 
Leonard Kopiniak, all of Rut­
land.
For the reception at the Elks’ 
Hall, the bride’s mother receiv­
ed wearing a rose sheath dress 





Dear Ann Landers: I have a Dear Fight: You need an im- 
serious problem and don’t know partial person, a doctor or a 
who to turn to. Please help. I clergy man for example, to 
am 23, male, with a fine wife make it clear to your husband 
and two smaU children. About that his major concern should
four months ago I started to be his own 
work a second job to make his mother’s 
more money. I began to take and there is 
“pep pills” when one of the about it. 
guys at the second job told me
marriage because 
is already a mess 
nothing he can do
that’s how he got the energy to Dear Ann Landers: People 
carry him through a second gripe through your column a 
shift. Now I am hooked. lot. so please give me my turn.
t „,t To Whom It May Concern—J k t Namely, all you emnty-headed
idiots who keep asking me if11K6 3 revved no motor witn nobrakes. Twice I tried to quit but J™ J,0 be, a d°c.tor Just be* 
I couldn’t keep my eves open. I cause my dad is one:
can’t tell my wife I’m hooked The answer is no. The reason
A NEW YOU KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., DEC. 5, 1972 PAGE 7
GOLDEN EGG NOG TEA-TIME TREAT
RPAIltV Rno<stpr<s Vitamin C plus a good share For a four o’clock refresher, 
UCUUly UUUOIvlO Of strengthening protein is -' 1 . . found in this drink. mlx 1 cup of hackberry ^uica
Cl | rp Do Inn IITK In Wenfler container, combine (ayaUab]e health stores). V.UI U L/vlMl UI HO i cup fresh orange ju5ce> t egg with a fresh egg yolk, plus a
By EMILY WILKENS yolk and 1 tablespoon wheat little vanilla to point up the 
Are mid-wintjr doldrums germ. Cover and blend on high flavor. (For super-energy plus:
taking their toll of your health speed for 20 seconds, 
and appearance? Revive your I 
looks—and spirits, too—with 
some of my favorite, naturally 
good-for-you health and beauty­
boosters.
AU are chock fuU of revivify­
ing vitamins and minerals. 
Take, your choice of the follow­
ing:
MIRACLE MILKSHAKE
on cross-tops. It would kill her I am working as a janitor in a 
if she knew. This lousy stuff is doctor’s office is because I am 
making a parano’d nut out of . ,_ _ ___~ _ . . . .
me. Do you know of an anti-?m- un^er legal a=>e to get a job. I 
nhetane I could switch to that hate it when someone says: 
would give me t^e energy I need “Oh, so you’re going to be a 
and get me out of this junkie doctor, too!” Or when I put a 
routine? I’m desperate.— „ hjTroubles bandage on a kid in the neigh­
borhood who has a scratch, they
Dear T.: You can be helned say; “Practicing medicine, just 
by a doctor if you follow his in- yonr dad’ 
structions. I implore you not to . I people would quit say- 
w in§ xt- K gets on my nerves. I’ll try to treat yourself. You dd bet this goes for lots of doctors’ 
sons. How about a smart an­
swer for these kooks?—I Want 
To Be An Architect
This is a calcium-rich bev­
erage that encourages lovelier 
skin, nails, hair.
In a blender container or a 
quart-sized glass jar, put 16 
ounces skimmed milk, 4 table­
spoons lecithin granules (avail­
able at health food stores), 4 
tablespoons dry skim milk 
powder, 2 tablespoons wheat 
germ (raw is best), 2 table­
spoons tupelo honey, 1 or 2 raw 
egg yolks. Whirl for a few sec­
onds or shake well until all in­
gredients are blended.
Store in the refrigerator; 
drink a glassful several times 
during the day for a delicious 
pickup.
DIET-WISE DRINK
This drink provides a balan­
ced measure of nutrients.
In a blender container, put 
12 ounces evaporated milk, 8 
ounces pineapple or orange 
juice, 4 tablespoons honey, 2 
tablespoons unsaturated oil 
(soy or safflower), one-third 
cup brewers’ yeast. Cover and 
blend on high speed for about 
30 seconds. Store in refrigera­
tor; drink 5 ounces at a time 
as a meal substitute.
add 1 or 2 teaspoons of honey.)
c^Heet me under 
tiieOftliard'lfee
SHOP EVERY. NIGHT ’TIL 9 P.M.
(EXCEPT SATURDAYS — 6 P.M.)
SANTA IS COMING




Watch for His Arrival 
3:45 p.m. Thursday.
PARTY TONIGHT AND 
WED., 7 -9 p.m.
DR. AND MRS. FRANK BUNTING
(Pope’s Studio)
a half months ago my mother- 
in-law left her hvsband. Every smart answer—try a calm and 
weekend since the separation reasonable one. There is no law
that once and you see where it 
landed you!







schedule. With hospitality and service that’s 
made our name a byword in the North. So is it 
any wonder more and more people are counting 
on us to get more places throughout Western 
Canada and the world?
There aren’t many places in the world 
tougher to fly into than Resolute Bay, Northwest 
Territories. Nearly 3000 miles north of Vancouver, 
with a single rupway in the middle of nowhere. 
But we get in and out of here on a regular
she has been at our house. She that says a son must follow his 
is a very nice person, but I father’s occupation. On the 
think she is mixed up. other hand, why are you so hos-
The reason for the split is ab0Ut
that my father-in-law has a bad that for a whlIe’ son' _____ 
temper and has beaten her up 
several times. She says she 
hates the sight of him and there 
is no chance that they will ever 
get together again. Yet every 
weekend she telephones .him 
and he: comes over and they go 
off together until all hours of 
the night.
The next day she says she 
had a rotten time and she 
wishes he would leave her 
alone. She must not remember 
that we know she called him. 
She tells everyone a different 
story. ,
My husband and I have been 
married only a .year and his 
mother keeps our home in con­
stant turmoil. We have no free 
time together since we both 
work and the weekends are 
taken over by his mother. He 
says he can’t abandon her in 
her hour of trouble. Any sugges­
tions?—Fight Fight Fight
BABY WARD CLOSED
BRANTFORD, Ont. (CP) — 
St. Joseph’s Hospital here 
closed its maternity ward be­
cause of a sharp decline in the 
birth rate. “It was becoming 
unacceptably expensive to oper­
ate the ward,” said Martin Le­
febvre, vice-chairman of the 
hospital’s board of directors. 
Expectant mothers now will be 
sent to the Brantford General 
Hospital to have their children.
Her corsage of rose tinted car­
nations harmonized with her en­
semble and a corsage of yel­
low carnations offered contrast 
for the purple ensemble worn 
by the groom’s mother.
Master of ceremonies, Henry 
Lemky of Revelstpke proposed 
the toasts. The bride’s table 
featured a three tiered wedding 
cake and candles.
For a trip to their home in 
Revelstoke the bride chose an 
orange two-piece knit suit with 
accessories in white and brown.
Out-of-town guests were, Mr. 
and Mrs. John Seward and Ar­
lene Seward of Vancouver; Mrs. 
Ray Seward, Golden; Ted Bunt­
ing and family of Kamloops; 
Mrs. Melviii Rach and son of 
Aldergrove; Phyllis Bigham, 
Victoria; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas 
Lasser of Lac La Hache; Dale 
Bigham and Verne Bigham of
Hope; Mr. and Mrs. Dave Rob­
erts df Langley ; Mr. and Mrs. 
Lloyd Roberts and Scott of 
Revelstok?; Mr. and Mrs. 
Henry Lemky also of Revel­
stoke and Mr. and Mrs. C. S, 
McCarty of Stettler, Alta., great- 
grandparents of the bride.
BEDTIME STORIES
Insure a good night’s sleep 
. . . and let the vitamins and 
minerals work while you 
dream, with your choice of 
these milk drinks:
To a glass of warm skimmed 
milk, add one or a combination 
of the foUowing and stir well: 
1 tablespoon of mashed ripe 
banana, honey, molasses, date 
sugar, wheat germ. Spark up 
flavor by trying a whirl with a 
cinnamon stick or vaniUa bean 
. . . or dash in pure vaniUa ex­









Streaking off with flair
Mood,-tripping is beautiful 
when you're sheathed In legs 
of supple cotton velveteen. 
Flaring to 25”. 2 back patch 
pockets. Zipper front. Black









“A Md'.l Tiu-ilcii Name In Ti.ivcl ‘ 
339 Marlin St. — I’cnlidon, B.C. 
492-7016
Slmpsons-Seara: Junior Bataar (19). 
tt'Hour Teleshop: Kelowna W-Mll
Pork Free While You Shop Simptons-Scars, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
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AIR CANADA® IO AC
LONDON SUPER SHOW TOUR KJ
ST
WINNER FROM SUPER-VALU 
MRS. GEORGE RUNNING 
No. 3111910 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C.
YOU could be the lucky entrant in KELOWNA
Shops Capri ~ Open to 9 Thurs. & Fri. 763-5900
"ROSEBUD 
JUNCTION" J
Open Noon to 9 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
See us for fl
Hitachi and Nikko J®
Stereo Components and B
Tiffany Style Light Shades fl
JVater Beds. J®
at , . fl
1471 Pandosy 763-7151




LIGHTED MAKE UP MIRROR
4 light settings — day, office, home or 
evenings. Regular and Magnifying Mirrors.
Reg. 32.95 SaIe
A.
Santa’s Helper Suggests 
PFAFF 
this Christmas 




to Win the Grand Prize
of a Personalized 14-Day
HOLIDAY TRIP for2 
in London, England 
with AIR CANADA and BOAC
Also two $5 prizes awarded each week by participating stores on this page
SHOW TOUR HOLIDAY INCLUDES ...
0 Return air fare Toronto/Montreal to • Full English breakfast every morning
London for 2 persons • 6 theatre tickets per person
• Return air fare or other transportation _ . i.where necessary to Toronto or Montreal • * Ket-together party tn London
• Transfer from London Airport to 
hotel on arrival
• 13 nights first class hotel 
accommodation
Here's All You Have To Do To Ent er:
CONTEST RULES:
Visit any one of the stores advertising on this page, fill out and deposit an entry blank 
in the ballot box. No purchase is necessary.
Contest is open to anyone, except employees and their Immediate families of partici­
pating retailers the newspaper. Air Canada and BOAC.
Contest closes January 13, 1973. Grand Prize winners will be announced prior to Janu­
ary 31, 1973. Trip for Grand Prize winners has been arranged for departure during 
March, 1973. Decision of the judges is final.
Prizes are as described above - no cash equivalent or substitutions available.
Complete list of Grand Prize winners will be published in 
this newspaper at conclusion of contest.
You accept these rules when you enter this contest.
Enter Now... Enter Often!
At Any of These 
PARTICIPATING STORES
• Membership Id a London casino
• Avis Rent-A-Car for 2 days on arrival 
(you pay only the mileage charge)
• $100 Dinner and Spending Money
WINNER FROM KELOWNA PHARMACY 
n. McArthur 























Orchard Park Shopping Centre Phone: 763-7220
THE
* Family Record Bibles. Black and White 
Reg. 29.95 Now 21.95
* Advent Calendars, wide selection 
available.
MATERNITY








| It Must 
if it’s buOFBjm Be Right
FABRICS ndorela 
SHOPS GflPKI
Thons 743-2809 KELOWNA, B.C.
WE INVITE YOU TO SEE 
our complete display and selection of 
Do-it-Yourself Kits and Crafts for Young and Old 
Posters and Poster Hangers—Bar Novelties . . .
• AS WELL AS OUR WELL-STOCKED
CANDLE CORNER
If you would like to know "what the doctor ordered" or 
what a Brandy Pipe is, find out at the little Beaver’s 
Loft at:
folotona jptjarmaty
297 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-3131
Open Mon. thru Fri. — 8:30 a.m. to 0 p.m. 
Sat. 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.








Figurines, etc. on Display
Christmas Records and Gift Ideas
Large selection in stock
Free 
Bible bought.
Your Name Engraved on any
Open 9 to 9 Thurs. and Fri.
Shops Capri 763-6135











































"I he Hampshire'* 95
Will you find one store centre of down­




LARRY'S RADIO TV own markets.
"I'sc our
l.av-iiwiiy Plan'
BOOK YOUR CHRISTMAS 
COMB-OUT AND FACIAL TODAY 
AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
Sop our line of I SH I, LAUDER, SANS SOUCIS, 
MAR V QUANT COSMETICS 
It’s here the SQUIGGLE HAIR PIECK
Only $9.95.
2nd LoOK
WIG AND COSMETIC BOUTIQUE
W I. an rente 762-5341 Downtown Orchard Park
TURVEY'S -
Your Downtown Furniture Headquarters











MONTREAL (CP) — Jean- 
Marc Boutin, 24, and .James 
O’Brien, 23, were sentenced 
Monday to life in prison after 
pleading guilty to non-capital 
murder in the downtown Blue 
' Bird Club fire which claimed
By Same Person
All were found outside except lives Sept. 1. 
for Miss Reich, who was dis- sentence was pronounced by 
covered in a closet,Lnailed shut,. Mr. Justice Peter Shorteno
BOSTON (AP) — Similarities 
in the deaths of four young Bos- 
— ton-areawomenand the dis­
appearance of a fifth have led 
police to speculate that the 
same person may be respon­
sible for all of them.
But police Lieut. Edward F. 
Sherry says, “We just don’t 
know.”
Tae five were all between 18 
and 22, all residents of Boston 
or adjacent Cambridge, all 
white, all middle class, all at­
tractive. , .
The four women were slam 
since colleges opened in Sep­
tember. Three were students. 
Police call all the deaths mur- 
s, and all are unsolved.
_e of the women aPP*1' 
were strangled, and Ellen 
19, an Emerson College 
sophomore, was stabbed and
in a vacant Roxbury building,
Three of the five women were 
hitchhikers, Sherry said, but 
cautioned that it would be
“strictly speculation” 
gest that hitchhiking 
volved in ‘he deaths.






has been tissing since last 
Wednesday.
strangled.
Coroners established rape in 
the cases of two—Debra Rae 
Stevens, 19, a Boston University 
junior, and Sandra Ehramjian, 
21, a Cambridge taxi driver.
The bodies of Kathleen Ran­
dall, 18, a Boston University 
freshman, and Miss Reich, 
were not found immediately 
after their deaths, and the time 
lag has complicated their au­
topsies. ■
Because the. bodies were 
found in various locations, the 
frillings are being investigated 
Independently by four police de­
partments.
The bodies, some clothed, 
■ome not, were found in 
Nashua, N.H., Brockton, Lynn 
and Boston’s Roxbury section.
Eight Banks 
Show Profit
TORONTO (CP) — The com­
bined profit of eight Canadian 
chartered banks rose to nearly 
$230 million in the fiscal year 
ended Oct. 31, a 23.2-per-cent in­
crease from the 1971 total.
Excluded is the Mercantile 
Bank of Canada in Montreal 
which has not yet released its 
profit figures for the fiscal 
I-. ’ ■ 'year. i
The over-all profit perform- 
I .ance for the eight banks was 
sharply higher than the 7.6-per- 
I cent year-to-year gain over 
1970. The increase in 1970 over 
1969 was 10.4 per cent.
The profit figure for the 
banks are after provision for in­
come taxes and appropriations 
I for losses.
I Balance of revenue, calcu- 
I lated before provision for in-
I . come taxes and appropriation 
I \ for losses, rose 20.2 per cent for 
I the eight banks to S664.9 millionI in fiscal 1972. This compared
I with a growth rate of five perI cent in 1971 and 12.2 per cent inI 1970.
I . Balance of revenue for all I banks in 1972 increased, exceptI the Bank of British Columbia inI Vancouver which reported a de-I crease of 12.9 per cent.I Canadian Imperial Bank ofI Commerce showed the largestI year-to-year increase in balanceI of revenue.
Builders Want 
Tax Incentives
TORONTO (CP) - The Cana­
dian Construction Association 
would like to spe certain tax in­
centives for manufacturing and 
processing industries announced 
in the last federal budget broad­
ened to include construction ac­
tivities.
Eric L. Hartley of Toronto, 
president of the association, 
said Monday many construction 
.activities could be considered 
manufacturing in one instance 
and eligible for tax incentives, 
but also could be performed on 
the job site under a different 
system of construction and thus 
not be eligible.
As an example, he said, pre­
cast concrete components could 
be used for a structure in one 
case while poured concrete 
could be used in another.
‘‘The end result would be 
comparable, a concrete struc­
ture, but in the latter case the 
contractor’s profit would be 
taxed at a higher rate than that 
proposed for manufacuring or 
processing."
Mr. Hartley, who opened a 
four-day construction show, said 
that where the method of con­
struction is optional, owners 
and designers could be In- 
flenced to specify manufac­
tured products rather than on­
site construction.
"Tax consideration should not 
affect the competitive positions 





Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.ni.-l:30 p.m.
Include*: 
5 ci>ui:,cs, salad mid <hn-




J,9 Bernard Ave. 
I’hoiir 762 T175 .0-
of Quebec Superior Court.
A third man, Giles Eccles, 
24, faces trial by jury Dec. 
18 on a similar charge. He is 
currently undergoing mental 
tests.
The three men were charg­
ed in connection with the 
death of only one of the fire 





LONDON (Reuter) — The 
Duke of Wipdsor left an estate 
in England and Wales valued at 
only £9,849 (about $18,830), his 
will disclosed Monday.
Most of .the duke’s fortune,; 
unofficially estimated at around 
$2.5 million, was concentrate ’ 
in France, where the duke lived 
after his abdication as King Ed­
ward VIII in 1936.
The duke's estate in France 
has not been disclosed, although 
a Paris court has declared his 
widow. the: former Wallis 
Simpson, to be the sole legatee.
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last May’, owned a country 
house about 25 miles from 
Paris, but his town home on the 
outskirts of the Bois de Bou- 
longe was rented from the city 
of Paris. ....
In 1936, when he reigned for 
325 days, he inherited the pri­
vate royal estates of Balmoral, 
in the Scottish highlands, and 




Wood and Aluminum Windows
PATTERN GLASS, STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS 
our most complete glass and window department 
Experienced staff to handle all installation needs.
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY







I CABLE TV SYSTEM 
|[S1 Black Knight 
M f \ J Television Co. Ltd.
|fl\y y *49 Bernard Ave, Phone 762-4433
Andhowunderstandingft 
willhelp you make the most of ft.
It’s not how much you earn, 
it’s what you do with it. If you’d 
like to do more than you’re doing, 
we’d like to talk to you.
About how to develop a 
budget that really works for you, 
your family, and all of your needs.
And about all kinds of things 
you might not know we can do.
Not just different accounts, 
but stock investment plans, our 
free Money Guide, flexible mort­
gages and loans, high-interest 
savings certificates, and more.
Chances are good that, 
together, we can come up with 
a plan.
To give you more of what you 
want now and more of what you 
want later.
Let’s at least talk about it.
Because it’s in both our 
interests to have you get more out 
of life.
And besides, what have you
JLdk The First Canadian Bank
Bank of Montreal
I
Rams Jump Into Second 
With Win Over '49ers
Bucks Try To Stretch Streak
GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Roman Gabriel’s third-down 
magic, aided by some of Coach 
Tommy Prothro’s trickery, was 
just too much for San Francisco 
’49ers to handle.
“We would hold them for two 
downs, and on the third they’d 
get it,” ’49ers middle linebacker 
Ed Beard said.
That told the story of Los An­
geles Rams’ 26-16 victory over 
San Francisco Monday night
that made Atlanta Falcons, 7-5, “I can’t see us letting down 
the new leaders in the National I the last two games,” said Ga- 
Football League’s wildest race. Ibriel, who helped the Rams
The ’49ers fell from first in I snap a three-game losing streak 
the National Conference West |>y throwing a pair of touch­
standings and into a . second- down passes on third down 
place tie with the Rams at 6-5-1. plays.
,inTS>in ELTUium 7116 Rams made first downs 
up again Sunday when the Fai- _ . , —
cons meet the '49ers here and °“ seveh.of 16 third-down situ- 
the Rams to go St. Louis to ations. lour of the times they 
play the Cardinals on the next- ra.^ae^.’. .®avi? ®ay . f°N®wed 
to-last weekend of the season, with field goals, ranging from
— 12 to 42 yards.
Gabriel scrambled away from 
’49ers’ rushers in the second pe­
riod to fire a 26-yard touchdown 
pass on third-and-13 to tight end
Bob Klein, sending the 
ahead 10-9.
He sent running back 
Ellison downfield on a
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DARCIE EARNS FOURTH TITLE
The equestrian team of Riding Club, was presented
Darcie Dewhurst, and her with the W. J. Farris trophy
Other award winners from the for the open hack class; Jim 
Kelowna club were R. J. Ben- Dies, riding Hannah’s Kitten
horse Fantasy, were named for high point junior aggre- 
top rider and horse for the gate and also won top honors 
fourth consecutive year at
nett, with his horse Stock­ and Lloyd Auch, riding Win­
nie Three Bar combined to
the Okanagan Light Horse 
Improvement and Show As­
sociation’s award presenta-
in the child’s hack equitation
tions held recently In Kelow­
and jumping. The outstanding 
young rider also combined 
with Leith Anne McDougald,
and her horse Antoine, to win
broker, who was awarded for
top place in the working hunt- take top honors in the match­
er and open jumping classes; ed pairs (western); Bart
Heather Halworth, and her Stevenson, riding Elite Petite,
horse Rolflara’s Flara, was was awarded in the junior
presented with the Francis western pleasure and work-
na. Darcie, from the Kelowna the matched pairs English. Mary Sealy memorial trophy stock horse classes.
MINOR HOCKEY ROUNDUP
'■ PEANUTS 
Treadgolds 3 Lions 3
Treadgolds—Kevin Kranabet- 
ter, David Risso, David Cousins. 
‘ Lions - Kevin Wostrawdowski 
(2), Scott Ferguson.
Kinsmen 2 Rotary 3
: Kinsmen — Kevin Bunman, 
Brent Meckling. Rotary-David 
Rees, David Ritchie, Bob Rind-
Arena Motors 2 Black Knights 5 
Arena Motors — Bill Butchar,
Jeff Anneliger. Black Knights— 
David Drew, Gary Harder, 
Jamie Koenig, Scott Lillies, 
Brent Weninger. .
Kiwanis 2 CKOV 1 ,
Kiwanis — Richard Gatzke, 















































Credit Union 2 Sun Country 1
Credit — Allan McSweeney, 
Keith Parker. Sun — Colin O’­
Neil.
Budget Boys 2 Tastee Frees 3
Boys — Dale Anderson, Randy 
LoskL Tastee — Glen McRae, 
Rob Sebastian (2).
Knights of Columbus 1 Colony 2
Knights—Tom Collins. Colony 
— Matthew Zahodnik, Rick Gal- 
arneau.
Legion 3 Big Eagle 3
Legion — Brian Loyst, Grant 
Koga (2). Eagle — James 
Georges (21, Bruce Howe.
Dairy Queen 1 Custom Engines 1


































3Peoples 4 Cavell Tire 
Peoples — Robert Lutz, Barry 
Lutz (3). Cavefl — Russell Kit­





T. Childs C. U.
G. Wilson Tastce 





























*'G»be did a great Job of call 
Ing play action. He threw quite 
a few to the backs—more than 
he has done consistently,” said 
Ellison, who caught five passes 
for 68 yards and gained 78 
yards rushing.
The Los Angeles quarterbar’; 
wasn’t involved in his t-aiv’ > 
first third-down play of th 
game.
With a third-and-seven at San 
Francisco’s 34, running back 
Jim Bertclsen took a direct 
snap, faked a handolf and ran 
for nine yards. Ray made the 
score 3-0 with his first field goal 





and-five play in the third quar­
ter that resulted in a 39-yard 
scoring play and a 23-9 Rams’
Van Hullenbush.
O.K. Building 3 Flntry 2
O.K. — Blake Ryerson (2), 
Randy Wcrbig. Flntry — Mark 
Ciancone, Grant Barnes. - 
Orchard City Press 5 Pete s
Barbers 3
Orchard — Kevin Smith (2), 
Robert Vickers (2). Dean 
Claggett. Pete's — Bruce Camp­
bell (2i, Tom Kinakin.
Lakeland Realty 3 Price & 
Markle 2
Lakeland — Jamie Orchison 
(3>, Price — Bruce Wcys, David 
Komnrlsky.
Cor Glass 1 A & W 1





























































Hwy. 97 N. 762-5203
JUNIOR
Kelowna Buckarods will try । 
to make it eight consecutive ; 
win§ in a row tonight as they 
host the league leading Pentic­
ton Broncos in B.C. Junior A 
hockey action at Memoria 
Arena at 8:30 p.m.
The Bucks and Broncos have 
met only twice this year with 
the Bucks coming out on the 
short end of both encounters.
The only doubtful starter for 
the Kelowna squad is defence­
man Dale Turner who received 
a hand injury last weekend. 
Bucks’ coach Don Culley and 
manager Wayne North have 
called up left winger Paul Jor­
dan. and defenceman Les Stra­
chan from Jay Hunter’s juvenile 
A Packers to help *’11 in th® 
line-up. Jordan played his first 
game with the Bucks against 
Chilliwack Saturday and came 
up with a strong game while 
scoring his first goal. Strachan 
has seen a little more action
Gordie Neilson, Tad Campbell 
and Blair Chapman hold down 
first, third and fourth spots re­
spectively in the Bucks’ scoring 
parade. Defencemen Dale Tur­
ner and Bruce Gerlach are one- 
two in the penalty minutes de­






Adults _______ ......— 1.75
Students and O.A.P. _ 1.25 
Children........... —— .75
BUCKAROO SCORING
G A Pts Pim
Neilson 17 26 43 18
Weninger 12 15 27 38
T. Campbell 12 15 27 43
Chapman 10 16 26 25
Leohndorf 10 14 24 16
Hanson 9 15 24 53
McKinnon 1110 21 39
Blake 12 9 21 42
Turner 6 11 17 87
Owens 8 6 14 33
Jowett 5 7 12 20
Gerlach 2 8 10 83
Rota 3 7 10
Onno 2 6 8 54
Laboucan 0 2 2 2
G. Chapman 0 1 1 7





Prince Igorhas no 
taste.





























GP Min GA Av.
Dan Peter 8 404 27 4.01
Doug Morgan 8 430 30 4.19
I. MacCrimmon 7 382 34 5.34
G A P
SUN COUNTRY PAINTS & WALLCOVERINGS
OPENING SPECIALS3 DAY
INTERIOR FLAT LATEX Super Wall-Tone
25% OFFTRIUMPH WALL
SPRAY ENAMELS Regular 1.39.
GUEST SPEAKER
You Could Win a
Room-Lot of Sun worthy Wallcovering
Sun Country PaintsREGISTER AT
& WALL COVERINGS
762-2833 762-3921517 Lawrence Ave
Special 99C
I" Af'IIIAMf From our Regular Stock FASHIONS by Sunworlhy ...............
. 7Reg. 9.95, Special / • JU
G. Claggett F. S.
R. Gerlach Reps 
B, Pachenski Toyota 
B. Angus F. S.
MIDGETS
Commonwealth — Blaine Wen- 
inger, Brad Henderson. West- 



































































A goal by Keith Graham 
earned the Penticton bantam 
reps a 3-3 tie with the Kelowna 
NOCA bantam reps in a regu­
lar league game Saturday in 
Penticton.
Bruce Naka gave the Kel­
owna dub a 3-2 lead, going into 
the third period as he scored 
his 20th goal of the season. The 
first period ended in a , 1-1 
deadlock with defenceman 
Barry O’Brien scoring for the 
local squad. O’Brien then notch­
ed his second of the game on 
a low screen shot from the 
point to tie the score after 
Penticton had taken a 2-1'lead.
Kelowna outshot Penticton 
40-28 in the hard fought battle. 
Next action for the reps is this 
weekend when they host the 
North Vancouver bantam reps 
in exhibition play. They will 
also host the Vernon bantam 
reps Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in a 
regular schedule league en­
counter.
with the Bucks so far this sea­
son and has performed well.
The Bucks have made an­
other change in their line-up as 
they sent forward Wade Jowett 
back to North Kamloops. “Don 
Culley and myself feel we have 
more potential hockey players 
within our minor hockey system 
in Kelowna, particularly the 
Packers, than Wade was,” 
North explained.
“Wade is only 16 years of age 
and after a season with the 
North Kamloops hockey system 
he should be, more seasoned to 
have another tryout with us 
next year,” North added.
Dan Peter, who leads the 
Bucks’ goaltenders with a 4.01 
average, will start between the 
pipes for the local squad.
In the individual statistics the 
Kelowna high scoring line of
Engraving Service 
Plastic Signs — Skis









1176 High Rd. - 762-2161
Without a flicker of taste 
or color or scent 
A prince of a vodka. 













Olympic Pizza 1 Collinson’s 0
Olympic — Robert McClain.
Four Seasons 1 Pecrlqss Pipe 0
Four Seasons—Greg Claggett.
Kelowna Toyota 2 Midvalley 3 
Kelowna — Barry Pachcnski, 
Don L’Arrivce. Midvalley — 



















By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
World
New England 7 Ottawa 3
Quebec Junior
Laval 10 Sorel 4
Central Junior
Nepean fi Smiths Falls 4
Wenitem Canada
Regina (» Winnipeg 3
Saskatchewan Junior
Regina Pats 9 Notre Dame 6
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EXOTIC DANCE TEAM 
Madrid & Angelique 
PLUS 
MEL WEST 
AND THE METEORS 
KOKO CLUB




Equipment Displays and 
Discussion
Films on Cross Country Skiing
SIGGE BJORKLUND
PLACE: SPOKESMEN'S FIELD 
TIME: 7:00 P.M. — DEC. 6, 1972
TREADGOLD'S ■S?
1615 PANDOSY ST
Thursday Dec. Sth 
of
"Exclusive Distributor for Super-Wall-Tone - Dutch Formula House 
Paints and Paramount Master Painter Products.
Be Sure to Enter Our
"COLOR MOSAIC CONTEST"
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TOES., DEC. 5, im YAGE 11PLAYS WITH INJURY Gray Risks
Glennie's Future Secure I HALIFAX (CP) — Canadian
Turned IntoTeam Leader
welterweight boxing champion 
Clyde Gray of Toronto risks his 
high ranking for the world title 
when he faces Irish Pat Mur­
phy of New York in a schedul­
ed 10-rounder here tonight.
I'ORONTO (CP) — A year 
igo Brian Glennie’s future with 
Toronto Maple Leafs was 
enuous.
The National Hockey-League 
:lub was over-stocked with de- 
cnce personnel and the former 




NEW YORK , (AP) - The; 
$75,000 Clean Air Tennis Classic s 
got off to a rocky start Monday | 
when the top-seeded players, 
Roy Emerson and Nancy; 
Richey Gunter, withdrew be-i 
cause of injuries.
Emerson^ the veteran star '< 
from Australia, quit~because~of 
a weekend skiing incident in 
which he tore the ligaments in 
his right knee. Mrs. Gunter, 
meanwhile, suffered a broken 
nose in an accident during a re­
cent shopping tour in Dallas.
Charlie Pasarell of Puerto 
Rico, moving into the No. 1 
seeded position, came up with a 
near-perfect effort in beating 
Steve Turner of New York 6-0, 
6-1 as play began Monday after­
noon.
STIHL CHAIN SAWS
For the Logger and Home Owner
a Salen and.service for all models.
• Exclusive distributors in the .area.Gray, 25, has a record of 34ute to the Toronto effort despite the pain, ’
Secondly, Leafs are short on ; 
defencemen and unless 
Glennie’s condition deteriorates ■ 
he’ll likely play the rest of the 
season in spite of the injury 
that restricts movement in his 
right shoulder. '
Toronto, which plays against 
the .Canucks in Vancouver 
tonight in one of three sched­
uled games, has been further 
hampered with the loss for at 
least the game of centre Norm 
Ullman (bone bruise on right 
instep) and winger Paul Hen­
derson (pulled groin). I
Glennie, however, continues, 
to play without grumbling other 
than to admit “it’s sore.” (
“He’s a gutsy guy, I’ll tell 
you that much,” admitted 
coach John McLellan. “Not only 
because bf the shoulder.
"Saturday night when we tied 
Philadelphia (Flyers) he took a 
shot on the neck and didn’t 
miss a shift. He blocked an­
other shot with his wirst, and 
he had to wear a plastic shield 
on it to play Sunday.
"But he never missed a 
shift.”
PLANTE A BOOSTER
One of Glennie’s biggest 
boosters oh the Toronto club is 
goaltender Jacques Plante, who 
has operated behind a number 
of good defencemen during his 
43 years.
“He’s a very . intelligent 
hockey man, and if you watch 
him you realize he has studied 
situations and he knows exactly 
where to position himself , when 
another team has the puck in 
our zone,” Plante says. “He 
does it exactly the way I ex­
plain ■ it in my goaltending 
book."
The 26-year-old Toronto na­
tive has built a reputation dur­
ing his three years with the 
Leafs as being one of the NHL’s 
solid belters.
"He’s one. of the hardest-hit­
ting defencemen in the league,” 
■ says McLellan. “Now if only we 
' had a couple of forwards who 
would do the same.”
more often in the press boxes of t 
the rinks where Leafs played ‘ 
than on the ice.
Injuries suddenly loomed < 
large in the young defen- । 
Ceman's career. 1
Last year, hurts to other play- i 
ers enabled Glennie to establish 
himself as a permanent them- : 
ber of the Leafs’ blueline bri­
gade-even before the staff de­
teriorated with defections to the ’ 
rival World Hockey Association. ।
This year Glennie is the rec- 1 
ognized leader on the Toronto 1 
defence, especially since the ' 
eariy-season neck injury that 
has kept veteran Bob Baun on 
the sidelines.
Injuries, however, continue to 
plague the Leafs and Glennie is 
among the more seriously ail­
ing. But he continues to play for 
two reasons.
His shoulder injury, suffered 
in October, could take several 
weeks to get proper treatment. 
Meanwhile he’s able to contrib- 
New England 
Coasts To Win
BOSTON (AP) — New Eng­
land Whalers struck' for four 
goals in the first 12 minutes of 
the game and coasted to a 7-2 
World Hockey Association vic­
tory over Ottawa Nationals 
Monday night.
The Whalers, who extended 
their unbeaten streak at home 
to 11 games, moved into a tie 
for the East Division lead with 
idle Cleveland.
Tim Sheehy scored two goals 
and assisted on a third for New 
England, which held, a 44-33 
shooting advantage. Five other 
players—Larry Pleau, John 
French, Terry Caffery, Tom 
Webster and John Danby—chip­
ped in with goals.
Wayne Carleton and Bob Le­
duc were the goal getters for
Ottawa.
wins, two losses and a draw, 1
and is ranked second to world; “One nice thing about the 
welterweight champion Jose! f—- 1 »«« wasn’t robbed 
Napoles of Mexico. | thia time!”
Murphy, two years younger EX-DIPLOMAT DIES
than Gray, has won 27 of 34...... Vi „  CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
bouts, lost six and drew one. John Carter Vincent, a former 
He was stopped on cuts in diplomat and China specialist 
seven rounds by third-ranked who opposed unconditional U.S. 
Billy Backus of Syracuse, N.Y., backing of Chiang Kai-shek diir- 
and dropped a 10-round deci- ing the Second World War, died 
sion to ninth-ranked Buddy I Sunday after a brief illness. He 
Boggs of Baltimore this year. . I was 72.
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
2000 Spall Rd. 763-4471







609 35 0 3.45
1459 80 1 3.29
831 38 1 2.96
(3) 1706 94 1 Christmas
Chicago (1) 1279 71 0 3.33
chain plus bonus 
carrying case. .......
Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare 
advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
The ideal saw for clearing land, cutting firewood 
and all those tiresome, time-consuming jobs. Weighs 
only TO pounds but is husky enough to cut down a 
32" diameter tree. Complete with 16" chain and bar.
And 6s special bonus you get a free carrying 
with the purchase of any Hbmelite saw.
Homelife XL-12 Chain Saw with 20" bar and
Los Angeles ... ,__
J. McLeod, Ch 954 51 0 3.27
Gill, Ch 325 19 0 3.51
Gillow, LA _ . _ __
Gardner, LA 875 53 0'3.63
Homelife Super Mini Chain Saw with 16" bar
and chain plus 17d. QU
bonus carrying case...... ...... Ea. 11 "tiv©
139’?
Regular $159.00
Qualify Craftsman Socket Sets
Craftsman 23-Pc. V4-%" Sei
29.979.97<ct
17.97 set 9.97 set
Simpsons-Scars









( . altnman 6 pc. 
wrench net
10.97 sef
Craftsman 11-pc., Va" Socket Set in­
cludes: 8-!4", 6-pl. sockets; 6" exten­
sion, quick release ratchet and a 
sturdy permanent plastic tool box.
Simpson* Sear*; (!»>. Kelowna 71.1,’.H||
Advertised Prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 9th
Includes tool box, 
rat t hr I, extcnnion. !) 
sockri*. '*■’ chiu- 
RCf,
Metric w> Cliches 
,;i/en 6 to 19 nun. 
Alien end tape.
strong steel box. Our 
most complete set
Craft>man 24-pc. 3/i" Socket Set: 
includes 7-Tn", 1.2-pt. socket',; 6 open 
end wrenches; 3" extension, quick ic 
lease ratchet, 8 pc. hex key set and
lutrhet, rxleiision 
bar. I joint
Heavy roiiMimcr response has temporarily caused oul-of-'-toek situations lor sonic 
]{<>mrli(e dealer* tn (hi* featured model etiainsaw. Your dealer Hill honor lids 
valiuhle oiler U .ton art non, sn please atop in sour.
PEERLESS PIPE & EQUIPMENT
Craftsman 11-pc. 3/b" Metric Socket 
Set includes 7-%", 12-pt. sockets; uni­
versal joint; 3" extension bar, quick re­
lease ratchet and a compact 4*1 A*T 
permancx tool box......  «ct II av ■
Craftsman 13-pc., ’/z" Socket Set 
includes tool box; IO-1/?", 12-pl, sock­
ets; 1-16" extension bar and I-1/?" 
quick release ratchet. A great Christ-
LTD.
633 Gaston Ave. — 762 3024
w 29.97 19.97
Craft* in an fi pc.
Il.l.. Wrench f»rl 
rnnlaln* size * 6 In 




■jjEW YORK (AP) — "I can’t 
V Jaeve it,” Ron Ward was say­
ing. *‘I can’t believe all this 
stuff.”
What Ward can't believe is 
the way he’s moved up in the 
world—the World Hockey Asso­
ciation, that is.
First he was moved up from 
defence to centre on New York 
Raiders. And that move, sug­
gested by Raiders coach Cam­
ille Henry, got Ward moving in 
the scoring department.
He moved right up into first 
place in the WHA scoring race. 
League statistics released show 
him with a WHA-high 23 goals 
plus 19 assists for 42 points, five 
more than Gord Labossiere of 
Houston Aeros.
“I just shoot the puck and it 
goes in,” Ward mused. “I can’t 
explain it. I don’t believe it.”
In his four games last week, 
Ward had three goals and seven 
assists. All three goals came in 
one game against New England 
Whalers. And all of them came 
in one period, covering a span 
of just 6 minutes, 44 seconds, 




































In parenthesis): does not in­
clude Monday game.
Min GA SO Avg.
Cheevers, Cl 1156 46 3 2.44
Whidden, Cl 430 21 0 3.07











434 17 0 2.35 
1339 66 2 2.96
60 4 0 4.00 
1833 87 2 2.85
636 30 0 2.83 
818 48 1 3.52 





COMPLETE WITH 16" BAR AND CHAIN
plus FREE
HOMELITE CARRY CASE
Handy carry case 
keeps your saw clean, 
saw chain free front nicks 
and abuse. Now Special Fall 
Ollor lets you gain this Carry 
Caso Iron with your purchase ol 
the Homelife XL-1!
(Offer E.xpnes December 23. 197?)








Consists of tool box; 6-Va", 6-pl. sockets; 
4-;Jh", 6 pl. sockets; 3-Th", 12-pl. sock­
ets; l-’.fi" adopter (’a-1 a"); 4-'*" 6-pl. 
deep sockets; extension (3"); -’a" 
extension (6"); 1 4" extension (6"); 3a" 
quick-release laldicl.
I'taflMnan 10-pt r. 
Metric set
In • i/c fi to 19 nun, 
With plm.lic pouch, 
set
FAGE 12 KELOWNA DAILY COURIEB, TUE8-, DEC. S, 1*72
DECEMBER IS HERE. GET CHRISTMAS CASH BY SELLING IN COURIER WANT ADS.
DO IT NOW — CALL 763-3228
1. BIRTHS < .
A NEW ABBIVAL YOL'R NEW
baby to a baadle of Joy to Father and 
Mother The arrival to also welcome) 
by otherr Tell theie Wendi Uw fast 
eatv way witli • Kelnwoa Rally Cott* 
ter Birth Nottee aa low a» 
day of birth, telephone » notiea. to 
763-323 and yoor chUd's birtb notlce 
will appear, in The Kelowna Daily 
Courier the following day.
2. DEATHS
2. DEATHS
GADDES — Mra. Irene M. H. (Honey) 
Gaddes, nee Parkinson, died in Vic­
toria, alter a lengthy illness. Survived 
by one daughter.‘ Mrs. Irene M. McNair. 
3 grandchildren and one brother. Mr. 
R, F. (Dick) Parkinson, all of Kelowna. 
intennenlTmetortar-pn-Noveniber-aSr 
1 >72. 106
ZILKE __  Fused «w»7 on December
3rd, 1972, Frederick ZiBte. aged 81 
years, late ft Will Water* Nursing Home. 
Surviving Mr Zilke are hi» loving wife, 
Helen: five tons, and five daughters, 
Ben in Vancouver. B.C.. Clifford in 
Wetaskiwin. AHa.; Robert in Portland. 
Oregon. Gordon and Wilfred in Van­
couver. Washington: Mrs. Ivy Ufgren 
in Surrey, B.C,, Mrs. Gladys Bienert 
in Leduc, Alta., Mrs. Gertie Krause in 
Vancouver. B.C. Mrs. Freda Simmonds 
et Kelowna, and Mrs. Molina Stod­
dart of Edmonton; 27 grandchildren, 16 
great-grandchildren, and one brother, 
V.Uliam in Leduc. Alta. He was. pre­
deceased by two sons, Harry and
F'neral services for the late Frederick 
\Z’,Ike will be held from the. Sunshine
Ridee Baptist Church in North Surrey, 
on Friday, December 8th at 1:00 p.m. 
With Rev. Edmund Hohn officiating. In­
terment to follow in the Valley View 
Memorial Gardens in Surrey. Friends 
wishing to remember Mr. Zilke may, it 
desired, donate to the Evergreen Bap­
tist Nursing Home in White Rock, B.C.. 
er the Canadian Cancer Society. Day's 
Funeral Home is in charge of the 
arrangements. MS
“CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE- B.C 
Heart Foundation, Box 186. Kelowna will 
be greatly appreciated and gratefully 
acknowledged.” tf
5, IN MEMORIAL
TURNER — IN loving merrtory ol 
our dear father. Mr. Eric Turner, who 
passed away December 5. 1967.
We treasure still with Jove sincere 
Beautiful memories ot one so dear.
_ Always remembered by Rick, Ed, 
Ken and families. ______ 10s
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME 
tery new nddress: 1790 Hollywood Rd 
(end) Rutland Telephone 765-6494. tf
6. CARD OF THANKS
WE ARE DEEPLY GRATEFUL TO 
relatives and many friends for the kind­
ness and sympathy shown in the loss 
of a beloved husband and father. We 
especially wish to tbank Dr. Miller and 
Dr. Siluch. hospital staff, and Reverend 
Davidson for his comforting words and 
beautiful singing. The Bankhead UCW 
and Rebekahs.
—Signed: Irene Gill and family. 106





POTTERY SHOW & SALE
at the
Okanagan Mission Community Hall 
DECEMBER 8th, 9th, 10th
10 A.M. - 8 P.M. DAILY
106, 108
11, BUSINESS PERSONAL
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls. flower 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian. 
762-7782. ti
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 587. Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 763-5057 or 765-6923, tn Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon and Ala- 
Teen at 762-8615 dr 765-6766. tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically approved method Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further information, tele­
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. tf
12 PERSONALS
RENO 8 DAYS, S75. BUSES LEAX 
ing Kelowna January 13th, 27th, Fei 
ruary 10th, 24th. Book early. Hi-Lit 
Travel Club, 3416 Scott Road. Telephon 
762-6173. T, Th, S, 1!
BOB REBAGLIATI TRIO AVAILABL1 
for Christmas parties and New Year' 
Eve dance. Telephone 762-8059.
T, Th, S. 1(
13. LOST AND FOUND
LOST — CHILDREN CRYING FO 
“Gypsy!’, inissing since Friday. Sma 
light brown, part-Pom female. Shai 
nose and big eyes. 4174 Lakeshore Roa' 





8 p.m.z Wednesday, Dec. 6th
in the Library
KLO Jr. Secondary School
MEET THE CANDIDATES! GET THE FACTS!
School Board Chairman Mr. T. R. Carter and 
Secretary-Treasurer Mr. F. J. Macklin in attendance.
KLO SCHOOL BAND WILL, ENTERTAIN
ALL WELCOME!
Sponsored by the KLO Home and School Auxiliary and 
the Kelowna Jaycees.
14. ANNOUNCEMENT 15. HOUSES FOR RENT
BUFFALO BILL’S 
still have some bookings 
left for 
CHRISTMAS PARTIES 
1465 Harvcv Avenue 
762-0789
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE. FU 
furnished, on lake frontage. Avail 
December 10 until June 22. $250 mon' 
References please. Telephone 768-1
hi
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
YOU CAN WALK TO DOWNTOWN OR 
Capri from this near new two bedroom 
duplex. It Is over 1.000 square feet, has 
carpet in both bedrooms and living 
room, plus patio doors to patio, Re­
frigerator and range H required. Must 
have good references. Call Harry Mad- 
docks. Collinson Realty. 765-5155 or 
765-6218. If
A^OoirmUWAiN” AT $145 PER 
month. Spacious, fresh, well Insulated, 
two bedroom side duplex. Near schools 
and 'downtown shopping. Bnsemcnt with 
new furnace. Plenty of closet space, 
washer-dryer hookup In main Hour 
laundry room, Children welcome, Tele­
phone 763-7538, It
liNIQUE DESIGN VEnMlTO^l'OM- 
plcte privacy In two bedroom duplex 
anile. Electric holwater heat. Refrigera­
tor, stove, drapes and utilities supplied. 
Rent $1.55 per month, Available alter 
Decertiber 12. Rent commencing Jan­
uary 1. 1973. Telephone 765-5’04, lit) 
TintEE”BEDROOMS - GLI'.NMoitE. 
Available (or Immediate occupancy ■ 
new three lirdroom tourplex milt with 
basement and cal port. Country atmo 
aphere—largo play area- children w< |- 
come. $170 per month. Telephone ii>.l 
33U3 or 762 3713. If
(XIUNTRY LIVING'- WITH LOVELY 
slew at Mackenrle Manor liveplex, Mac- 
kenrle Road. Holland. Iwo baths. 2>, 
bedrooms, spacious living. Some child­
ren welcome, Water and garbage rid- 
leclion free. Si:i> per monlh. No pets
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX ON ABBO 
Street, within walking distance of tov 
Private garage and yard. Availal 
December 1st. $160 per month. Tc 
phone 762-49-17.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY SPA 
Ish style fourplex In Rutland. Two b 
rooms. 1'5 baths, shag carpet, 
doga please. References required, T< 
phone 763-6241,
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLl 
available immediately. Ono and 
half baths, sundeck with view. In W< 
bank. $140 per month. Telephone 1 
5721, 548-31107 (Oyama).
ai^mwiPiiTm^
plex, toll basement, on Highland Dr 
South. Close to schools. No pets. $ 
per month, available Immedlati 
Telephone 763-3665.
THREE BEDROOM- SUITE IN~FOl 
plex In Rutland area, Carpeted llv 
room. Il'j baths, washer and dr 
hookup. No pets. Telephone 765-7054 
ter 4:00 p.m.
FOR HENT”<N-Iftil‘l7tNt)7 TUtFlii 
room apartment, Includes laundry fai 
tics, heat and hot waler, stove and 
(rlgerator. Drapes, carpeted living roi 
Telephone 763-5122 or 762-4ll!)ii.
THREE BEDHOOM DUPLEX 
Mitchell Road in Hiilbmd, I', ba 
carpeting throughout except klti lii'n 
bulb. No pits, $17(1 per month. T 
phoilb 761-4768.
TWO HEDHOOMS. FULL HASEME 
in tdxpli-v Close to .Shoppers' Vlll 
and tclmols In Rutland Hclrigeia 
Move and drapes available. $150 
month. Telephonn 76:>-'J03B.
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. Fl 
basement. Refrigerator and stove; ;
Telephone 763 3472 or 7G0 (M6.
NEW TWO lUIimoOM i 
tips triplex with caipoit. 




Sl.lll. i:i.’6 Miler Court, 





with refrigerator and To reliable 
vouple with goixi reference. One chikl 
acceptable. No pete. Telephone ;t>s 
svs if
new iwo itt onooM nui’i.EX.UNir 
on Scatlx.ro Koad. Holland. I’aipeled, 
aunilei k, new tone and refrlgeiator 
Included. ITillv landwaped with no up 
keep to tenant. Ilto Available linine- 
diately. Telephone 70S Titi, oc 7f,i ti'u.ii 
tf
Ftfl H IIEI>R<M)M 1IOVM,, TWO lll.lr
bl't* humt»i full hdM’HHiit, fully rnipr 
In I.Akcvirw tfrtohU Can hr mth 
ralhiiii Block IkolliriA Hralty, Kclov
TWO IMM.M'I lATf. 2 HEDItOOM 
pkt xuili-n. brpiuate guare. nil” 
»Uon I’l *cy. rtnit•*! Iiwi 
>1**5 per morwh |»|uw ulihhr*.
I.ttphin |.l<1 , 4IOO.
1 OMI iHlTMH.r. TIIHI.i: HOOM । 
Uge, hirnrlird, rlroOic hriH
KMHU* 
h<wd
up, tun down, near Hi. 
iovdv j*id uilh (lull
I’rla and thiMrrn urLuiu#* AsaiUUI* 
.lAntiAiy IM lift) p<r month
Rnrt after SOO p m ■<i«
III DHOOM
A\ Ml. Alli I. IMMI.IH \ II .LA
h*l I





Huludr'i *11 ulilillci, StiltAli 













\\ All. MH I IMMI IM M i l 1 |
Ihrr* brdi.Mmi rtupkt. Irl>iuih
|.m„, h.M>re. rel.uet.t.u a,„i e I
kll.1 r'.o.lb'., p’u. href.v al o f.o-l.hrt * '
two v-'. m ..Hat, । ‘i’h] ran Mtini.i>M n,>\ ;>
I'* '• |,l> lrlr|S e |lr, , I,,
H
15. HOUSES FOR RENT 1 6. APTS. FOR RENT Itiy 5. APTS. FOR RENT
SMALL. MODERN. TWO BEDROOM, 
furnished cottage with electric heat, bn 






JLLY FURNISHED -.'NITS WITH 
tchenettes. Close to all facilities, trans- 
rtation and shopping. Cinnamon's 
ikeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
LAKESHORE. TWO BEDROOM HOME. 
McKinley Landing. 8165 per month.
ME AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 1 
tchens. children and pets welcome. 1 a 
■ry low rates, weekly or-monthly.
dephone now 763-45)1. tf "
Water. Move, refrigerator Included. 
Telephone 768-5328; tf 1283 Bernard Ave. ?
and- 3 bedrooms, private f 
atios, carpeting, draperies, 1% 
aths, ranges, refrigerators, g 
aved parking, full basements, 
asher-dryer hook-up. Coin | X 
perated laundry facilities also tc 
vailable. Cable TV. 1.
TO VIEW CALL S
763-4855 or 765-6790 a
tf p
TWO BEDROOM UNIT IN FOUR PLEX, 
refrigerator and stove, water and gar- n 
bage included. Available immediately, u 
Telephone 762-3575.'1 p.m. - 8 p.m. U “
URNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
>om units by week or month. Cable r 
levislon. No children. No pets. Beacon L 
each Motel, 762-4225. tf g
DUPLEX IN RUTLAND. CLOSE IN. £ 
8150 per month, includes stove and re- w 
frigerator. Will accept two children, o 
No pets. Telephone 765-9208. ’ tf a
NE BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE. p 
11 utilities paid. $125 per month. Down- ,, 
wn Rutland. Telephone 765-7448,or 765- *
155. tf I
NEW TRI-PLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND. 
114 baths, two bedrooms, large living 
room, ail carpeted. Available immedia­
tely. Telephone 765-8788. T. Th,. S. tf
ONTINENTAL MANOR. 523 ROW- x 
life Avenue. Deluxe two bedroom suites 
callable December 1. Adults only. No 
ets. Telephone 763-2293. - tf r
HOUSE LOCATED AT 632 BAY A.VE- 
nue. Available, immediately. 8165 per 
month. Telephone 762-8699 for appoint­
ment to view. tf !
n
PARKWOOD TERRACE p 
GARDEN APARTMENTS 
bedroom units, includes c 
•ange, refrigerator, wall to | 
vail carpeting throughout, air T 
•onditioner, cable TV, laundry p I 
acilities. Telephone manager; 7 
762-4045 ?
____________J! 1 
ii 'Franklyn Manor f
•
Tew and spacious two bedroom ( 
>uites, free cable TV and laun- ’ 
iry facilities. All shag, electric । 
leat, air conditioning. Babies 
velcome, no pets. Quiet loca- । 
ion, one block off Hwy. 33.
765-8042 ‘
’ tf. ------------------------------------------  
■ . . ■
PARKWOOD TERRACE'
Spacious 2 br, garden apts, 
ocated just off lakeshore and 
city limits. Inc. range, refrig., 
air conditioner, cable TV, etc.
763-3841 —763-5013 
■ ' • ' ■ -tf
ROTH TOWERS
If you value your life, you can 
not afford to rent anywhere else 
except in this completely fire 
resistant concrete and steel Hi- 
rise. Deluxe siutes, beautiful 
views.
763-3641 . tf
ELUXE ONE BEDROOM SUITE, £ 
ery quiet, close to downtown and City . 
ark. Adults only. Contact manager, 1 
assau House, 1777 Water Street. tf (
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT, 
triplex unit, close to Rutland centre. 2 
Available December 10. Telephone 765- .
5446. «
NE AND TWO ROOM MOTEL KIT- 
lenettes to rent for winter months, 
.audromat. Telephone 765-7772 after 
P-m. tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN WEST- ' 
bank available immediately. Stove and ( 
refrigerator supplied. 8125 per month.
Telephone 768-5081 or 768-5855. tf 1
AVO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
lex for rent in Rutland. Available im- 
lediately and December 1st. Telephone L— 
65-8733. tf [—
AVAILABLE NOW, LARGE ATTRAC- 
tive two bedroom duplex. Full basement. 
Shops Capri area. Rent $160 per month. 
Telephone 764-7526 evenings. tf
WO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, WITH 
iew of lake. Refrigerator and stove, 
lag carpeting. No pets. 1st Avenue 
outh. Westbank. Telephone 768-5875. tf
SPACIOUS. TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex unit; carpets, utility room, sun­
deck and carport. Near schools. 8135 
. per month. Telephone 765-6255. tf
VANTEDi — ONE OR TWO WORKING 
iris to share furnished apartment, cen- 
ral location. Telephone 762-3251 even- 
ngs. 106
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, NEAR I 
Quigley school. Carpeted, balcony.
1 double windows. Rent $150. Telephone 
765-9007. tf <
)NE BEDROOM SUITE, STOVE AND 
efrigerator, wall, to wall carpet, nice 
larden and workshop or garage. North 
nd. $110. Telephone 763-3614. ' 106
I ONE BEDROOM, FULLY FURNISHED,
I self contained lakeshore cottage. Electric
I heat. $90 per month. Telephone 763-2291. •
j___ —-----——--------%'■ - -
FOUR BEDROOM HOME, TWO BED- 
rooms up, two down, utility room, gas 
furnace, garage, large yard. $145 per 
month. Telephone 763-6731. tf
MOBILE HOME FURNISHED WITH 
two bedrooms. Also cabin, by the month.
Pincushion Bay Motel. Peachland. Tele- 
phone 767-2222. 114
VINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
leluxe suite available. No children or 
lets. Telephone 763-7234. tf
JNE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
rnit, utilities paid, so children or pets, 
Telephone 765-5969. , tf r
BOCHELAGA AND CHATEAU, DE- 
uxe suites for rent. Telephone 763-6492 
or further information. tf ‘....... ... —... . _i— (
7. ROOMS FOR RENT
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY, FIVE 
rooms, main floor, partly furnished. 
$135 monthly. 831 Harvey Avenue. Tele­
phone 763-4950. tf
FREE RENT FOR THE MONTH OF 
December, move in now! North end loca- 
tion, suitable for small family or 
pensioners. Telephone 762-8699. tf
_ WINFIELD, TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
close to school and shopping centre.
j. Immediate occupancy. References re- 
e quired. Telephone 766-2305. tf
ROOMS, WITH OR WITHOUT KIT- (
:hens.. Winter weekly rates. Downtown 
ocation, opposite city park!-Inn Towner 
Motel, telephone 762-2333. tf
SLEEPING ROOM WITH KITCHEN 
irivileges; working gentleman preferred. 
Kent $50 per month. Telephone 762-6898. 
- % , - , ' ' ' tf
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
furnished or unfurished, Shops Capri 
area. Older couple or person preferred.
Telephone ^63-4956. _ 106
® TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
_ basement, carpeted living room. Garbage 
j and water included. Available December 
s 15. Telephone 165-7335. or 765-6388. 106
.. WINFIELD AREA. NEW TWO BED- 
_ room cottages; carpeted, refrigerator 
and stove. Beautiful view. $135 monthly. 
No pets. 766-2971. tf
- FOR RENT — THREE BEDROOM 
* house trailer, fully furnished. Also one 
IL bedroom kitchen units. Apply at Peach- 
P land Motel. Telephone 767-2205. 107
WELL FURNISHED ROOM, SEPAR- 
ate entry, linens supplied. Telephone 
763-2136. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR 
rent, respectable person. Non drinker. 
Linens supplied. Telephone 762-4781. tt
COMFORTABLE ROOMS FOR RENT.
Working people and students welcome.
Telephone 762-7404. tf
REASONABLE RENI. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom garden apartments in West­
bank. Quiet area with view of lake. Re- 
frigerator and stove, carpeting through­
out, close to schools and shopping. No 
pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. 
Gentleman only. Telephone 765-6793. tf
)8 FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE, IN KEL- 
- owna, immediate possession, first and 
last month rent in advance. Children 
welcome. Telephone 765-9947. 107
- THREE BEDROOM, LOWER DUPLEX 
—Winfield. $145 month. Available Dec­
ember 1. Call Lupton Agencies Ltd., 762- 
4400. . _______ 106
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
Leathead Road. Large yard and garage. 
Available immediately. $125 per month. 
Telephone 762-6636. tf
18. ROOM AND BOARD
THE SQUIRE. 1760 ELLIS STREET. 
Close to downtown, bn quiet street, one, 
two, and three bedroom suites. Shag 
carpets, drapes, colored appliances, 
electric heat, cable TV and air condition­
ed, Special feature will be a swimming 
pool when completed. Reserve your suite 
now, while selection is still good. Con­
tact manager at 763-2029. tf
SUNVALLEY rfEST HOME, NOW Ac­
cepting guests, private and semi- private 
with bath. For more information call 
765-9668. tt
ROOM AND BOARD, CLOSE TO 
downtown. Student'or working man. $110 
per month. Available how. Telephone 
762-4971. / 108
STUDENT RESIDENCE HAS ROOM 
and board for two students. About two 
blocks from Vocational School. Non 
smokers please. Telephone 763-6861.. 107
LIKE NEW, SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX, 
Two bedrooms, lull basement. Available 
January 1st. Telephone 765-9638. Ill
ONE BEDROOM SUITES. $140 AND $135 
per month, all utilities included. Close to 
Shops Capri. No children, no pets. 
Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence Avenue 
or telephone 762-5134. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, AVAIL- 
able December 17th. Rent $150 per 
month. Telephone 765-6556. 108
WANTED—MALE BOARDER. $25 PER 
week. Good meals and will cater to shift 
work. Close to Main Street, Westbank: 
Telephone 768-4163 after 5:00 p.m. tt
LARGE PRIVATE ROOM AND BOARD 
for elderly person in private home. Tele- 
phone 762:5431. __________ tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX; FULL 
basement and carport. No pets. Tele- 
phone 765-8815,________ _______ tt
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, city location. Rent $180. Avail­
ablei December t. Telephone 764-4963. tf
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED MOBILE 
home for immediate occupancy. No pets. 
Apply Green Bay Resort, 768-5543. t(
BY WEEK OR MONTH, COMPLETELY 
furnished one bedroom units. Cable tele­
vision, telephone (direct dial) carpeted. 
No children, no pets. Canamara Beach 
Motel. Telephone 763-4717. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. WALL TO 
wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
television. Rent $150 per month, utilities 
included. No small children, no pets. 
Telephone 764-4966. tf
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE FOR 
two gentleman. Private bath, close in. 
Telephone 763-4946. 106
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man. Telephone 762-0220. tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, CAR- 
pcted throughout, colored appliances, 
cable television, hot water and heat, 
laundry, parking, garbage collection. 
Telephone 765-8262. tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ELDERLY 
lady, with care. Telephone 762-0548. 108




? MOTEL • ble
e,s 3199 LAKESHORE RD. 
. Telephone 763-4022
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''7, Reserve your -suite in this qulc 
spacious apartment, nearlm 
completion.
'''-■ ♦ Studio, one and two bedroom
'I'd , ,no ♦ Some ensuite plumbing
ive ’Colored appliances.
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* Cable TV
i)(] * Laundry facilities
•my Underground parking
on: * C lose to downtown
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20. WANTED TO RENT
BRIGHT, ONE BEDROOM, SELF CON- 
tained, basement suite. $115 per month 
including utilities, stove and refrigerator. 
Quiet couple preferred. No children, no 
pets. Telephone 765-7549. tf
SHERWOOD MANOR, 510 ROSEMEAD 
Avenue. One and two bedrooms. Shag 
rugs, drapes and electric heat. Close to 
shopping. Adults only. Telephone 762-0861.
■ __________________ tf
COMFORTABLE ONE BEDROOM 
apartment. Cable TV, stove and refri­
gerator. Heat supplied, close to down 
town. Telephone 762-3981; after 3 p.m.- 
762-0359. 1836 Pandosy Street. tf
TWO YOUNG MEN NEED COTTAGE 
or house with wood stove for winter 
months. Write Beacon Beach Motel, 
Suite No. 17, RR 4. Kelowna. 106
WORKING COUPLE WITH TWO SMALL 
children wish to rent a three bedroom 
ho-jie In Kelowna. Reasonable rent. 
Tei phone 763-4947, 106
WANTED TO RENT — TWO BED- 
room modern furnished suite or apart­
ment. Reply to: Box 777, Wilkie, Sask. 
106
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suites. Carpeted, drapes, 
cable television, laundry included. Ad­





HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS- . 
RUTLAND
Where we have the largest 
selection of new homes in 
the Valley.
3 and 3 bedroom models with 
full basements and some 
with fireplaces. -
Down Payments as low ns 
$1,054 — IP,i% interest rate.
No second mortgage 
required.
Come nnd sec our fully 
furnished display home on 
Aquarius Rd.
OPEN DAILY FROM
2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. 
except Sundays.




1975 Harvey Ave. 
Office: 7C.2-0928
Eves,: 702-3165 - 764 1737
If
HEAIITIFUI. VIEW
■ RESIDENCE- WINFIELD 
Full three bedrooms; 1250 
। square feet, wall to wall eiir- 
. pels, tar and gravel Ixindcil 
roof, rcinenh’d earjHiii, hili hen 
window overlooking Wood Lake.
" Keep that (ar away look in your 
In ide’s eye' 'I'hi1; Inaiil dul 
home lias n full bn.'-cmeiil with
1 wall; out b.'i: I'liient icin' door. 
Houghed in |ihiinbing; loom for 
further expansion. Owner will 
’ lake reasonable trade.';, mob le
home ele CALI, MIKE I)F.
5 TOHKDONNET ,.t 5 4 2-3 3 R 1 
iViinon) oi at'((,'i; i-yemngs 
< f oi f ■ 111her mfoi i mil ion
;.l Ai; v, i >,j’ i;i.m 'i ■, j/j d, 
:>;i •'I'h'-iK!
O' Vri non ]0<
TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS SUITE 
in fourplex. Refrigerator and stove In­
cluded. Dougal Road South, Rutland. 
Available December 1. Telephone 7M- 
4336 or 764-4737. If
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, TWO 
storey unit with shag., In Rutland six- 
plex. Excellent location. Immediate oc­
cupancy. $150 per month, stove and 
refrigerator included. Telephone 765- 
9566. tf
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT APART- 
ment In Rutland. All utilities Inchideil, 
partly furnished. Available Immediately 
for working couple. Ono child welcome 
or elderly persons. Telephone 765 (1061. 
tf
ROY Al. APARTMENTS. 543 ROW- 
ellffe Avenue. Spacious one and three 
bedroom suites on quiet street. Close 
to downtown, reduction to tenants age 
65 and over. Telephone 7<i2-6l>l2, tf
VERY NICE. COMPLETELY FURNISH- 
ed one bedroom suite, for neat working 
genl lemon or ei.uple. $115 per month 
light and heat luctodeil. Telephone 763 
2136. tf
AVAILARI.E IMMEIMATELY -- TWO 
lieilrooin apartment. Refrigerator, st me 
drapes, wait to wall carpeting, inlili 
’ 'I’V. washing facilities. Telephone 762
2H8II, alter .’>;.■)() p.m. 7ii.'l-2i)o;i. / l
1 OtlRl’I.EX. HERNARI) AND RICH 
nionil, two liedriHinis, stove, refrigerator 
washer and dryer, air conditioned, (ul 
basement. Possession .lanuaiy 1, $15 
per month. Telephone 762 07114, II
FOR TWO NON SMOKING RESI’O.N 
slide adults, cozy two bedroom (unil’diei 
siillr, all iiiihlles, SI3D. Okanagan Mis 
alon Ininicdliiln possession, Trleiihon 
764 4TI5. 1
TWO REDROOM FOUltl'l.EX IN WESI 
bank. Near school a»d ahopphu,'. (Jill 
dien anil small ->els welcome. $130 pi- 
month, Telephone <6H 4’11. t
H.M., CLEAN TWO HEDIIOO.M SUITI' 
hospilal vh lnllv. store, tell Irei atoi 
diaprs, wait to wall broadloom. Jaiiuai 
f 1st. Onlv sil’i. leleplmiie 761-7221 It
-i IHRI.F. ROOM 1 t'RNISIIED RAM 
mrnt suilr rnltainn oml totth
no chihhcii. to prlu. It (6 U<»iihiuIh> 
Axriutc.
FOK III.M’ IN Hiri.ANH 'CHItKl IdiJjdoih Aiulr In louiplr") I nfiJinHhd 
lininrtliaif ch tiiiMnuy. SHU per nionil 
Irlrplionr .i!LK!> |(
) ONI HI M UI., f I.OSI-: IN
: InlrHom. an<l oil ni(nln n < oi
icniriKCL Bel nint’o I,.1) I’m
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21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE
at could be zoned commercial. Situated 
ross Hwy. 97 from Wood Lake. Domestic 
iter, power, etc. 230' frontage. MLS. Art 
icKenzie 9-4264. x
EDUCED $1500 FOR QUICK SALE 
iis well kept 3 Bdrm home on a large, 
rfectly landscaped lyt with all city ser­
ies. 2 fireplaces and full basement. Close 
schools and shopping. A real good buy.
lone Marty Martin 2-2251. MLS.
•‘BEAUTY SALON”
iis, one’ is fully equipped and ready to 
i. ideally located on Main St., Peachland 
the Totem Inn Hotel. Try your offers.
ill G o rd on Stuart 9-4295. MLS.
WESTBANK — N.H.A.
2 Bdrm, full basement home about 2 years 
old, walking distance to stores and bus. 
Price is reasonable, see it and make an 
offer. Call George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
REVENUE PROPERTY
5 rental units, fully furnished, rented on a 
yearly basis. Would make a good invest­
ment property, only $17,500.00. Call Art 
Day 3-4144 or 8-5089. MLS.
LOTS! OYAMA AREA
Large lots, some over % acre, all nicely 
treed with pines. The view over Wood and 
Kalamalka Lakes is excellent. Domestic 
water. MLS. Art MacKenzie 9-4264.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. ♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦ ♦ ♦ Office Ph. 3-4144
— 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
POKING FOR SOME-' 
THING DIFFERENT?? — 
f you are tired of looking 
it standard designs see this 
me; it’s different — 2 bed- 
ooms, 2 floor to ceiling fire­
daces, 2 bathrooms, sun- 
leck on four sides with ce- 
nent patio below. Fantastic 
ziew of lake and city yet 
inly 10 minutes from down­
town. Located in West- Kel- 
>wna Estates and priced at 
>32,900. Call Clare Angus at 
762-4807 evenings. EXCLU-
BEDROOMS — LOW IN- 
’EREST RATE — are only 
features of this immacu- 
ite 5 yr. old home on a 
uiet CITY street close to 
chools. Enclosed double 
:arage, sundeck, 2 bath­
ooms, 2 fireplaces and.near- 
y completed recreation 
oom. This is an excellent 
alue with cash to a 714% 
otg. Call Terri Meckling at 
63-6657 evenings. MLS.
RUTLAND LOTS — Three 
excellent building lots corner 
of Klassen and Rutland Rds,, 
corner lot large enough for 
duplex. Buy one or three. 
Contact Ernie Donnelly at 
762-2558 evenings. MLS.
3 BEDROOMS — FULL 
BASEMENT N.H.A. — home 
on quiet cul-de-sac — in 
Hollywood Dell, Rutland, 
owner transferred and must 
sell this fine home, priced to 
sell at $23,900. To, view please 
call Bud Dalley at 765-4875 
evenings. MLS.
SPECIAL VALUE See
this modern 3 bedroom home 
on a quiet st. Large lot with 
fruit and shade trees. Well 
landcaped — good carport — 
full basement, 14 x 30 rec 
room with bar. Full price 
$22,950. For more particu­
lars call Wilf Rutherford at 
763-5343 evenings'. MLS.
QUALITY PLUS STYLE — 
NEW! — 2 bedrooms, base­
ment, 2 fireplaces, spacious 
closets, French doors to cov­
ered deck. Carport — Pos­
session before Christmas. 
$26,300. For details call Bill 
Campbell at 763-6302 even­
ings. MLS.
WILL BUILD TO SUIT! — 
You choose your floor plan 
— you choose your interior 
and exterior decor. You 
choose your colour scheme. 
Your personalized home will 
be built by Terai Const. 
Ltd., at very reasonable 
cost; Come to see us today- 
Call Frank Ashmead at 
765-7602 evenings. MLS.
$1500 DOWN r- and $165 per 
month will have you living 
in this full basement home 
. with a fireplace — % block 
from school. To view con­
tact Ken at 762-0663 even­
ings. EXCLUSIVE.
ABBOTT STREET ' LOCA­
TION— Close to beach and 
all services. This 2 bedroom, 
full basement home is priced 
at $25,500 — features a large 
lot, beautifully landscaped 
with double garage and 
greenhouse attached — con­
crete driveway. Fireplace 
and large rec room makes 
this an ideal family home. 
Has recently been redecor­
ated and carpets installed. 
Bring us ah offer. Call Sylvia 
Roberts at 765-6936 evenings. 
EXCLUSIVE.
$800 DOWN! CHOOSE YOUR 
COLOURS — If you qualify 
for the Gov’t 2nd — $800 
will- get you into this new 2 
bedroom, full basement home 
with W/W carpets, carport, 
sundeck. In a district of all 
new homes close to public 
and high school, shopping, 
etc. It’s under construction, 
flurry you can choose your 
own colors. Act now — call 
Dave Deinstadt at 763-4894 
evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
LAND AND ACREAGES
VINEYARD — One of the best producing vineyards in the 
valley, also lovely view property. Could be potential sub­
division. For further details contact Frank Hauk at 762- 
4562 evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
'SUBDIVISION POTENTIAL — Approximately 30 acres of 
panoramic view property, one mile north of city. Ideal hold­
ing for near future. At present 1st class orchard. $50,000 
down will handle. Contact Andy Runzcr at 764-4027 even­
ings. EXCLUSIVE.
Fred Kyle 5-8804, Harry Maddocks 5-6218
Gordon Marwick 9-4662, Blanche Wannop 2-4683
Residential Mortgages (f)’/i% thru National Trust) 
Darryl Ruff - 764-7536
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
EXCELLENT NEW FAMILY HOME — 2 BDRMS up, 
2 bdrms mostly finished down, 2 fireplaces, wired and 
plumbing roughed in for in-law suite. Close to school, 
shopping and church. Huge family room off kitchen. 
Only $28,000. Call Mike Chepe.suik 4-7204 eves, or 2-5544 
ikiys. MLS.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY - in this attractively redec­
orated 3 bdrm, home in a quiet neighbourhood. Close Io 
the bus line and schools. W/w carjx'ts in the LB and bed­
rooms 5(1: 150 corner lot. Call John Dricdgcr 2-8939 eves, 
or 2-5544 days. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave LID. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Huth Young 3.(1758 Helle Elian 9-4397;
Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089; George Silvester 2-3516;
Jolin Walker 8-5632; .luck Slis.-.eville 3-5257.
WINI’II',1,1) SMALL HOLDING An iileul spot for the 
family who wants a little room. 3.3 neres pins an oIAt 
3-bciiroom house. The owners are away fiinl are very anx-
ions to sell Asking $29,500. I'or <lcl<iil.', call Hugh 
3-4343 or 2-4H72 evenings, MLS,
' i BLOCK 1'0 SCHOOLS Need a hotlir »li»'.< 
Ulen ><hi iinisl see llns ,i111 ;<< 11\ e KrO() pill', ■ <|
Mervyn nt
it. bum'.i
low v ith 3 IhmIhhhhs plus a d'li, a lull hate men I, humnl
liming loom, lx ill Olllll,
3-4313 or 4-7581 evening'.. MLS.
Lakeland in), y





Owner has moved and must 
sell this cozy 2 bedroom fam­
ily home. Full dry basement 
with a third finished bed­
room in basement. Priced at 
only $18,900.00 for quick 
sale. MLS.
BRAND NEW!
Move right in this almost 
completed 3 bedroom family 
home with huge covered sun­
deck, 2 fireplaces, ensuite 
plumbing, beautifully finish­
ed. Located on a large lot 
with a view of Mission 
Creek. Priced at only 
$27,500.00. Exclusive.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
Joe Limberger . 
D. Affleck —... 









GOT A YEN for an old house 
that can take a little fixing 
up? Get your hammer and 
hails and tackle 1734 Willow 
Crescent. Two bedrooms, 
living rooip, full basement 
and extra nice treed lot — 
all this for only $18,500. Call 
Alan Elliot at the office or 
evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
REPOSSESSION — FULL 
PRICE $20,200: Try your 
down payment on this one 
year old, 2 bedroom bunga­
low with full basement, plus 
finished bedroom, on 75 x 
125 foot lot. Please call Joe 
Slesinger at the office or 








(close to the lake)
Spacious 3 bedroom attrac­
tive ranch style bungalow, 
located near the Lake and 
park. Only 6 years old, com­
pleted up and down. 2 ex­
tra bedrooms in basement. 
Many, many extras include 
intercom, two full bathrooms. 
Two open fireplaces. Large 
double matching garage 
with electric door. Sundeck 
and separate patio ... to 
name a few! Price reduced 
to only $42,500.00. DRIVE BY 
THIS ONE . . . then call 
T, H. Dale at, 762>-5038 for 
an inside Inspection. 763- 
7582 In evenings. Exclusive.
Ted Dale ..........  763-7582
Larry Schlosser ... 762-8818 
Ray Ashton _........  769-4418
Eric Hughes ......... 768-5953
No toll on above numbers
MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard Avenue 762-5038
Open 'Til Sold!
Fourplex and small house, 









Bl (il R 
CONSTRUCTION 1.11). 
Two bedroom Itonsc on 
I'eriison Hoad, llnflimd. Wall 
to wall carpets, full base- 
meiil, iiindci'k ;>nd carport. 
I'nll Price S2I,9(i0. For fnr- 




TO HF. MOVED 
1191 SUTHERLAND AVE.
763 3328
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R. always open saturdays!
O.K. MISSION!”
3 bdrm, home with full basement. There are 2 ^replaces 
and sliding glass doors from D/R to large J26*1*’ 
covered sundeck over the carport. Kitchen has lots of 
cupboards and an eating area. Shag carpet throughout.
.ge lot (81 x 185) with assorted fruit trees. This home 
~ only 1 yr. old and in immaculate condition. Must be 
SEEN to be APPRECIATED! Full asking price $28,200 
— can be handled with $5,000 down to responsible party. 
Please call Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
762-2958. MLS.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING IN A-l LOCATION 
This solid building would lend itself to almost, anything 
due to its strategic location, like plumbing business, up­
holstering, antique store, delicatessen — you name it! 
with a large, 3 .bdrm, living quarters. Excellent terms 
with vendor carrying balance. Call Harry Rist at 762-3146, 
evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
APT. ZONED LAND 
BUILDERS’ SPECIAL
Property located on Highway 33. Possible 50 suites. 
Priced to sell. Call Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 762-4774. MLS.
“APPLEWOOD ACRES”
Exceptional value in this 3 bdrm, home with 2 bath­
rooms, large living room, lovely kitchen with eating 
area. Wall-to-wall carpeting. 2 extra bdrms, in basement. 
Nicely landscaped. Fenced lot with cherry trees. A real 
' bargain at $26,800. Exclusive. Call Ed Scholl for appoint­
ment to view. 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-0719.
ABSENTEE OWNER — MUST BE SOLD!
One of the most beautiful family homes in Kelowna. 
Large and roomy, close to schools and downtown shop­
ping. Only 3 yrs. old. Professionally landscaped. Vendor 
asking $40,000. For more ^information on this listing please 
give me a call, Dale Brook 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
764-7338. EXCL.
Jack Klassen — 762-3015
Wilson Realty^?
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 Bernard Ave. — Kelowna
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
14 ACRES — WINFIELD AREA — Excellent view pro­
perty. Priced at $2,000.00 an acre. VENDOR WILL 
ACCEPT TRADES on lakeshore property or acreage in 
Central Okanagan. For details on this desirable naturally 
treed acreage call Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or 5-5111. Ex­
clusive.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION—If you act soon the CHOICE 
IS YOURS of carpet colours and decor. A perfect starter 
home, or for the retired couple. No steps to climb, utility 
on main floor for convenience. Good garden soil. Call 
5-5111 for full details and financing. Asking price $19,600.00. 
MLS.
ALMOST AN ACRE —• Approval given for three-lot sub­
division. Older type 2 B.R. home presently rented. Ask­
ing price $21,600.00. Owner will sell one lot and house for 
$14,000.00. Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111 for details. MLS.
PUT THE PROFITS IN YOUR POCKET - An excellent 
second hand store in key location. Potential unlimited 
here. TRY ALL OFFERS. Large 3 B.R. living quarters, 
above may be rented. Asking price just $3500.00. Stella 
Gunderson 5-5111. MLS.
PEACHLAND VIEW LOT — Priced right at $4,300.00. 
Has a superb view up and down Lake Okanagan. $2,500 
will handle and balance at $40.00 per month. Let Bill 
Kneller show you this one soon! Call 765-5841 or 5-5111. 
MLS.
NEW 2 BR HOUSE — In nicely developed subdivision. 
Patio doors to sundeck, w/w carpet, double carport, extra 
large lot. Quiet urea. Full price onlyx$21,900 with financing 
available. Please call Ralph Erdmann at office or res. 
Winfield 766-2123 collect. MLS.
ONLY LOT LEFT —• In now subdivision in good Rutland 
men. Nice homes on all other lots. This- Is good value at 
$3,800 with terms. Please call Ralph Erdmann at office or 
res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. MLS.
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phone 765-7704
EXCEPTIONALLY WEI J, PI,ANN ED. 2 year old family 
home close to all amenities on Mallach' Hoad in Hut- 
land. 2 bedrooms on the. main floor and 2 down. 2 fire­
places. Wall to wall carpet in living ixiom mid dining 
room and bedrooms; 14 x 28 covered nuiideck above car­
port. A good buy at only $21,5(10.1)0 with $7,75.'>.OO down. 
Call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7701, MLS.
DUPLEX I.OTS, We have listed duplex lots on Mallach 
Hoad. 75' x 127.5'. You can't get a better loealion in Rut- 
jktnd. Priced at $1,5(10.(10 each, ('nil Mldvnllev Ltd , 
■ 5-770). MLS.
LOTS TO BUILD YOUR DREAM ON. If ym me looking 
tor more than jmt a huildmg site. If von would like to 
build your home overlooking the valley to West, North 
and South, then see these located on McKenzie Road. 
Priced at only SI.MO.OO. Gall Mtdudlcy Realty Ltd.,
765-7701 for more mtorm.ition. MLS.
Otto Graf ...........  765-551:1
Ken Alpaiii’h 762 6558
Sum Pcai M>i> 762-76i>7
Gordon Davi:> 765-7-1317






LAKESHORE HOME CLOSE TO TOWN
Year round holiday home on sandy beach, well landscaped 
two bedrooms, fireplace, garburator, outdoor wiring, spac­
ious patio. Moor your boat in front of your home. Call now 
for an appointment. $47,500.00. MLS.
LARGE FAMILY?
Don’t worry — we have this 5 bedroom beauty just one 
year old, living and dining room with wall to wall carpet, 
huge family room, two fireplaces, master bedroom has 
ensuite plumbing, carport and a quiet street all make for 
comfortable family living. It won’t last because the price 
is only S26.950.00. MLS.
TREMENDOUS VIEW, PINE TREES 
AND NEW HOME
Situated 20 minutes from downtown Kelowna on a large 
VLA size lot. This new bungalow of 1450 sq. ft. has 2 large 
bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, sundeck and lots of storage 
space. You may choose the finishing and we will assist in 
. financing. Ideal for retirement, so try your trade in.
EXISTING EXECUTIVE HOME
Consider these features, 7 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 50x16 
living room and dining area, 1100 sq. ft. balcony, unsur­
passed view, elevator service. Other features too numerous 
to mention. This you must see! Priced at $83,500.00 with 
terms. MLS.
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
WE CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
NEW FOR YOU!
Excellent 3-bedroom full-basement home with 1’4 baths, 
ideally situated on the west side close to town, this is a 
HOT BUY for only $23,900, still time to pick your colors. 
Call Harry Lee now, and get cracking, 763-7900, 765-6556 
■ evgs.
SOUND INVESTMENT —
4 self-contained suites, no vacancy, spacious landscaped 
lot, triple garage, prime location. Rental income $400 per 
month. $37,000. Owner will consider offers. Abi-Gail Young 
763-7900 or 7644201. NRS
Block Bros 
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
THE BEST VIEW PROPERTY 
in LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS




T, Th, S, 126
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patio 
doors, luxury broadloom In Uvlng room, 
hall and master bedroom: double win­






24. PROPERTY FOR REHT
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 600 aquare foot to 1450 aquato 
foot areas available. Rents from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd.. Northgate Plaza or telephone
763-3732. u
and quality built throughout. Full 
is only $21,995 with just $785 
(With $1,000 B.C. Grant) to an 
NBA mortgage. For all the de­
please call Don Wallinder at 763-
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA. MAIN FLOOR 
office apace for rent, ?.«X) or 1,000 
square (eet, includes private' pdrkint 
space. Newly renovated aad air con­
ditioned, Pandosy Street. Telephone R. 
G. Phelps, 762-5434. tt
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT. SEC- 
ond floor, L'emard Avenue location. Air 
condiUoned, temodelled, approximately 
270 square feet conslsUn; of two rooms, 
light and heat Included, $80 per month.
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
■ \ _____________________ tt
CALMELS CRESCENT. ATTRACTIVE 
three bedroom home featuring a double 
carport, fenced and landscaped. IMi 
baths, double fireplace, broadlbom in 
living room, hall and master bedroom, 
double windows. One block to school 
and country clab. Terms can be ar­
ranged to suit buyer. Please call Crest- 
view Homes. 763-3737; or Don Wallinder,
763-6066. tt
Telephone 762-3022. 10*
OFFICE SPACE AT W1N0KA TER- 
race on Highway 97, Winfield. Telephone
766-2700. T, Th, tt
2421 HARVEY AVENUE; SUITABLE 
for commercial use. Telephone 763-3013. 
__ _________ _ • » 
3.000 SQUARE FEET COMMERCIAL 
floor space for lease. Highway 97 North. 
Telephone 765-7586.____________ tf
OFFICE FOR RENT. AVAILABLE 
January 1. Apply at 453 Lawrence 
Avenue. UI
“Est. 1902” 1 A
Carruthers & /vxeikle
“LIST WITH US AND PREPARE TO MOVE”
364 BERNARD AVE.
Darrol Tarves__ - 763-2488
Ken Stevenson ... 763-6636
Bob Graves ..
PHONE 762-2127
George Martiq ... 763-7766
John Bilyk______ 763-3666
..... 764-7606
JUST LISTED! — Excellent 3-bdrm. family home in Glen- 
more, close to schools. 2 fireplaces, ensuite plumbing, glass 
sliding door in dinette area opening to huge sundeck above 
carport. Large kitchen, finished rec. room (the rest of 
the bsmt, entirely roughed-in). 7% mtg, VENDOR MOV­
ING! $31,950 (MLS). For details, phone Olivia Worsfold 
at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895,
NEW CITY APARTMENT — 32 units with lots of park­
ing Gas hot water heat. Takes in over $60,000 year. For 
an owner operator, there will be over $13,000 spendable 
income. Quiet location. NHA mtg, Please call Orlando 
Ungaro at 2-5030, or 34320. Excl.
COSY AND ATTRACTIVE at $17,500 — Immaculate 2- 
bdrm. home close to downtown and* Shops Capri — situ­
ated on a “Garden of Eden” lot full of perennials, fruit 
trees grapes, raspberries and strawberries! 220 wiring, 
new furnace and a good garage, plus 2 more finished 
bdrms upstairs. Vendor is moving. To view this EX­
CELLENT PROPERTY, phone me, Olivia Worsfold at 
2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895. MLS.
IT’S IN THE MISSION! — This beautiful 4 bedroom 2- 
yr.-old home is completely modem in every detail. 2 bath­
rooms, covered sundeck, shag rug, lovely kitchen cabi­
nets; terrific rec. room and only a block to the beach. 
For more information, call Jean Acres at 2-5030, or 
evgs 3-2927. Excl.
Gaston Gaucher 2-2463 Luella Currie —— 8-5628 




1236 sq. ft. on huge lot 97’ x 296’ all beautifully landscaped 
lawn and flower beds — paved driveway and completely 
fenced. This Lucas built home has all hardwood floors 
upstairs; 4 bedrooms, double fireplaces, large sundeck 
with a perfect view of the city, lake and valley. Base*- 
ment has a suite including kitchen, living room and 
bedroom with ensuite plumbing and a separate entrance. 
Plenty of room for swimming pool on this extra large lot. 
Vendor flexible on terms. Exclusive. Jess Coffey 762-7285 
eves, or 762-4919.
KELOWNA REALTY LTD. — 243 Bernard Ave.
RIVER FRONTAGE: Get ready for spring! Buy 45 acres 
in the Boaverdell area with 2700’ of Hwy. 33 frontage and 
3700’ on Kettle River. Very pretty property well suited 
for camping and fishing. Price $27,500. EXCL.
3 BEDROOM HOME: a very neat three bedroom resi­
dence in beautiful condition on Abbott Street close to 
downtown. There is a panelled living room with fire­
place and a separate dining room. The landscaped 
grounds arc an added attraction. Full price $23,500. Exclu­
sive. Immediate possession. Call Lon Neave eves, 5-5272.
QUIET STREET: Don’t miss this lovely family home 
located near the Golf Course. This home contains 3 bed- 
looms, full basement, wall to wall carpets, fenced back 
yard and many other features. It is priced at only 
$25,500 with terms to an 8T;% mortgage. For further in­




101 591 Bernard Avenue
Bill Gaddes eves 2-4237; Ton Glendinning eves
762-3227
3-5114;
Gary August even. 4-7136; Ed Wuhl eves. 9-4480;
Hanis Maclx'an eves. 3-5417
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI I’HONF. 762-4400
CENTRAL CITY --1056 MARTIN
.'l-luilrooin bun/pi)/ >iv garage.
MLS. Mik<-
(hmi'i mining. Asking 
m;s i, i ; i iimg:,
COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR SALE




H ) At fib id H
Ml .X ( HhLft | IfojYLi’
OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday .
2 P.M. TO 5 P.M.
1976 RICHTER STREET
Luxurious 3 bedroom home. W/W carpet, 1% baths, car­
port, patio, fireplace and many other extras. N.H.A. 
financing. .
ALSO AVAILABLE 3 bedroom houses in Lakeview 
Heights and 2 and 3 bedroom homes downtown Kelowna.
BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE r- CUSTOM BUILDING
FREE ESTIMATES




This is an extremely well built new home in a new area 
of Okanagan Mission. There is lots of living space here 
with up and down finished. 3 bathrooms. Walk-in cedar 
lined clothes closet. Covered sun deck. Large lot on 
Crescent. Please call Ralph Erdmann at 762-4919 or 
Res. 766-2123. MLS.
KELOWNA REALTY LTD. — 243 Bernard Avfe.
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
LARGE FAMILY? LOOK NO FURTHER!
Here is a fine family home close to everything in Rutland. 
3 bedrooms up, plus one bedroom in the high dry base­
ment. 15’ x 31’ living room with fireplace. Owner has
bought another home and you can get immediate 
session. Price reduced to $27,500.00. Terms, Call 
Lund, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3486. MLS.
TERRIFIC!!




what, den Apartments, may be ideal for a rest home or 
have you. For more information, call Gerri Krisa, days, 
3-4932 or evenings, 3-4387. MLS,




100’ LAKESHORE LOT — approx. 1 acre $16,000. Call 
Norm Yaeger 2-3574. Eve. MLS.
NEW DELUXE 11 C W1T1I VIEW! 3 bdrms., $29,800. 
Call Bert Badke J-6497 eve. MLS.
Frank Pclkau, 3-4228 Bill Poclzer, 2-3319
270 Bernard Ave. LID. Phone 762-2739
Move in Now — 2 & 3 bdrm 
homes
LOW DOWN PAYMENT ATTRACTIVE 
NHA houses in construction also NHA 
building lots available, priced from 
$4,000 on Camelia Road off Cactus 
Road in Hollywood Dell. Braemar Con­
struction' Ltd. Builders in Kelowna 
since 1962. Office 154 Stetson MoteL 
Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 762-0956 or 
763-2810. tf
SIX SUITE APARTMENT BLOCK, 
each suite two bedrooms, carpeted, 
large living room with dining area. All 
rented, good location downtown Rut­
land. For more details telephone 769-
4205. 111
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. N.H.A. 
8%% financing. Located In Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet in 
living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and full basement. Asking price 
$22,500.00. Telephone 764-4768, tf
PRIVATE _ $17,500 (ZONED R2) 
four bedroom home, close to school and 
shopping situated on two lots, no base­
ment. Fruit trees and fruit ceUar. One 
block from Bernard near Ethel Street. 
Clear title! Telephone 763-3584. 107
TWO, Vi ACRE, REGISTERED LOTS 
in the country. Seven miles south of 
Kelowna. Power and good wells. No 
trees on property. Level land, on main 
road. $3,500 each. Telephone 762-6392. tf
PRIVATE SALE! THREE BEDROOM 
full basement, near schools and store. 
Very reasonable, terms negotiable, will 
consider rental with option to buy. Tele­
phone 765-6967. tf
BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM 
home; fireplace, dining room. 114 
baths, carpeted throughout, semifinished 
rec. room. Near school, stores. 765-8852.
Ill
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
COUPLE WITHOUT PREVIOUS Busi­
ness experience but willing to work end 
learn together. Pleasant, profitable 
work. Small initial investment TO ar­
range for private interview write to 
Box C246. The Kelowna Daily Courier.
108
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
APPLES — McJNTOSH. SPARTAN, 
Golden Delicious. Red Delicious from 
cold storage, $2 to $3 apple box. Please 
bring your own containers. Okanagan 
Packers Co-op.. 1351 Ellis
T. Th, 8. tf
THREE BEDROOM SIDE BY SIDE 
duplex. One year old. This duplex is in 
a good location and is an excellent 
source of revenue. Asking price $32,-
500.00. Telephone 764-4768. tf
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left at Shell Station (Hwy 97S) 
onto Boucherle Road. Drive one mile. 
N. Toeva Orchards. 769-4103 noon-4 p.m. ■ 
___________________ tf 
SAVE ON MEATI 2114 LBS. FOR 115; 
32 lbs. for $25; ideal for .refrigerator 
freezers. Telephone 765-7188. Frokay 
Meats.______________________________ tt
FANCY GOLDEN DELICIOUS. $3.03 
per box. Apply at The Kelowna Growers 
Exchange. (B.C.O. plant, 816 Clement 
Avenue, Kelowna). 114
GOLDEN AND RED DELICIOUS 
apples, also Spartans. $2.50 per box, 
your container. Telephone 765-5830. tf
ORGANICALLY GROWN SQUASH AND 
carrots, KLO Road, telephone 762-6210. 
107 ■
D’ANJOU PEARS AND SPARTAN 
apples, $2 per box. Please bring your 
own containers. Telephone 762-8897. 106
28A. GARDENING
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. $3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on largo orders. Telephone 
763-3415. ‘ tf
NEW TWF BEDROOM HOME, FULLY 
carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port, sundeck. $17,900. No Saturday 
calls please. Telephone 765-6514 or 765-
6018. if
FOURTEEN YEAR OLD HOUSE, IN 
the city., Three bedrooms, den, sitting 
room with fireplace, full basement, large 
landscaped lot. Carport and large gar-
age. Telephone 762-5222. 109
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
Experienced. Free estimates. Telephone 
765-8842. . 109
28B. CHRISTMAS TREES
SIX BEDROOM, THREE BATHROOM 
house in Okanagan Mission. Located in 
quiet residential area. Asking price $42,- 
500. Telephone 764-4768; tf
LOTS FOR SALE ON MITCHELL 
Road, Springvalley Subdivision, Rut­
land. Quiet area yet conveniently locat­
ed. $3,200.00. Telephone 764-4768, tf
APPROXIMATELY IM. ACRES, BER- 
nard at Burtch. Ideal investment op­
portunity. R-2 zoned. Telephone 762-4116 
or 762-2716. T, Th, S, tf
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM HOUSES 
available downtown. Wall to wall car­
pets, fuU basement, sundeck. NHA finan­
cing. Telephone 763-3240. tf
BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM 
home. Close to downtown, double car­
port, cash to mortgage. Interest at 
614%. Apply 2215 Speer Street. tf
CHOICE. LEVEL, LAKEFRONT LOT, 
domestic water and power. Trepanier 
area. $9,250. Telephone Peachland, 767-
2259. 109
Christmas Trees
Opening Date Dec. 6
N. ABRAHAMSE’S 
CHRISTMAS TREE LOT 
1200 Block Sutherland Ave. 
Open Daily 10 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Open Sunday Afternoons 
Fresh Top Quality — All Sizes 
to choose from.
768-5702
106, 108, 111, 113, 115
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
22. PROPERTY WANTED
WANTED, TWO TO TEN ACRES RAW 
land, Kelowna area. Telephone 765-9629
after 6 p.m. Ill
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT
— Newly renovated— 
2 offices and reception
— air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting




— downtown Pandosy Street 






BY OWNER - RUTLAND RD.
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS
8%% N.H.A. mortgages
All with w/w carpets, custom 
kitchens, colored bath fixtures, 
full basements and carports. 
F.P. $20,500 and up.
2 and 3 BDRM HOMES
SHOP & SAVE!
Lots of Christmas Specials. 
CLEM’S SPORTING GOODS 
2929 South Pandosy St.
Open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m; days — 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Nights.
763-7047 117
McCLARY 9 CUBIC FOOT REFRI- 
gcrator. brand new. McClary 30 Inch 
range,* automatic, almost new. Two 
end tables; record player, good condi­
tion; portable hair dryer; Saskatchewan 
grown, oven-ready geese. Telephone 765-
8097 after 6:00 p.m. 10S
WOMEN’S CLOTHES, SIZES 12-16; 
Girl’s length mohair winter coati 
Man’s suit, maroon slippers, size 10; 
Leather cowgirl boots; Blonde nynthetlo 
long shag wig; Black fall, never worn; 
Dark brown short shag wig. Telephone
765-8064. 111
PORTABLE TV. $50; CEDAR END 
table, $20; Danish style chesterfield and 
chair, $50; 12” 3-way speaker and am­
plifier unit, $20; four bluo wooden chairs, 
$20; also tables, lamps, drapes, other 
effects. Telephone 763-4825. 103
PORTABLE TELEVISION. $63; LADY’S 
figure skates. $18; man’s hockey skates, 
$12. Above articles like now. Boat and






4.515 nenes, 3 bdrms, up, 1 BUILDING SUPPLIES
down, domestic water, irriga­
tion, plug well. Very nicely land- 







Delivered Anywhere In 
KELOWNA or VERNON 
AREA 




Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signa 
Art Supplies
Large level lots, quiet area, 
pear schools, full basements.
On Lacombe Hoad in Rutland. .. 
F.P. $19,900 and $20,400, For in- NpW 








Home will be open every Tur
I’liin:;., mid Hun
T’TlbJLlf Residence 542-9664 or 700-2330 1610 PANDOSY
GILLARD DRIVE
3 bedroom NBA home, 
to wall carpets, 1 ’£• baths, 
fireplaces, full basement.




(turn 2 to (i p.m. Take Ihvy. । 
io Doti|;all 1(<I. So., and follow] 
to Halliwood Hciitlil'i, whom we] 
lave a gie.it rclectiiin of home:, 
nul lots. NHA nunlRngea from I
P.%. For more details cal) ]






T’ivo bedroom home, dble.
Unpin re, 
close to












T, Th, 8. tf
BUUJ)f)ZJNG
GERLACH & SONS '
iiiii.i.noziNii
IM Cut
Basements, Backfill and 
Lnndseitping.
PHONE 764-4928
T, ’Hi, S, 123
(JEN Ell A L Cf >NTR ACTI N( i
♦ HI’J’AIHS • ALTEHATIONS
* STUCCO ‘ 1’I.ASTF.HING
‘No
762-2134







• DRYWALL, ETC. 
Quality wmk gunniiifecd. 
.toll loo lUf or too small1
1 K1 11 ESTIMATES 
705-S.S‘11
Ml IVIN . AND STORAGE
Arents fir
Nnith Anicrii :>n Van (.flies I.M 
Ln. al I nnr hi'.fniii <• Movim*.




Upholstering for enr scuts, 
chesterfields and chairs. 
Reasonable inter:.
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29. ARTICLES FOR SALE 36. HELP 
-- ----------------- MALE OR FEMALECHESTERFIELD AND MATCHING _________ ___ ________________
c u r; hide-a-bed chesterfield; lwm wouu> like A 'RETIRED OR 
b nk bed, with semi retired peraon to work in an officetable. Very good condition. Telepbooe g’daya a week, in the Ru‘-
73-3523 or 7634112. Iand an.a. please , apply to Box C244.
ASSORTED STUDENT DESKS AND The Kelowna Daily Courier. u
c.i-sts of drawers. We also rent ba^ VANCOUVER SUN CARRIERS. AGE 
cr.bs and rollaway cow by tee week (or eJr)y morning deUvery in
Whitehead's New and Used Telephoni HoUywood Deli. Register now for routes 
75>343O. in Mher areas. Velephona 762-6294 after
POOL TABLES AND ACCESSORY. 6:00 p.m. ______________
from $300 to $790. Also see our line « WANTED. INSTRUCTOR TO TEACH 
•iiulfleboard and ping-pong tables. Su<i Folk, popular Guitar full time. Tele- 
Country Sports and Marine. 538 Leon- phone fgj-OKS. J P-m. • 10 p.m.» Mrs. 
Telephone 763-2602. » w * 109
15 CUBIC FOOT CHEST TYPE DEEP ( ECMFN AGENTS
(n»»: four drawer dresser; metal bed- 3/, jALtwcAtlX, AvtIMj 
Mead; Viking refrigerator; Studio —----------------—----- ----------------—
knitting machine. Telephone 763-5313^ Qement stone>
stl3e ring for the businessman. Frtvate Company of Ameri- ' 
,alel Evaluated: Reply,to Box C 247, f challenges 
The Kelowna Daily Courier. - Ill • Cnauen*Ws
FLEETWOOD THREE WAY COMBI- WU l0-
QUALIFY FOR SALES — 
in good condition. Telepbon. SALES MGMT.
-Rapidly growingcompany.in- 
Westmius 7 X 7 nig; green. $40. Tele, ternational leader.
p une 762-5321 evenings iw> „Rapjd merit promotion.
walnut buffet, older type, $65. —Proven sales system, 
23" Admiral ‘e|cvial<»'^el“Je -Continuous career training. 
Lin Je?40.VTeTpeh^^25». w -Immediate per year wmmis-'
2io" cm. SKIS; modern style RE- sUhv earning of $9-515,000 or 
fri-erator, nine cubic foot, lady’, brown more, ■ , ,
coat and suit, size 42. nearly new. —Liberal pension savings plan, 
Telephone 762-6375. ■« jqq pct vested in 10 years.
firewood AND shavings for —Outstanding benefit program. 
S -Re“Snition and incentive.
riiiS TO QUALIFY YOU
ft yVnSt.'! NEED TO BE:
763-5304. ; tf —Willing to learn and use our
new 30.06 remington pump AC- successful system.
tion rifle, fleece lined canning case. —Ambitious, 
Asking $150. Ask for Mra. Holden. 763- _wiUing to attend 2 week 
2^—-------- „ school in Vancouver, expen-
leonard refrigerator, medium ..
size, white. $25. Viking gas range, white, SUS paia, 
$40. Telephone 763-5237. 197 —Have a ear.
DRY SLABWOOD. $20 PER ONE TON —Good health. _
truck load, delivered in the Kelowna —Legal age — hcensable and 
area. Telephone 765-5760. Ill bondable.
SIX BAR STOOLS, RED LEATHER- .
ette, wrought iron legs. One, ten gallon CALL NOW FOR 
stone crock, telephone 763-3721.-------- --- ppotNTMENT
HOLLYWOOD STYLE SINGLE BED. ArrVHN 1IVICIN 1, 
Never been ised. Telephone evenings, TF.D TUFFORD 
762-8152.- ------------ provjnciai Sales Manager
COFFIELD WRINGER WASHER, USED pt-—-. 763-3921 very little, asking only $35. Telephone riione. /tw JWL
762-7458. ________ i°? Out-of-town call collect
powerful u.s. marine 9 crystal Mon. Dec. 4, Tues. Dec. 5
. receiving and transmitting unit, $75. jq a m _ g p.m. 
Telephone 765-6753. 1°»
arlberg buckle ski boots. If unable to contact, write: 
lady's size 6-794, perfect condition, ask- roqq 
ing $35. Telephone 763-4896. 107
/Inglis automatic washer, $50 or Kelowna Daily Courier. . 
/: best offer. Telephone 763-4956. 106 ’ Ivo
ALMOST NEW VIKING WRINGER
Washer. Telephone 765-8085. .108 KIRBY VACUUM CO.
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
TWO PIANOS FOR SALE. STARK 
upright, $575, also dickering upright, 
$685. Price Includes delivery -and tun­
ing in your home. Telephone 542-6171 
(Vernon) or 3402 - ISth Street, Vernon.
198
MASON AND RISCH UPRIGHT PIANO, 
walnut cabinet, rich color, clean with 
good tone, excellent for student. Ask-
. Ing $300. Telephone 769-4146. 109
ALTO SAXOPHONE WITH CASE, ... 
suitable for oand student. Telephone All 
763-4189 after 5:30 p.m. or anytime 
weekends. 198
NEW KAWAI ELECTRIC ORGAN FOR 
sale. Telephone 765-8064. Make a lovely 
family Christmas gift. • 109
29B. ANTIQUES
ANTIQUES WANTED, ANY CONDI- 
tion. Furniture, glassware, pottery, 
china. What have you? Telephone 763- 


















Rare 1970 Ford Chateau 
wagon, 123 in W.B. on one ton 
chassis. Ford top of line rec­
reational vehicle. Twelve pas­
senger, five seats, rear three 
removable for camper or van 
use. Deluxe carpeted interior, 
302, V-8, auto., radio, cassette 
stereo, full trailer package. 
This unit traded on new log- 
. ging truck, has been used as 
a company vehicle for the 
past 60 days. We have put it 
through our shop. Relined all 
brakes, put on new rear-grip 
tires, battery, tuned up and 
winterized. Also includes 
spare set dune buggy tires 
and wheels. (Replacement 
value $300). Telephone'
Chris Finch at 765-5165 
view at







1969 Pontiac Parisienne two 
door hardtop. V-8 automatic, to 









Wednesday, December 6th - 7 p.m.
7^ Two estates feature: kitchen appliances, bedroom, living 
room and dining room furniture, desk, antiques, crystal, 
silver, china, glassware, pictures, lamps, L.P. albums, 
vacuum, bedding, etc.
■j!r Antiques include, china cabinet, corner whatnot, rocking 
chairs, drop-leaf inlaid table, brass kettle, Franklin 
heaters.
☆ Sno-Cruiser, deep freeze, table saw, fruit dryer, com­
pressor, tools, garden tools, wheelbarrow and hundreds 
of other useful articles.
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON
Hwy. 97 N. -— Behind the Drive-In Theatre
49. LEGALS & TENDERS




Arrow Aviation Ltd. —Ap- 
. plication for. removal of con­





1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
108
PLANNING A TRIP FOR CHRISTMAS? 
1966 Ford, two door hardtop, 390, V-8, 
automatic transmission, power steering, 
power brat*:, Vinyl top, radio, studded 
winter tires. Raring to go! For a low 
price of $895. Can be seen at Braemar 
Street, telephone 762-6596 or 763-5415.
T, Th, S, 110
1970 DATSUN 510, WEBER CARBURE- 
tor, sway bar, heavy duty and lowered 
suspension, tach, radials, tags, radio, 
tapedeck. Recent valve work. $1700.
762-6393. 108
1964 FOUR DOOR RAMBLER SEDAN; 
new winter tires, new seat covers, 
radio, heater and anti-freeze. - Price
$500. Telephone 762-2333. tf
MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY, 1966 
Simca four door sedan. Very good 
condition. Telephone 765-8509, or can be 
seen at 930 Cactus Road, Rutland, tf
’68 BUICK, WILDCAT SEDAN, AUTO- 
matic, radio, premium unit. $2100 or 
best offer. Telephone 762-3929 days, 763-
3561 after 6 p.m. 106
1965 FORD, .TWO DOOR, V-8, AUTO- 
matic, power steering, good tires and 
body, asking $350. Telephone 765-7048
Arrow Aviation Ltd. is au­
thorized under Licence No. I 
A.T.C. 1886/69(NS) to operate 
a Class 3 Specific Point com­
mercial air service to transport 
persons, mails and goods sen 
ing the points Revelstoke, Sic 
amous, Salmon Arm, Kam­
loops, Kelowna, Vernon and 
Armstrong, Province of British 
Columbia.
Condition No. 6 of the said 
licence prohibits operating dir­
ect non-stop flights between Kel­
owna and Kamloops. Condition 
No. 7 prohibits the licensee from 
operating direct non-stop flights 
between Vernon and Kelowna 
after the date upon which B.C. 
Airlines Limited commences op­
erations between these points.
The licensee has now applied 
for cancellation of Condition No. 
6 and 7.
On request to the Committee, 
further particulars of the appli­
cation will be provided.
Any person interested may 
intervene to support, oppose or 
modify the Application in ac­
cordance with the Canadian 
Transport Commission General 
Rules. An Intervention, if made, 
shall be / endorsed with the 
name and address of the Inter­
vener or his Solicitor, and shall 
be mailed or delivered together 
with any supporting documents, 
to the Secretary, Air Transport 
Committee, 275 Slater Street, 
OTTAWA, Ontario KIA ON9, 
with copy of the Intervention 
and documents served upon the 
applicant or its Solicitor, not 
|ater than December 27, 1972.
The applicant’s address is: 
PO. Box 235, 
International Airport, 
' Abbotsford, B.C.
after 6 p.m. 103. 105, 106
1954 DODGE TWO DOOR HARDTOP. 
Mechanically good. Winterized and good 

















Toronto Elects New Mayor 
Youngest Ever For City
cause, he said, they both repre­
sented the same point of view.
Mr. Crombie, who once ad­
mitted he was "unpunctual,“ 
missed 169 of the 756 recorded 
council votes as an alderman.
32. WANTED TO BUY 3g EMpL0Y WANTED
SPOT CASH ----- ------- :-----------------------------
nnv hiffhMt nrices for MR BUSINESSMAN. RELIABLE. EF-We pay mgnesi prices ror geclent productive executive secretary
Complete estates or Single with 13 years experience desires full
Items. Ume position. Can furnish letters of
..n give, a* WJKOA recommcndaUon. Available to start Im-Phone us first at 76Z-&5W mediately. Telephone 763-7249. ill
J&J NEW. USED GOODS
and ANTIQUES
1322 Ellis St.
HUNTER’S AND FISHEBMAN’S SPE-
The applicant or its Solicitor 
may, by a Reply, object to an 
Intervention or may admit or 
deny any or all of the facts air- 
leged in the Intervention, A Re­
ply, if made, shall be signed byciallL 1948 Willys four wheel drive, pty, U age, WU aifiucu 
good rubber, winterized, A-l condition, the Applicant or its Solicitor, 
must be seen! Telephone 763-5981, 108 and shall be mailed or delivered
tt
WANTED — A PORTABLE BAR IN 
good condition, home made model pre­
ferred. Telephone 762-7735. 108
WANTED — CLEAN, WHITE RAGS. 
Deliver to Mervyn Motors, 1575 Water 
Street. _____________ 1°B
$150 CASH FOR TENT TRAILER, USED 
but In good Ginning condition, Telephone 
768-5914. 108
STUDENT AGE 19 WISHES BABY 
sitting or housekeeping, weekends. De­
sires any type of fuU time employment 
after January graduation. Telephone. 
764-4209. tf 
INTERIOR CARPENTRY FINISHING. 
New houses, apartments, basement 
rooms. By contract. Estimates avail­
able. Telephone 765-6790 between 6 and
7 p.m,' 109
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME, CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College (B.C.). 444 Robson St.. Vancou-
ver 688-4913. tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
right, act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
person or any class ot person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na- 
tlonallty. ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination is justified by a bona fide 
requirement lor the work Involved
MATURE EXPERIENCED SERVICE 
station attendant tn work evenings 4 
p.m. • 10 p.m. Thursday through Mon­
day, Apply Kelowna Esso Service, 1506 
Harvey Avenue. 108
MATURE^ RESPONSHOE PERSON 
required as night desk clerk, part time. 
Apply In person, Caravel Motor Inn,
8:00 am. to 4:00 p.m. If
1970 cortina 1300. candy apple to the Secretary, Air Transport 
red. Like new, winter tires, radio, ex- Committee, 275 Slater Street, 
cellent shape. Telephone 762-6769. Ill OTTAWA Ontario KIA ON9, 
1963 oldsmobile two door holi- wjth copy of the Reply served 
mmn»h7M4°si9 ^twS5.no°nm$175' Tdtf On the Intervener or his Solici- Phone 764-4512 after 5:00 p.na.------------- tf (W) d after
1966 CHARGER with mi magnum rereint of an intervention,motor, new tires. Telephone 768-5193. receipt or an inwivenuuii.
106 proof of service shall be made
42B. SNOWMOBILES
by Declaration under Oath and 
filed with the Secretary.
1972 TX 340 POLARIS, 280 MILES. NO 
reasonable otter refused. Telephone 762-
AIR TRANSPORT 
COMMITTEE
.2232 days or 765-9678 evenings, ask
for Gene.___________ ________________ tf OTTAWA, CANADA,
1971, 440 free-air arctic cat, November 21, 1972.
also 1970 303, Rotary Arctic Cat Panther. -- - ------------ 1 '
Telephone 765-9018 after 6 p.m.
U>72 CHAPARREL SUPER SPORT^ Cl A^l Fl FD P ATFS
263 miles, like new. Telephone 763-2268. VL/lUUll lutz ivtii-v
Huff. 112 ------------------ ------------ :------ —----------------- Classified Advertisements and Not-
-------------------------------------------- ------------- - 1971 MERCURY, TWO CYLINDER. 22 Jees for this page must be received
HAVE YOUR CARPET LAID NOW horsepower. Good condition, $350. Tele- by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publics-
for Christmas. Free estimates, reason- phone 765-9556. 108 tion except 12 noon Saturday for Mon-
able rates, fully guaranteed workman- --------------------------- ;-------------------------------- jay publication.
< Kelowna phone 763-3228
RAY’S RENOVATING, ROOFING AND 
panelling. Free estimates. Work guaran­
teed, Telephone 762-3323 ask for Ray
108
ship. Telephone 765-9696,____________ 111 AUTO ^FOVICF
JOUIINEYMAN CARPENTER. FIN- 43* WRVIGE
Ishlng, remodelling or alterations, by AND ACCESSORIES . ■ A ,
hour or contract. Telephone 765-8857. 108 ------------------------------------------------------------ One or two days 5o per
'two 735x14 studded radial snow Insertion.
DRESSMAKING, ALTERATIONS AND nrcs> Hscli on]y i.qoo miles. Original Three consecutive days, 
hemming. 505A Prior Road, Rutland. (,osti $65 en(.h „ vcry reasonable, word pur Insertion.
Telephone 765-8956.___________________ u offcrS7 Steve, ’’62-3423. 109 Six consecutive days, 4o
WILL DO CEMENT WORK AND per Insertion. _
Rutland phone 765-7401 after 1 p.m, 
WANT AD CASH RATES
carpentry. Telephone 762-6494.
TORONTO (CP) — When Da­
vid Crombie sought—and lost— 
his first council scat in 1964 he 
stressed a belief that "social 
progress is as important as eco­
nomic progress.”
Today, he’s the youngest To­
ronto mayor of the century and 
still a believer in social prog­
ress. He swept aside a fistful of 
opponents irj the Monday may­
oralty contest and took a 24,000 
vote lead to a victory party that 
stretched into the dawn.
The 36-year-old lecturer in ur­
ban affairs at Ryerson Poly­
technical Institute and York 
University contended through­
out the campaign that Toronto 
could continue to grow while 
preserving its old neighbor­
hoods.
Early Tuesday he was ex­
ultant as he reviewed the elec­
tion results. He told supporters 
that a good number of the ai­
dermen elected were candidates 
who had promised to resist the 
high-rise invasion.
But he solved a major, urban re-- 
To get the city’s top job, Mr. newal deadlock between devel- 
Crombie had to battle two for-__  . _ . .. . . ,
mer comrades in a rough-and- °Pers ar|d neighborhood action 
tumble campaign. He and An- Sroups, ana he was responsible 
thony ' O’Donohue founded the fo\.Pegoha\ing a deal with Ca- 
Civic Action Party six years n;’dian National Railways that 
ago and won election on 'a sayed a paik fiom being added 
promise to challenge the old °nt° rail yards.
guard politicians at city hall. Married with three children. 
One of their first recruits was he got active campaign support 
David Rotenberg, already a from his wife, his mother and $ 
council veteran. sister.
Mr. O’Donohue and Mr. Ro« 
tenberg were his ch:ef oppo­
nents and victims on Monday.
When it was over, Mr. 
Crombie went to the Rotenberg 
headquarters and hugged his 
opponent. However, he didn’t 
mention Mr. O’Donohue. The 
O’Donohue-Crombie camps had 
been far from friendly during 
the campaign and a number of 
charges and counter-charges 
were exchanged.
During the campaign Mr. 
Crombie called his main oppo­




Now Open r 
on Casorso Rd. betwi’t 
Boyce and Bechard Re
Phone: 763-6707
DIAL-FOR-DOLLARS CONTEST
WIN CASH PRIZES EACH WEEK — GRAND PRIZE CLOCK RADIOS I
<ach week you are invited to match the scrambled telephone numbers to the telephone number of I 
ne of the advertisers on this feature. This week's number is 763-2015
o be eligible to win s,ntiply read- through all the ads on this feature and clip the correct ad out. 
Tail it along with your name, address and phone. number to DIAL EDITOR c/o The Kelowna i 
ouner. S
Jhe first two correct answers drawn each week will win as follows: 1st prize $4- 2nd prize 82 I 
nAvintnes W1^ be e^gible for tbe 2 Grand Prizes: Digital Clock Radios. HURRy’1 ENTER TO- > 
























Auto Sales & Service
3100 Lakeshore 763-2015
Custom tube bending, shocks, 




All mechanical repairs, 
automatic transmissions, 


















• One free game or 25 miri- 
.utes when you pay for, 3 
games.
• One free game of bowling 
when you bowl 3 games..
9:00 a;m.-ll:30 p.m. Daily
Gerry s Sewing 
Machine Sales; 
Service and Enterprises 
New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer for 
Pfaff sewing machines.
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759





















HERE . . . 
Sides of Beef 




















CHRISTMAS GIFT SPECIAL ;
MASSEY FERGUSON TOY FARMS
Fann Set .................................................................... 14.99 >
Tractor ...........................................................    5.99 >









Hwy. 97 N. 762-5203
too .. n . ■■ Minimum charge baaed on
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS M nlmum charge for any 
------------------------------- ------ ------------------- - ment la $1.00.
108
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
FOR SALE
The perfect Christinas gift! 




1060 FORD SIX CYLINDER HALF 




Births. Engagements, Marriages 3c 
per word, minimum $2.50.
Death Notices, In Memorlams, Cards1965 Chcv six cylinder vnn. Rood ...... .. .................. — — —-........
dltlon. $050, 10ly foot camper with of Thantai, 5c per word, minimum $2.50.
heater, refrigerator, toilet, oven. First if paid prior to Initial billing, a 10%
$1100 takes HI Sllvcrllno Trailer Hales dlacount may bo deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAYLtd, Tclcpliinic 769.4480 or 762-3953. 108
1962 CIIEV HALF TON, REBUILT SIX 
standard, new i.hock-i. tires, clutch.
Paint nnd body excellent. Asking $795
or best offer. Telephone 7113-3921. 108
Applicable within circulation zone
only.
Dendllne 4:30 p.m. day previous Io 









MECHMonday publication. Ono Insertion $2.03 
Three eonnecutlvo
EXPERIENCED PART TIME HELP 
required lor gcrvlce station, Younger ___-7.-_ , ,
man preferred, Apply al Rutland Shell ADORABLE TERRIER CROSS PUP- «™'CTnw lmrU«M<’1 Telenhnnl net- column Inch
___________Pie., ready to go. will hold till ChrM< <ShlaX ’ ' 168 Six conaecutlvo' Innertlon. $1.09 per
lor .ervke station. Younger family min °hnl* W,'"Am ',len' Rl" mJ 1970 ”A, V ™N GMC' tONG Hon” y«»r advertisement tho first
piHmid, Apply at lluthnd Shell Srr- lcle|)honc Mnndnnl IraiiMnlhhlon. Still on day It appenrft. We will not be res-
vice. 105 ’ Hifiluvny 33. 103 GOLDEN HETRIEVERfL REGISTERED, wnrrnnty. telephone 7(17*2010, Fcnchlmul. ponMble for morn than one Incorrect
JOURNEYMAN~Mmu^ excellent breeding Mock,’ For hunting'..r-------- ..................... .......... ...... 107 insertion.
Apply al 2'314 Pandosy SUeel. 106 [*•«;. »•» ' • 1978 FORD LOUISVILLE
..... . ..........   "________________  Ideal t'hrlalma. sift. Telephone 765-57.,>il.
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
Tkinest RELlAin.1; HOUSEKEEPER 
tn help with hiHine mid garden, Collage 
on the lake, Okanagan Mlntlon, re- 
trlgerator and Mnve, fireplace. Couple 
can apply, llomekeeper retiring alter 
14'» yeara. Apply to Rox Cl 18, the Ivel- 
owne Dally Courier, atallng qiialHIra- 
tiona. referenrea, ad<lre»» and telephone 
number. 108
PHAt TlCAL NURSE REQUIRED FOll 
permanent employment. Salary tSOB.SO 
tn $.1175 per month. For further in­
formation contact Mra A Ellin. Director 
of Nur.lng, Nicola Valley General llov 
nltal. Rox 12». MertlU. Bt. tl’lliui 
108
MATURE WOMAN ID IIARY SIT AND 
do light hmiaekeei’ing, 3 4 alleinnone 
per nerk. my home, vicinity Eldorado 
Aime Own ttannpoitallon. ',61 4057. 108
IMOMt. Ol’l’OHlt Ml V ttl. MIO 
pail time la.ltea lol lelllng Welkina 
rdu.lve lo.melic and home care
GERMAN SHEPHERDS AND PUPS, 
«(H>d watchdog*, $10 and up, Telephone
765-8800. 110
HIX WEEK OLD POODLE PUPPIES, 
no papers. $35 each. Telephone Win-




SI I \M ( LI AM II, 7JO STI* AM JI \\\ , 
two year* <dd; with or without timk,
(on* (on < hex 1 ♦! <• phone
FOR RENT. IWI.MY - ONE FOOT
fork Utt. Excellent condition. Ilv day,
week or month. Telephone cien-
Inc, 70 8148 dava. II.’
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
19M LINCOLN. TWO DOOK HAHDHH*. 
Licenced and in good running conditlnn- 
Pourf ■teerlng', brake* and m irtdnu«, 
ratlin, Acadian Uanvo,
two <1(>4»r hnrdlop, X A. Mandard tiana-
III .1.1 MM I




I f* night* idl 8 
Trkphnne 765W4 
IM
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
MAKE EASY SSS
Easy to sell pantyhose. Abo 
wii for the entire family, 
iniets or bikini panties, etc. 
Free instructions nnd color ca­
talogue. Wide today: Keston 
llc’ic.y l.til, 10381 llrbcil S! 
Montreal Not th 4V), D-14, Quo
bee, ill
1965 HALF TON FORI), LONG, WIDE
dump, like new condition.
TANDEM
Will lalrn
acreage or? Telephone 163 (16521 or Cal­
gary, 272-0025. Ill
CJ 2A, WILLYS SMALL .ll'.Er
excellent whapc. New llr<*h, new motor. 
Extra Jeep pail*. Telephone 762-4160,
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
per column Inch. 
Insertions $1.96
BOX REPLIES
50c charge for the use of a Courier 
box number, and 50c additional If 
replica are to ho mulled.
Name, and address of Boxholders
IN are lirlil coiifldi-ntlal.






number advertisement, while 
endeavor will bo made to for- 
replica to the advertiser «» 
an ponalhlc, wn accept no Ha­
in H'M’cd of loan or damage
PRIVATE SALE ISM 10’x5V YORK 
mobile home. Very Rood condition, lolly
alleged to arise through cither fail­
ure or delay In forwarding Mich re­
plies, however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
fin nlnlicd 
Allll ill >1'1'. 
I'lllA. I9t.5
including milnninlIc wnMicr 
Aho new gun nil furnace.
home, ftirnhhfd.
1971 TUXEUO
10**37* Rrcntwood mobile 








Carrier bny delivery per week.
Chllecled every Iwo weelu.
It
mtMiInn. imir haftrl, biukrt teal*, 
phone ,t>i-79'i;
i*<6 < in v si pi h spun r. 3»7.
aulomalk. xmvl 
»h!rld, nrw palnL «oo< 
ma< hanival condition 





t'.i i ammio /-», -.a iiohm: him tt, 
\ S. lutb-i Kdromati, I’s.l tiailmn, 
1.5.NX> mil,* 1 -xtrllrnl .hap,*- i,i,i, 
,,Uo'». T»l»phnn« Vol .915 after » pm








KELOWNA AUCTION OOMI': REGU 
Inr iilti every Wrdnrxdav. 7,nn pm 
Wa pay caxh lor roin|il<‘ta exlalra and 
hmi.rliold content* Tllrphnn* 7t,’> M,41 
































D S and Foielsn (ouutilr* 
11 month* $ M
ft month* M
3 moolhn 11,00
All mail and Motor Route hub*< riplion1
pASnhlc in Rihnntr. 
Till hllOMSA DMIY < <H Hit

























310 Hwy. 33 765-5153
ROD KING
Excavation Al It's 
Finest
SPECIAI.IZING IN: 
Mobile Homo Parks, all types 
of CM Work, all types of 
Trucking, Baek Hoe am) 
loader, Scptie Tank:,, Water 
Lincs, Drain Field, etc. Mo­
bile crane rental.
Box 306. Wcalbank 768-5824 
RADU) CONTIIOLLF.I)
Undoubtedly Kelowna' 













I. Hwy. 97N 7632118
JERRY'S MUFFLERS . . . . . . . .
Man dues not live by 
bread alone but Jack 
and Tena have the 








CENTRE . . . 
Day Care Mon. to Eri. 
7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
RLGISTLR NOW 
I OR KINDERGARTEN
R.R. 2 Killorncy Rd. 
765 7241











ROMFORD, England (CP) — 
Retired bank manager Harold 
West took no chances about 
death. His, insurance policy in­
cluded cover against being bur­
ied alive by instructing that a 
surgeon should, on his death, 
pierce his heart for confinna- 
‘ tion. As an extra precaution, he 
arranged that his coffin should 
not be screwed down—just in 
case the surgeon blundered. 
Both conditions were fulfilled 
when West died aged 90.
CANADIAN FIRST
LONDON (CP) — Canadian 
writer George McWhiter has 
been awarded joint first prize 
for his book on Catalan poems, 
issued by the Commonwealth 
Institute. Irish-born McWhiter, 
a professor at the University of 
British Columbia, shares the 
$625 prize with Nigerian Chinua 
Achebe in the first of an annual 
series of competitions sponsored 
by the institute and the National 
Book League.
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Chest Pains
And The Heart
By George C. Thosteson. M.D.
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♦ Q J6 2
IhC CHURCH OF SAINT-LEONARD 
in Gumgamp. France, 
WAS VISITED FOR CENTURIES 8f PEOPLE 
FROM BRITTANY IN THE BELIEF THEY 
COULD CORE A FEVER BY CARRYING N 
A POUCH SUSPENDED FROM THEIR NECK 
A SNAIL FOUND INA CAUlTY 
IN THE CHURCH WALLS
DOGS WERE USED BY BUND BEGGARS IM FRANCE . 
M P ‘ ’ 600 YEARS AGO -- from a Mth Certury pnnt—
YOUR HOROSCOPE
By B. JAY BECKER
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
from making the slam — as­
suming you adopt the best pro­
cedure thereafter.
Let’s see what happens if you 
ruff the spade lead and cash the 
ace of trumps, both opponents 
following suit. You then play a 
low diamond, forcing West to 
choose between goMg up with 
the ace or allowing you to win 
the trick in dummy with the 
ja«k.
If he goes up with the ace, 
that is the only trick you lose, 
for you can later dispose of the 
J-10-7 of clubs ®n dummy’s ace
I wouldn’t say that angina is 
something to be alarmed about, 
but the condition very definitely 
does demand attention. Let your 
doctor guide you on medication, 
but for your part of the prob­
lem, you must understand how 
your heart works. You must 
also learn how much you can 
exert yourself without overload- 
ng the heart muscle.
There are many degrees of 
angina, from mild to severe, just 
as many other health conditions 
vary in intensity. Severe angina 
can be a very serious condition. 
But people with mild or moder­
ate angina live with it for many 
years—but they must know how 
to take care of themselves, and 
how to avoid unnecessary strain 
on the heart muscle.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I have 
been having chest pains. The 
doctor said it was the heart 
muscle. Would you e x pl a i n 
more about this, and is it some- < 
thing to be alarmed about? Just 
how does it affect the heart?
Well, some patients under­
stand a Mot about the way a 
heart operates, and some know 
very little about it, and a doctor 
has no way of knowing which is 
which. I guess yours took it for 
granted that you knew.
The heart muscle is what 
makes the heart beat. Each 
contraction of this special mus­
cle pumps blood through the 
chambers of the heart.
If the heart muscle is dam­
aged or weakened (by a heart 
attack, by narrowed arteries 
limiting blood supply to the 
muscle, or by -any other means) 
or if the heart muscle is over­
worked, it can cause pain of the 
type known as angina pectoris 
(literally, chest pain).
If for example, you get 
cramps in the legs or elsewhere 
from too much exertion, then 
you stop exerting and the pain 
stops. But the heart, of course,- 
can’t stop working. It has to 
keep on, pain or no pain.
Fortunately, the heart muscle 
is made of very durable tissue, 
and can stand a great deal of 
hard work, It has to. So it isn’t 
necessary (or possible, of 
course) to let it stop working 
entirely. But you do have to 
ease the burden temporarily. 
There is also medication (pri­
marily nitroglycerine) which 
can give the heart a temporary 
lift at such times.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am told 
there are doctors who take off 
cataracts from the eyes with 





VAKQ 10 9 5 2 
♦ K4
The bidding:
South West North 
3 V
East
of spades and Q-J of diamonds.
And if, at trick three, West 
permits you to win the diamond 
with the jack, you are on equal­
ly sure ground. You discard the 
king of diamonds on the ace of 
spades, concede a club trick, 
and later ruff two clubs in 
dummy to bring yourself to 
twelve tricks.
The objection to winning the 
opening spade lead with the ace 
is that it forces you to make a 
crucial discard before you can 
effectively do so. By delaying 
the discard you put yourself in 
a position where you can later 
choose whether to discard a dia­
mond or a club on the ace, de­
pending on West’s play at trick 
three.
Opening lead — king of 
spades. 1
Here is another example of 
how important it is to form an 
over-all plan. Assume you’re in 
six hearts and West leads the 
king of spades. How would you 
proceed?
Actually, the issue is decided 
by your first play from dummy. 
If you win the king of spades 
with the ace you are sure to 
finish down one, eventually 
losing a diamond and a club 
against proper defense.
But if you ruff the king of 
spades, preserving the ace for 
later use, nothing can stop you
There is a new technique 
which uses a1 very rapidly vi­
brating needle-like instrument 
that liquefies the lens of the eye 
(the cataract) so it can be 
sucked out.
The.error is in thinking that 
this is “not surgery.” It still is 
surgery.
Recovery time is reported to 
be much shorter than the older 
techniques, but the method is 
new, and being done, last I 
heard, in less than a score of 
cities. Eye surgeons still are in 
dispute over whether it will dis­
place conventional methods. 
The instrument used is quite 
costly.
EX-SPEAKER DIES
TEL AVIV (Reuter) — Kad- 
ish Luz, former speaker of the 
Israeli Knesset (parliament) 
died at nearby Kefar Saba Mon­
day night. He was 77. The Rus­
sian-born labor leader came to 
Israel in 1920.
WED. DEC. 6 .
Aries (March 21-April 19): 
New approaches to old prob­
lems abound—be flexible and 
try one. Friends are cordial, 
more likely to offer co-opera­
tion.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Press forward along established 
lines, get some of the personal 
preparations for later changes 
out of the way.
An old question is resolved by a 
new answer, perhaps, for good. 
It’s up to you to find a better 
formula,
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
The experiment you try now 
should relate to what you need 
to learn. There are relatively 
unfamiliar people and facts to 
deal with.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Much of your success today de­
pends on how you see the drifts 
of circumstance and what your 
reactions are.










Nutrition during the early 
stages of a bee’s life determines 
both the sex and the social posi­























New Plan For Crossbred Cattle 
A Joint Quebec-Alberta Venture
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXTD1BAAXR
Is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
ased for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length; and formation of the words are all 
t bints. Eanh <iay code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
HGVFS LVC GVEKOMV OC FXPVGROSA
- EBBS FR WGFPV RKNXOVGR SGOBLYJ
OC TFG.-RVCVMF
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: BUT WHY DOES THE CHRIST- 
’ MAS SEASON ALWAYS COME WHEN THE STORES ARE 
AT THEIR BUSIEST?—SOURCE UNKNOWN
BURY, Que. (CP) — A Que- 
bee farming enterprise, in asso­
ciation with a large Alberta 
cattle breeder, has launched a 
beef-cattle breeding project 
with the help of seven French 
bulls and thousands of Quebec 
Holstein dairy cows.
The bulls are Maine-Anjou, r 
breed from France, which pro­
ducers say yields animals con­
siderably larger in size than the 
traditional Angus and Hereford 
breeds, now the most popular of 
•North America’s beef cattle.
Bovinex Farms Ltd., the Que­
bec firm, ,has been using the 
bulls to produce Maine-Anjou- 
Holstein crossbreeds from Hol­
stein cows owned by dairy 
farmers in the Sherbrooke area, 
about 100 miles east of Mon­
treal.
The crossbreeds are shipped 
out west to Palmer Ranch at 
Hillspring in Southern Alberta 
while they are still calves;
. At Hillspring the calves are 
fed and fattened until they are 
about 15 months old and then 
bred. It takes three more breed­
ings to produce a pure-bred 
Maine-Anjou.
J. Allen Martin, a chartered 
accountant who is president of 
Bovinex, said the result, of the 
crossbreeding is a heavier ani­
mal with more meat and less 
fat, produced more economic­
ally than the traditional breeds.
The long-term object of the 
scheme is to make Maine-Anjou 
a source of beef for the North 
American market, and give 
Quebec an exporting role in the 
beef industry.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Perhaps you find your scheme 
isn’t going to work. Be more re­
ceptive; ask, if yqu do not get 
volunteered comment.
Cancer ("June 21-July 22) : You 
are under observation, as it 
were, bn matters that you may 
not be fully concerned about. 
Find a broader perspective.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Spec­
ulation brings unexpected re­
sults. Steady communication is 
critical—what is said once will 
not be repeated where you can 
hear it.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Stick 
to people who have a firm posi­
tive drive, cheerful viewpoint. 
Your own . creative energy is 
strong and available.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Prep­
arations are yet to be made be­
fore you plunge into expansive 
ventures; New ideas and con­
tacts prove exceptionally re­
warding. ■
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21); 
This promises to be a middle- 
of-the-road sort of day, with 
friends able to make more than 
their usual quota of suggestions.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
A variety of hidden situations 
inadvertently turns , out to be 
beneficial to your interests. 
Avoid haste and fatigue.
Capricorn (Dec, 23-Jan. 19):
Short Circuit 
Caused Fire
SEOUL, Korea (Reuter) — 
Police said today a short circuit 
caused a fire which killed 52 
persons in Seoul’s biggest 
theatre Saturday night and then 
arrested two technicians they 
alleged were responsible for the 
electrical fault.
The fire destroyed the municl- 
pally-owned Citizen’s Hall and 
left 52 persons choked or 
burned to death and 76 others 
injured after a pop concert.
The last body, burned beyond 
recognition, was recovered 
from the debris today. Of the 
rest, 27 were women, and two 
were children. .
Police said the two men ar­
rested may face charges of 
causing a serious fire and caus­
ing deaths by negligence of 
duty. The first charge carries a 
penalty of up to three years in 
jail and the second up to five 
years.
“You’re doina more DollutiDg than
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better stop'bm at bass
CAMP AND PlCK'EM UP 
Runaway bayousei they
Back by nowi
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EXCHANGE IT IP I A J' 
FOUND SOME-’ 
THING I LIKED) (
BET1-LR/7A TYt?
Truck Driver Still Going 
From Real Thing To Models
RUTLAND PAGE
rough life. "It’s an easy life, a 
nice life. But some idiots 
shouldn’t be allowed to have] 
drivers’licences.__ __
“In all my years behind a 
truck wheel, I’ve never had an 
accident Mind you, I’Ve had 
them with my car. 
LONG DRIVES
“I used to drive coast-to-coast 
I with partners, four hours on
Including Ellison and Belgo Areas 
Office: 170 Gray Road —* Telephone 765-7401 
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RUTLAND (Staff) — After 
720,000 miles across Canada be­
hind the wheels of heavy trucks, 
you’d think a man would want 
to get as far away as possible 
from the monsters during hs 
spare time. Not Marvel Eide 
of 900 Mitchell Road. He spends 
his spare time making models 
of trucks and making vitriol- 
comments jdoout the idiots —•lemeett: on the road. and four hours off. You get so ,
He’s been highballing' all you can just crawl in the sleeper ;
sizes of trucks since he was 17 and go off to sleep. The engine 
years old. And he loves it so hypnotizes you. Changes are 
Tn,jch he started making mod- usually made during meal 
eis stops.”
His models are real works; I In some cases one driver can 
of art — not little ones that make a trip faster than with 
children push around, but scale a partner, Marvel said. He said 
models trat could sell for about he drove from Calgary to 
$200 They’re complete right! Burnaby in 12% hours, 
down to the smallest detail. Motorists know that cafes and 
Putting together a model is service stations frequented by 
like doing a jigsaw puzzle. Kits truckers are good places to stop, 
costing about $7.50 are purchas- Marvel said truckers don’t care 
ed from hobby stores. Each con- what the place looks like as 
tains about 250 pieces which long as service is good and 
must be carefully fitted toget- prices reasonable. They pay for 
her Marvel figures about one their own meals.
Tiniir for each piece He admits truckers sometimes
MADE TO SCALEHe has made eight models ,*“8 Sfe
to a scale of 1/25 the size of ® truckers are safe
real ones. There are tractor- ^^TRUCTK^Y31"8*
^’d ?ke nwLsts to pull 
a polished aluminum tanker’ I °f.f and let 
even a unit carrying a bufidoz-L^ pounds a^f maybe
6 Metal parts come in a frame, so™*h£g for y°u' s+ 
■ are tom out and then put into I ^ a sf,hedule to meet> so let 
P1T;h Se 'S He Estimates trucks only 
WHe Js ^tt-taugh? blrilder’ make about 38 cents a mile- At 
Care to e’seStecause II a I?*-?' ^g ■ W«0; 
mistake is made. it'. hard to «»£» ailment takes a lot : 
^There^are”SS^nieces to an As might be expected. Marvel 
X>” a sS ImmT <« » «ruek booster. ••Whatbave 
, and six in a wheel including the gA^ truck^h^ntskXl 
i tire. To keep the models asl ,ke fsked’add'
realistic looking as possible, Jng .a Montreal company 
Marvel puts on signal lights, I ^ proved that goods can be 
fuel tanks, exhaust stacks and 5?°^. faj£eiYanc-°UfVe^k7 
ers- This ” tonSsti^Sa 
or initials of companies—free- remember trucks can takPSoSds tr-om tender to re“eive^ 
The windshield and windows are I^ia’haveTo 'ho’moved bv 
rtinctir would have to be moved by
nrerra, motor vehicle to and from air- 
MANY SMALL PIECES n ports, and planes would prob- 
There are more than _ 200 abjy stop many cities.
pieces in the pohshed aluminum no RIDERS 
tanker. The tank has four sec- “No passengers” is the rule— 
tions. The model is complete wftat the companies don’t 
even to four W valves. The won’t hurt them. But it 
unit cost about $25, and is worth could hurt the driver if he>s 
ten times that, says Marvel. caught As long there is a 
^ri^dozer-tractor unit has passenger there is no insurance 
about 800 pieces. _ on the truck or load, he said.
a.?d Truck drivers can be seen 
j andrfam?y'i.^iel checking tires by hitting them. 
Wnght children like to bring Hvhen in motion, a slight quiver 
tt<4*Jrnen(i^J0 ™odels> tells the driver a tire is going 
and Marvel doesn t mind spec- fia<.
tators as long as they don’t “Defensive driving is a big 
touch. A moment of carlessness iadgh >> says Marvel. “How 
might rmn hours of work. many accidents can you avoid 
• eMndS S21ep" without getting killed?”











i have little blankets on the beds.
Marvel exploded the idea 
about truck drivers having-a
j Washington Band 










concert band wind ensemble 
from Walla Walla College in 
Washington made their first 
visit to this area Saturday. 
Members attended the morning 
service at the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church, and gave a 
concert at night in Rutland






RUTLAND (Staff) - A com­
mittee studying incorporation 
of an area from Okanagan Mis-
sion to Winfield may have a 
meeting this week, chairman 
Mrs. Joseph Gaal said Monday.
“Efforts should be speeded 
up,” she said, referring to 
moves by Kelowna city council 
to annex Orchard Park. “If it’s 
Benvoulin now, will it be Rut­
land tomorrow?”
Mrs. Gaal was associated 
with a group that Med to start 
a ratepayers’ association this 
year. The main purpose of this 
group would have been to study 
incorporation. Rutland Cham­
ber of Commerce executive had 
already been studying it, so 
members were added to a com­
mittee and two subcommittees 
formed.
“I would like the members
of my committee to begin talk­
ing with the chamber commit­
tee,” said Mrs. Gaal.
The latter committee had 
asked B.C. municipal affairs 
minister James Lorimer to de­
lay acting on the city request 
until the Rutland study is fin­
ished.
Terry Ruttie, a member of 
the . chamber coriimittee, sent 
a questionnaire to people in 
areas comparable to Rutland 
that have recently been incor­
porated. Their replies about 
conditions before and after in­
corporation were summarized 
and released some time ago.
A report is expected at the 
chamber annual meeting on 
Monday night. A public meet­
ing will probably be called next 
year.
Centennial Hall Packed 
With Christmas Parties
RUTLAND (Staff) — The
season for office parties is 
here again. Several are being 
held in the Centennial Hall.
On Friday night about 250 
people attended the banquet 
and dance of the Kelowna 
Growers’ Exchange Co-Opera­
tive. Master of ceremonies, 
Reg Merriam, introduced mem­
bers of the committee—Henry 
Siegmann, Alex Kabatoff and 
Barry Spring, also Alan Lans­
downe, who looked after this 
event for many years. Ex­
change president John Bullock 
and general manager George 
Macdonnell thanked employees 
for their co-operation in run­
ning the exchange.
About 220 people attended a 
Saturday night banquet and 
dance organized by employees 
of S arid K, Plywoods, part of 
the Crown Zellerbach opera­
tion.Ray Ottenbreit was chair-
man of the committee, with 
Manuel Costa secretary, Alfred 
Fork vice-chairman, Harvey 
Bailey, Merv Lewis and Kon 
Kleemier members.
Guests included Tony Jarrett, 
district manager of Crown Zel- 
lerbach for Kelowna area; Bob 
Bain, plant superintendent and 
Bill Schumaker, president of 
Local 1-423, International Wood­
workers of America, of which 
the employees are members.
Upstairs, about 40 people 
gathered for a party organized 
by employees of the Metropoli­
tan Store at Shops Capri.
People often blame their cars
when actually it is themselves 
who are at fault. Marvel would 
like to see pompulsory vehicle 
tests every six months or year.
Marvel says Alberta drivers 
are the most courteous. How, 
does he rate Kelowna drivers? 
“Plumb ignorant.”
Since coming to Kelowna 
June, he delivered trailers for 
a Winfield company, and drove 
taxis. His landlord also delivers 
for the former company.
orlum.
Dr. H. Lloyd Leno conducted 
n program of sacred and secu­
lar music. Gordon Ballharie, 
dean of the school of theology, 
was narrator.
The musicians were finishing 
n tour that started Nov. 13. All 
members are from the United 
States except Leanne Bergey 
of Surrey.
Annual Banquet 
Held For Blind 
RUTLAND (Stuff) — About
. 150 iwople from Penticton to 
। Lumby attended the annual 

















throughout the Valley for blind 
people and their escorts. It was 
held Monday in the Centennial 
Hall.
The blind people arc mem­
bers of the Okanagan White 
Cano Club, part of the Cana­
dian Council of the Blind, Clar­
ence llcmbling is president of 
the club.
Entertainment was provided 
by the ^Lively Arts Singers. 
Mrs. Al Assinus cooked the 
meal. Serving was done by 









second slate of officers for 
Unit 376, Army, Navy and Air 
Force Veterans, will be nom­
inated Wednesday night. Elec­
tionswill be in January.
The unit was chartered last 
March, and' has more than 100 
members said president Gun­
nar Gunderson of Kelowna. A 
ladies’ auxiliary has been start­
ed, and has applied 'for its 
charter. Members helped with 
Remembrance Day services 
here and in Kelowna Nov. 11. 
The meeting will be at 8 p.m. 





With prices ranging from 
$50.00 and up.












Baby, it’s cold inside! 




/f\ has everything for 
Christmas
Also available through Catalogue Sales Offices 
throughout B.C.and the Yukon
Advertised prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 9
11.5 cu. ft spacesaver 
Coldspot freezer
(32110)
If lack of space is your reason for 
putting off buying a money-saving 
freezer, forget it! This little compact 
takes less than 1 sq. yd. of floor area 
yet holds 402 lbs.! Features wrap* 
around coils for even, zero-degree 
freezing, No-sag, moisture-free foam 
insulation. Easy-clean, one-piece 
bottom with booster freezing coils. 
2 easy-reach, vinyl-coated baskets 
and 1 divider. Counter-balanced lid. 
Interior work light and power inter­
ruption light. Epoxy interior finish. 
Magnetic lid seal for positive closure. 
Protective built-in lock and keys. 
Gleaming White acrylic finish. Avo­
cado or Harvest Gold only $10 more 
(32114/6
Simpsons-Sears: Freezers (47). 
Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763-5811















r<r-.<>n.i| shoi'pliiK: liUimate Apparel UHl. 
.shnpMiii- .‘•cat*.
___  8:00 p.m.
2:30 and 8 p.m.
........ 2:30 p.m.
Burgers 3 tor 81.00 
Fish and Chips 70c













“Custom Care in 
Ready to Wear”






love in your life.
"Love Lalch", thal is!
THE SNOW QUEEN 
a Christinas Fantasy 
presented by











Ticket,'! nt Hank of British Columbia
10 a in, i>> 2 j.
I,veiling Seat* Ucirrird
"Love Latch" the unique frontal hook bra. A 
light press and a tender twist. That's all there 
is, to doing it up.
a. "Love Latch" bra. Crochet lace cups. 
Under-wired for firm support. Lycra back. Ad­
justable strops, kodel cups. White, Bronze.
A, B, C, (32-36) ...........   ca. $8
As above without kodel cups A (34-36) B,
b. Lycra Brief matches "Love Latch" bra. 
Tummy control panel in Nylon crepe set. 
S, M, L, XL. While .......................... ca. $5
c. Brief-Type Corsolcttc Lace cups with under- 
bust support. hont zipper closing. Scnii-de- 
tai.liable (H'lch. Bare rubber staydown leg 
band, loom padded shoulder straps. Average 
and loll B (36 42), C (34-42), D (34 42) 
kni .................................. ca. $22
d. Elegant Body Shaper. Strops convert to holl­
er or ( rr.sa ross. Domed crotch. Lycra. Antron 
Nylon cups slightly padded. A(34-36), B (34- 
3H), C (34-38). Bronze .................. •. co. $12
Park Free While You Shop Simpioni-Seorr, Orchard Park, Kelowna. A
Reform Oriented Slate 
Wins Majority In Toronto
DISTRICT PAGE ft I C ■ - c. <■
TORONTO (CP) — Metro To- 1 
f-nto starts off two years of ; 
civic government with new men 
at the head of five of its six mu­
nicipal governments and with'a 
solid “reform" phalanx dedi­
cated to blunting the priorities 
Of construction development.
A strong trend toward youth 
materialized also in Monday’s 
balloting as three under-40 may­
ors reached office. They were 
headed by David Crombie. 36? a 
freshman aiderman who leaped 
from the underdog position to 
become Toronto city’s youngest 
mayor of the century.
A bouncy university lecturer 
who stands five feet, five inches 
tall, Mr. Crombie administered 
decisive defeats to two fellow 
_Council metnbers and four out- 
4|Hfelers to take over the civic 
M^Midership vacated by retiring 
i^HHeteran William Dennison, 67. _
In Metro’s second largest mu­
nicipality of North York, 39- 
year-old Mel Lastman, a mer­
chandising whizbang, took over 
the vacated mayoralty while 
lawyer Paul Cosgrove, 37, beat 
incumbent Robert White; 52, in
। Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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in TO- | (■—,—■■———■———■I Illi   >1 !■■■ III. ■■Illbuilding—ran strongest
rqnto city where 12 of the 23 re-1 _ B^al ■■
——11 Kamloops Dike Situationthat category, probably in-1 dicating that big high-rise de­
velopments and road construc­
tion projects will run second to 
Ksrvation of the neighbor- 
and the quality of life.
This was typified by Mayor­
elect Crombie who six years 
ago was an early member ol a 
reformist group called the Civic 
Action Party (Civac) along with 
Tony O’Donohue and David Ro­
tenberg, who ran second and 
third to him Monday. Civac has
Studied By B.C. Minister
Born In Service Station
third-largest Scarborough, 
Mayor White was the only
• council chief with his office on 
! the line before the electors.
Four of the city and borough 
mayors had retired while the 
sixth—Philip White, 52, in York 
\ borough—received an acclama- 
i tion.
REFORM RUNS STRONG
’ In the other boroughs, Dennis 
: Flynn, 49, Toronto city informa- 
/ tion officer, won Etobicoke on
’ his second try while Willis 
’ ’Blair, 49, lawyer and Con- 
, servative politician, won small 
- East York following the retire- 
. rnent of Miss True Davidson, its 
perennial reeve and then mayor 
- for 12 years.
4 The reform trend—sy- 
. : nonymous here with slowing
.down apartment and office
since disintegrated.
Irish-born Mr; O'Donohue, 
whose enthusiasm as an anti-de­
veloper had waned in favor of 
providing jobs for construction 
workers, ran about 24,000 votes 
behind Mr. Crombie’s 80,000- 
plus, while Mr. Rotenberg, city 
council’s finance chief with a 
recent reputation as a "devel­
opers’ man," was another 23,000 
to the rear.
By some observers the strong 
Crombie tide was seen as in­
dicating a lack of interest by 
the voters in completion of the 
controversial Spadina Ex­
pressway between northwest 
Metro and downtown Toronto, 
which the Ontario government 
killed this year. Mr. Crombie 
strongly opposed its revival.
KAMLOOPS, B,C. (CP)—Pro­
vincial Resources Minister Bob 
Williams said Monday he will 
meet with Federal Environment 
Minister Jack Davis in Victoria 
today to discuss plans for a fed­
eral-provincial diking authority 
on the Thompson River system 
in the Kamloops area.
Mr. Williams said in a tele­
phone interview from Vancou­
ver Monday “it has generally 
been agreed upon that the sys­
tem will be on the same basis 
as the Fraser Valley Diking Au­
thority with a 5<MG-10 per cent 
federal, provincial and munici­
pal sharing of costs.”
Mr. Davis made a tentative 
committment to set up the dik­
ing authority while campaigning 
in the last federal election, Mr 
Williams said.
“We don’t expect any prob­
lems with the establishment of 
the system,” he said.
Last June a dike in the Kam-
The closest vote occurred in 
the village of Pickering east of 
Toronto. Vic Dihgley was 
elected reeve with 320 votes, 
one more than William McLean. 
The runner-up hesitated for a 
matter of seconds before an­
nouncing he will seek a recount.
In the town of Dunnville,
Soviet Champ 
iMovesAhead 
SAN ANTONIO, Tex' (AP)
• Soviet champion Anatoly Kar- 
< pov continued to set the pace in 
’ the international chess ■ tourna-
rnent here, playing a draw with 
Vlastimil ; Hort of Czech­
oslovakia in a 12th-round match 
Monday night.
The draw after 18 moves gave 
Karpov, 20, a total of nine 
points with three rounds*left for 
the 54,000 top prize.
Lajos Portisch of Hungary, 
the only player to beat the Rus­
sians, and Paul Keres of Russia 
were tied for second place with 
eight points.
Portisch drew with Henrique 
Mocking of Brazil while Keros’ 
games against winless Ameri­
can Kenneth Smith was ad­
journed on the 41st move.
Denmark’s Bent Larsen
------------------------------- West- 
syde. Mr. Williams said the col-
homes in the suburb of
lapsed dike is still in need of 
repairs which he estimated 
would cost $1.75 million. He said 
proposals for reconstruction of 
the dike are under considera­
tion.
Gerry Anderson, New Demo­
cratic Party MLA for Kamloops, 
said the diking proposal to be 
discussed in Victoria calls for 
all dikes to be built to the 
highest flood level recorded in 
the past 200 years. He said this 
would mean adding six feet to 
the current height of the dikes.
Mr. Williams said no cost 
estimate on the proposed sys­
tem is available,’ but he added 
it would be in excess of the $60 
million cost of the Fraser Val­
ley system,.
SHEDS SHELL
Crabs, crayfish and lobster 
(loops area broke, flooding more J shed their skeletons periodically 
than 160 houses and mobile to permit growth.
?ong-time Mayor Charles Lun- I 
day was re-elected. It was the 
first election he has had to con­
test in years and he breezed 
past his two opponents. In elec­
tions during the last 11 years, 
he always had been returned to 
office by acclamation. I
Incumbent mayors returned 
to office in cities included 
•Philip Turner, Peterborough; | 
Douglas Allin, Chatham; Bob 
•Rutherford, Owen Sound; Paul || 
Blundy, Samia and Ronald A. 
Irwin, Sault Ste. Marie. .1
Incumbent mayors in cities i 
who went down to defeat in-] 
eluded David Brown in Orillia i 
and Niss Nissen in Port Col-1 
borne. Jack V. Andre won in1 
Orillia and John Buscarino in 
Port Colborne.
Women elected as mayors in- 
cities included Dorian Parker in 
Barrie and Mrs. Jeffrey in 
Brockville.
.climbed back into contention 
with a 40-move win over Donald
Byrne of the United States.
Larsen held' T’/z points today 
and had sole possession of
fourth place.





bemonhoidi sod repair damaged tissue. I 
A renowned research institute has | 
found a unique healing substance I 
with the ability to shrink hemor- I 
rhoids painlessly It relieve* itching I 
and discomfort in minutes and I 
speeds up healing of the injured, I 
inflamed tissue. 1
In case after case, while gently I 
relieving pain, actual reduction I 
(shrinkage) took place. I
Most important of all—resultscouver protected his slim mathri “thor^K
ematical chances of winning the , ment WM maintained over a period | 
; top prize with a 40-movc win । many months. |
( over Mexico s Mario Campos- ,. _ —uh ■ I
seven points with an adjourned quickly h9lp8 heal injured I 
. game to complete. cella and etimulate* growth of new I
Importantly, Suttles Inched B I
. closer to qualifying for grand- 
' master status, which he can ac-
which quickly helps heal inn 
cells and sti ulate* gro th of
Now Bio-Dyne is offered in oint­
ment and suppository form called• _ j. „ it,!. »«» Buo Bit e u a
*1 lll’e duung Preparation H; Ask for it at all drug
with the right combination of Btorea Satisfaction or your monef 
victories. Suttles has won five, 
tied four and lost two matches
something worthwhile. I now have the time to
I am nn independent candidate, and although I am 
n beginner in local politics, 1 fell that 1 can contribute
My e.xjx'iicnce as a banker, as an accountant, and as a 
businessman provide a knowledgeable background for 








-do my best to keep citizens informed about city 
business.
— Uy tn establish a good relation’hip with th* people 
in our neighboring districts; they help tn keep our 
city alive.
- Keep our dollars generating in thia area by giving 
puferrnrr to Kihiwna A Dr.tiicl businesses when 
city tenders me let, piuvlJed tiny me compel Hive.
- tiv to establish a method tiy wlm h Kelowna taxpayer* 
could submit their , oinpImiiK ami their suggestions m 
no and comfortable m.iiiii, i.
Mill Cicek.
i elated b. M
I MID YOUR SI 1‘1’ORl . . . VO IE FOR
TREADGOLD, Bill
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.
<CP)—Lisa Marie Biollo entered 
the world Monday via the chilly 
hands of a backhoe operator in 
front of the gas pumps at a city 
service station.
The six-pound, six-ounce baby 
girl was born in sub - freezing 
weather on the front seat of a 
small import car as her parents, 
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Biollo of 
nearby Delta, were on their way 
to hospital. When they realized 
they weren’t going to make it 
in . time, Mr, Biollo pulled his 
car into a service station in 
New Westminster.
“A fellow working at the back 
of the service station came and 
helped and the baby was born 
in no time at all,” he said.'
The man who helped was Don 
McBeth, 38, a backhoe operator 
and former ambulance driver 
who had helped deliver op6 
other child. Mr. McBeth was 
working at the rear of the serv­
ice station, installing a new 
radiator hose on his truck, when 
Mr. Biollo rolled up to the 
pumps with his horn blaring.
“I was watching out the 
window and saw the wife having 
a couple of convulsions,” Mr. 
McBeth said.
KNEW RIGHT AWAY
He went to the car with Mr. 
Biollo and realized the baby was 
being born.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT
RUTLAND (Staff) — Sale of 
tickets for the community 
Christmas concert was expect­
ed to begin soon. They will be 
at various stores, and young 
people will also have them. The 
event, first of its kind, will be 
Dec. 27 in the Centennial Hall. 
It will feature three skits, musi­
cal and other selections. About
“He asked me if I knew any­
thing about it.” Mr. McBeth 
said. “I said I did and he just 
stepped aside.
When the baby was delivered I ,people are involved. Pro- 
?Jrs - ?l0\° was concerned that CCCds will go towards establish- 
the infant wasn’t breathing. ' • ■
“I took off my gloves and 
when I turned the baby on her 
side, she let out a howl," Mr. 
McBeth said. “I guess my cold 
hands brought her around.”
• Mr. McBeth wrapped the baby 
in towels and the mother in a 
blanket arid sent them on their 
way to the hospital in ambu­
lance. Mother and child were in 
excellent condition.
“It was all over in about 20 
minutes,” said service station 
manager Wayne Feist. "The 
only one who looked to be in 
any panic was the husband.”
ing a youth centre.
POP PACKAGE
LONDON (CP) - Secretary' 
Diana Hart has no intention of 
letting American pop singer 
David Cassidy forget his London 
fans. She has sent him a giant 
fan letter—measuring five feet 
by two—full of letters from ar­
dent British fans. The post of­
fice has welcomed the giant de­
livery. ‘‘It will be much easier 
than sorting out hundreds of or­
dinary letters to Mr. Cassidy,” 
a spokesman said.
BAKE SALE
RUTLAND (Staff) — Mem­
bers of the hospital auxiliary 
hope housewives will do extra 
baking this week. The auxiliary 
will sell baked goods Saturday 
to raise money for equipment 
for Kelowna General Hospital. 
Donations should be given to 
members or brought to the 
Shop-Easy Store on Saturday, 
where the sale will be held.
OLD FISH
The spotted grouper, a bass­
like resident of tropical waters, 
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8 1449 St. Paul St. 763-4418 K 
w Open Fridays until 9:00 A 
§ p.m. Now until Christmas. R
NEED COPIES?
WE CAN HELP!
Our Zerox 1860 
Copy^Printcr
• Takes Origlna^ up to 36" 
wide.
• Produces Copy to size or 
reduced to various sizes 
on bond Vellum or Mylar.
• Blueprinting.
• Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 





businessmen for 18 years
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2541
Saves2tos3
These men’s gloves deserve a hand 
5 great leather styles, 
each one luxury lined for deep 
down warmth. At this price 
they deserve two hands
Reg. 7.50A. Cowhide with pile lining
. Reg. 8.00Steerhide with pile lining.B.
Reg. 7.00Imported GoatskinC.
D. Goatskin, hand-sewn Reg. 7.50
E. Steerhido Gloves, whipped seams. . Reg. 7.00
499 pr.
A
lit Jifiaw ink'll n*
■
this is „ 
Simpsons-Sears 
best value. Simpsons Scars. Men's I'mnisiilnRii (33)
Advertised Prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 9th
Shop with your convenient Simpsons-Sears All-Purpose Charge Account.. in person or by phone
24 HOUR TELESHOP Kelowna - 763-5811
Open Daily 9:30 to 5:30 
Thurs. and Fri 'til 9 p.m.
IIMFKWl I bears[
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded—Park Heo While You Shop at Simpsons ocais
>AGK 1* KELOWNA DAILY COUBIER, TUES., DEC. 5. Wit
Disneyland Gift Records
24 Complete Songs Six Long Plays Per Volume
Simpsons-Sears presents The Wonderful 
World of Disneyland Music
768
Your Choice, Ea. w
Select frora 17 Titles Shown Below 
As Advertised on TV
Disneyland Music
Volume 1; Volume 2:
Swiss Family Robinson, 
Goldilocks, Bambi, Dum­
bo, Snow White, Cinder­
ella, Lady and the 
Tramp, The Story of 
Johnny Appleseed.
Bedknobs and Broom­
sticks, Story of the Wiz­
ard of Oz, This is My 
Life — Mickey Mouse, 
Mother Goose, The Jun­
gle Book, Winnie the 
Pooh, Now We Are Six, 
Winnie the Pooh and Ti­
ger, Treasure Island,
1. Bedknobs and Broomsticks 7. The Aristocats
2. Mary Poppins 8. Jungle Book
3. Winnie the Pooh and the Honey 9. Alice in.Wonderland
Tree 10. Cinderella
4. Lady and the Tramp ]]. Bambi




Choose from the 
Selection Below
30 Christmas Carols
Goldilocks and the 
3 Bears 
Winnie the Pooh 
and the 3 Bears 
Winnie the Pooh 
—Honey Tree
The Mouse Factory 
Favourite Songs 
of Christmas 




Other Record Gift Suggestions
Elvis j AA FOOLS —Three A TA Charlie
Presley. ... Ea. I «77 Dog Night. Ea. Pride
THE PARA- 3 TA
MOUNT .. Ea.J«»7,
FAREWELL TO THE






SONS—Carole T /A 









X . . >.3.99
GREATEST T TA
HITS . Ea. 3.17
3AQ SIMON AND GAR- .77 FIINKEl,
NEVER A DULL MO- EVERY PICTURE 
MINTI(<hI T QA TEELS A STORY -- 
bh.s.Hi . Ea J«07 i:„| j a
a <u t r.». j.o
Shawn
Phillips - Ea
THE NIGHT IS STILL 
YOUNG — , T TA
Shn-Na-Na Ea. J.I7
Simpson*-Sears: Records (SHI. 21-Ilonr Teleshop
Pork Free While You Shop Stmpson»-Seor»; Orchord Pork, Kelowna
